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PREFACE

When I began to develop and gather materials for this
program. I was looking for an end product that would be
practical. inevensive, relevant, and applicable in a wide
variety of settings.

The topics covered in this program evolved over a four
year period during which I was leading multifamily groups
for parents and adolescents in inpatient settings, outpatient
clinics, and - ofisionally for juvenile court diversion programs.
Through feedback from parents and adolescents as to which
topics they felt were most relevant, and which activities
they felt were most productive. The program eventually evolved
into 15 sessions covering time main topic areas: (1) perceiving
each other (social perception). (2) communicating effectively.
and (3) recognizing behavior as a function of its consequence.
The enthusiastic response of participants emphasized these
three areas.

The activities involving social perception in the first three
sessions received remarks such as the following:

"It's about time I'm getting my parent to look at the
way I see things!"

"I never thought i'd see the day my kid would actually
try to look at how I see things!"

Thc effective communication activities received responses
such as the following:

Thanks to the structured activities, the prepared scripts.
and the scoring grid, we were able to stay 'on track'!"

Paryiwe
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"I liked being able to talk to my parents about negative
feelings without all the yelling and screaming that
usually goes on."

The activities really help us talk in a civil manner
to each other on touchy subjects."

'rve never tried to 'get into my parent's shoes' before.
What a trip!"

When we did those empathy activities. I couldn't believe
it. There we were. actually focusing on each others'
thoughts and feelings without getting defensive. A
parent's dream! A major breakthrough for us!"

The activities that centered arouna recognizing behavior
as a function of its consequence were extremely well received.
with statements such as the following:

"It's great to be able to work on skills, learning to
do something about our complaints with each other
i. .stead of mutual linger pointing."

"I like the 'no fault' approach to problem solving. We
used our energy solving instead of blaming."

"The contract activity was something else! I never
thought I'd be able to actually sit down and negotiate
with my parents!"

Besides the topics which evolved, the approach used
in the program was also determined by the response of the
participants. They seemed to prefer the structured, hands-
on, skills training approach rather than a generalized.
unstructured discussion group. Some of their responses were
the following:

"The structured activities made the sessions more
productive. No one family was able to monopolize the
sessions. We all had a chance to learn the materials,"

Impraving Parent Adolescrnt Relation-ships lAyttler Manual



"I like the emphasis on learning skills rather than
airing our dirty laundry in front of everybody."

The fact that the program involves parents and adolescents
participating together in each session was a positive feature
mentioned repeatedly.

" We didn't have to 'role play" what we would say to
our parents if they were there. They were there! And
we got to practice face-to-face with them!"

"Just having our son in the same room practicing
the activities with us. made the whole program seem
more like a 'family' activ4. not an 'us vs. him' situation."

As for the format of this Leader Manual. I've tried to
make it "user friendly." Each session is spelled out with
goals. basic information to be conveyed, and step-by-step
procedures, beginning with seating arrangement at the start
of the session and ending with the lead-in statement to introduce
the next session. The group leader simply has to follow the
procedure outlined in this manual, and guide the participants
to compete the forms and the activities contained in the
Participant Workbook.

Although the program developed in the context of a
multifamily group. the materials and sessions work -qually
well for individual family treatment.

Finally, just as this program evolved over time, it may
well continue to develop. Accordingly, if. in the process of
using these materials, new applications arise. I would appreciate
feedback of ideas for future additions or revisions.

Darrell J. Burnett, Ph.D.
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OVERVIEW

PURPOSE

The purpose of the parent-adolescent program sessions
is to offer a learning experience for parents and adolescents
working together to improve their skills in areas which are
the foundation for healthy family life:

(1) perceiving each other. (2) communicating effectively.
and (3) recognizing behavior as a funct ion of its
consequences. rry sessions are organized under these
three categories.

Anything Each Other

The first three sessions dwell on the practical and pertinent
topic of perceiving each other, and address the age old

-generation gap- experience, helping parents and adolescents
to see eye-to-eye. The sessiors offer them an opportunity
to become aware of how close or far away they are from

each other in the way they perceive each other's personality
traits (Session 1). in the way they perceive how
communications are going within the family (Session 2). and
in the way they perceive each other's values (Session 3).

Through these social perception activities parents and
adolescents will learn skills of accurate perception of each
other, acknowledging similarities and differences.

Communicating Effectively

The next six sessions dwell on the topic of assertive
communication, exposing parents and adolescents to the
various styles of communication between parents and

Overview
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adolescents. helping them identify and develop assertive
problem-solving approaches to communications within the
family setting. The various topics include communication
styles (Session 4), distinguishing assertive, aggressive, and
passive problem-solving approaches (Session 5), and effective
communication techniques while expressing feelings concerning
family issues (Session 6), positive feelings towards family
members (Sessions 7). negative feelings towards family
members (Session 8), and feelings of empathy toward family
members (Session 9).

The purpose for these sessions is to help parents and
adolescents develop the skill of being able to "get the point
across" while standing up for one's self, yet recognizing the
dignity and point of view of the other family member.

Recognizing Behavior as a
Function of Rs Consequence

The final six sessions dwell on the topic of understanding
why behaviors occur, and learning some techniques for
changing and/or managing behaviors within the home setting.
Topics include The Lcov qf Effect: behavior and its relation
to consequences (Session 10): developmental and behavioral
approaches toward understanding adolescence (Session 11);
the role of parents in applying consequences for behaviors
(Session 12); assessing how parents apply negative
consequenc,s: punishment versus logical and natural
consequences (Session 13); learning to identify specific
behaviors (Session 14): and setting up a family behavior
contract (Session 15).

STRUCTURE

The program is organized as a series of 15 skills training
classes rather than as "rap" groups. Each session involves
a specific topic with hands-on paper-pencil activities, active
participation, and occasional lectures. Each participant is
given a copy of the Participant Workbook which contains most
of the forms used in the paper-pencil activities. The emphasis
is upon learning new skills to improve parent-adolescent
relationships rather than on ruminative blaming.

xvi Improving Parunt-Adoieseent Relat lonShiPs Leader Man,ini
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With an emphasis upon a "teaching" format families seem
less resistive. The format allays their fears that they will
have to "air their dirty laundry" in front of others.

Topics included are general in nature and are presented
as part of "family life" issues.

Each session is self contained, but many follow logically
from the previous session.

LENGTH OF PROGRAM WORKSHOP

The program consists of 15 sessions. each session lasting
approximately 50 to 60 minutes. The sessions are optimally
held weekly, allowing for practice of activities between sessions.

LEADER QUALIFICATIONS

The program can be facilitated easily by counselors, pastoral
counselors, probation officers. mental health workers,
psychologists, or social workers. In the manual are listed
step-by-step instructions, with all the necessary figures and
references. All forms are supplied in the Participant Workbook.
Some figures in the Leader Manual will need to be reproduced
for participants. Permission is given to do so.

FAaLITIES NEEDED

A well ventilated, well lit room with tables and chairs
is adequate. Ideally, the room will be large enough to separate
adolescents on one side and parents on the other during
those sessions where they are doing written activities separate
from each other.

A chalkboard or easel is a must.

Overviett, xvll



SZE OF GROUP

The program has been successfully conducted with as
many as 25 adolescents and their parents. However, the program
also can be used for one single family if desired.

SELECTION OF GROUP PARTICIPANTS

The program is appropriate for any population, ranging
from "problem" adolescents in a variety of setting's (inpatient,
outpatient. aftercare. juvenile diversion. etc.) to adolescents
and families looking to improve what good interactions they
already have (church groups. personal enrichment groups.
etc.).

COST

To run the workshop the basic cost is a copy of the
Participant Workbook for each participant (adolescents and
parents) and a copy of the Leader Manual for the leader.

The leader will need access to a copier for duplicating
extra figmes as needed in some of the sessions.

The leader also should keep a supply of pencils available.

The leader will need an audio tape recorder for Session
4. "Communication Styles." if the audio tape is used. This
is not essential. An alternate plan is to role-play the scripts.

improving Pan AdOlt NCI ni Requsionstups 14yuhT Mayitull
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SESSION la

PERSONAL/1Y TRAITS
GOALS

I. To enable parents and adolescents to better understand
their perception of one another's personality traits.

2. To enable parents and adolescents to recognize how close
or how far apart they are in their perceptions.

INFORMATION

The first session deals with the topic of how close or
how far away parents and adolescents are from each other
in their perception ofpersonality traits of each other.

Emphasize the following points:

Social perception, how people perceive others. is a key
to understanding how family members interact with
each other.

Social perception, how we see each other. should be
based upon actual current behaviors (within the
previous six months).

In many families, parents and adolescents "hold on"
to old views of each other regardless of current behavior
changes. Thus, dad or mom may be seen as "cruel
and mean" because of an incident from two years ago.
regardless of changes since then and regardless of the

Session I Pe 3ona1tty 11-ti1ts 3



absence of any "cruel and mean" behaviors in the past
two years. Likewise, an adolescent may be seen as
"selfish and ungiving" because of an incident two years
ago, regardless of changes since then and regardless
of the absence of "selfish and ungiving" behavior during
the last two years.

PROCEDURES

1. Separate parents from their adolescents. Adolescents sit
on one side of the room, parents on the other side.

2. Ca their attention to the one page description of "Social
Perception: Its Effect on Family Communication" found
in the Participant Workbook. Emphasize the points
mentioned under Information" concerning the connection
between social perception and behavior among family
members.

3. Explain that this Session and Sessions 2 and 3 will be
centered around social perception activities among family
members covering the topics of personality traits (this
session), communicating within the family (Session 2).
and values held (Session 3).

4. Instruct parents to complete the "Family Social Perception:
Parent Form" (Form 1 in the Participant Workbook). Father
and mother each complete the form separately (no peeking!).

5. At the same time, instruct the adolescents to complete
the "Family Social Perception: Adolescent Form" (Form
2 in the Participant Workbook). If the family has two or
more children, each child completes his or her own form
(no peeking!).

6. Instruct all participants (parents and adolescents) to each
1111 out an 10 spaces for each category.

7. Instruct them to be spectfic in their description, and
to describe personality traits, not physical appearances
(i.e., "Five foot two, eyes of blue").

4 Imprming Part.nt-Adoleseeru Rekuionships Leader Manual
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8. Remind them to write current descriptions, mentally noting
a currvnt behavioral eromple for each descriptor.

9. Allow 20 to 25 minutes for completion of the forms.

10. Direct parents and adolescents to sit together to compare
forms. Instruct them as they review each other's answers.
to give specific examples for each description on the
form. Thus, if an adolescent describes mom as "cold and
calculating," he/she must give a current (last six months)
example of that behavior. (NOTE: This discussion takes
place privately among the members of each family, not
as a demonstration for all group members.)

11. After 15 or 20 minutes of discussion between parents
and adolescents. poll the group concerning the number
of positive descriptions versus negative descriptions on
Parts A. B. and C as described in Numbers 12 and 13.

12. Poll the adolescents (show of hands) asking:

How many of you had more negatives than positives
on Part A. "How I Describe Myself "?

How many of you had more positives than negatives
on Part A. "How I Describe Myself ?

(Use this same format for Parts B rind C. Record all
responses on the chalkboard.)

13. Poll the parents (show of hands) in the same way. covering
Parts A through C. Record all responses on the chalkboard.

14. Discuss the significance of an overemphasis upon positives
or negatives in social perception.

For example. if an adolescent describes himself or
herself (Part A) in mainly positive descriptors, but describes
his or her parents (Part B) in mainly negative descriptors.
and expects negative descriptors from the parents (Part
C), this is the profile of a teen who tends to blame all
problems on the parents. Likewise. if a parent describes

Session I Personality Traits 5



himself or herself (Part A) in mainly positive descriptors.
but describes the teenager (Part B) in mainly negative
descriptors, and expects negative descriptors from the
teenager (Part C) this is the profile of a parent who blames
all the problems on the teenager.

In another example, if the adolescent describes himself
or herself (Part A) in mainly negative descriptors but
describes parents (Part B) in mainly positive descriptors,
and expects positive descriptors from parents (Part C).
thit may be the profile of a depressed teenager who
feels his or her parents don't malty know or are unwilling
to look at the negative aspects of their son or daughter,

15. Discuss the importance of trying to develop a realistic
balance of social perceptions within the family.
acknowledging both the positive and negative aspects
of each family member, attempting to increase the positives
while acknowledging the negatives.

16. Poll the families concerning whether, overall, they felt
they agreed or disagreed with each other on the various
descriptors in the three parts. and whether there were
any surprises.

17. Discuss the importance of giving specific examples in
areas of disagreement. That is. if dad describes himself
as -warm and wonderful." but the teenag describes
dad as "cold and calculating." they should each be able
to cite current examples.

18. Briefly discuss Parts D and E. concerning friends.

a. Ask parents to discuss how they arrive at their
perceptions (positive or negative) of their teenager's
friends (clothes, hair, makeup. music, language. etc.).

b. Ask teenagers to discuss how they form their
perceptions (positive or negative) of peers in terms
of whether they want them for friends.

6 Improving Parrnt-Adolescent Relationships Leader Manual



19. Conclude the session with a reminder that it is very
important to keep perceptions current and to be willing
to change "old" views of each other within the family.

20. Remind the group that the next session will continue
the topic of social perception, but with an emphasis upon
how they see family communication.

SOCIAL PERCEPTION

ITS EFFECT ON FAMILY COMMUNICATION

When family members communicate with each other, their
behavior communicates how they see themselves, but,
more important, it communicates how they see the others.
For example. if family members perceive another family member
as an unworthy person, their behavior toward that family
member may communicate rejection. Self-perception and the
perception of others become central in understanding family
communication in general. and communication in maltreating
families in particular.

A person's behavior at any given moment is influenced
by that person's current perceptions qf self and other
and by previously acquired and reinforced patterns of
communication with the other person. Thus, in order to
understand a family's interaction patterns, we need to
understand how the family members view themselves and
each other: we also need to understand how the perception
of self and others interacts with the previously developed
patterns of communication and with general personal
characteristics of family members" to create altogether unique
patterns of interaction and mutual behaviors.

Session I Personality Malts 7



SESSION 2
COMMUNICATING

WITHIN THE FAMILY

GOALS

1. To enable parents and adolescents to understand better
their perceptions of one another's communication patterns
in the family.

2. To enable parents and adolescents to recognize how close
or how far apart they are in their perceptions.

INFORMATION

This second session deals with the topic of how close
or how far away parents and adolescents are from each
other in their perception of communications within the family
setting.

Emphasize the following points:

The purpose of the exercise is to help both parents
and adolescents to become more aware of any differences
in perception concerning communications, based upon
actual current behaviors.

Communication problems are cited most frequently
when families are asked to list major problem areas
when children reach their adolescent years.

Session 2 Comminicating Within the Family 9



PROCEDURES

1. Separate parents from their adolescents, each sitting on
a separate side of the room.

2. Remind parents and adolescents of the importance of
social perception in family life (give a brief recap from
Session 1).

3. Have parelits complete Form 3, "Communication
Questionnaire for the Parents" (copy is in the Participant
Workbook) as it applies to their own family. Father and
mother each complete a questionnaire separately. Have
extra copies available to hand out if necessary.

4. At the same time. have adolescents complete Form 4.
"Communication Questionnaire for the Adolescent" (copy
is in the Participant Workbook) from the adolescent's point
of view. If two or more adolescents from the same family
are present. each completes the questionnaire separately.
Have extra copies available to hand out if necessary.

5. Allow 5 to 10 minutes. reminding all participants to fill
in the sentences on Numbers 23 through 26 of the
questionnaire.

6. After they have completed the "Questionnaires," while
they are still sitting apart from each other, ask the parents
and adolescents to try to "get into each other's shoes."

7. Call attention to Item 26 on the adolescent questionnaire,
and read aloud "Most parents don't realize that . ."
Ask the parents to "put themselves in their adolescent's
shoes," completing the statement as they think their
adolescent completed it. Responses are to be given orally,
but the leader writes them on the chalkboard.

8. After each parent has ventured a guess. ask the adolescents
to read their answers individually. Record them on the
chalkboard.

10 Imprrying Farm/ -Addescent Relationships Leader Manual
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9. Briefly discuss any differences of opinion. (NOTE: The
"generation gap" is often mentioned. This offers an
opportunity to discuss tle pressures of adolescence today
as compared with the previous generation.)

10. Utilizing Item 26 on the parent questionnaire, read aloud
"Most adolescents don't realize that . . ." and ask the
adolescents to "put themselves in their parents' shoes."
Ask them to complete the statement as they think their
parents completed it. Responses are to be given orally.
but the leader records them on the chalkboard.

11. After each adolescent has ventured a guess. ask the parents
to read their answers, recording them on the chalkboard.

12. Briefly discuss any differences of opinion.

13. Direct parents and adolescents to now sit together and
compare their responses on the various items on the
questionnaire. Allow approximately 15 minutes.

14. While they are reviewing the items with each other,
emphasize to both parents and adolescents that, as they
review the questionnaires, each member of the family
should have specific examples to back up his or her
responses to the questionnaire. Thus, if a parent answers.
"almost alwilys" to the question "do you listen to your
adolescent?", the parent should be able to cite repeated
recent examples of how he or she "listened" to his or
her adolescent. Likewise, if an adolescent answers "almost
always" to the question "do your parents interrupt you?".
the adolescent should be able to cite repeated recent
examples of this behavior in the parent.

15. Conclude the session by once again emphasizing the need
to base social perception on actual current behaviors
over the past six months.

16. Remind the group that the next session will continue
social perception activities, but will cover the topic of
values, allowing each family member to compare values
with each other.

Session 2 Communicating Within the FE:unity 11
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SESSION 3
VMAJES

GOALS

I. To enable parents and adolescents to better understand
their perception of one another's values.

2. To enable parents and adolescents to recognize how close
or how far apart they are in their perception of each
other's values.

INFORMATION

This third session deals with the perception and discussion
of values within the family.

Emphasize the following points:

The purpose of the exercise is to help both the parent
and the adolescent become aware of how close or how
far apart they are when it comes to their perception
of each other in terms of their values.

Families need to discuss values with each other and
to discuss how they arrived at choosing those values.

Values are shown by action and behavior, not by
talk.

Parents need to be careful of living a double standard
with their teenagers. following the "do as I say. not
as I do" standard.

Session 3 Values 13



PROCEDURES

I. Separate parents from their adolescents. Adolescents sit
on one side of the room. parents on the other side.

2. Briefly recap the topic of the importance of social perception
in family interaction (as done in Sessions 1 and 2).

3. Introduce the topic of "values" by noting the traditional
"generation gap" phenomenon which has been in recorded
history for centuries. Note that, with the rapid pace of
change in technology, science, and communications, it
seems more and more difficult for parents to presume
that their adolescents are experiencing life in the same
way as they did in their teens.

4. Emphasize that this session offers an opportunity to see
just how similar, or different, parents and adolescents
are in terms of standard values.

5. Have parents complete Form 5. "Values: Parent
Questionnaire" (copy is in the Participant Workbook). Father
and mother each complete separate questionnaires. Have
extra copies available to hand out if necessary.

6. At the same time, have the adolescents complete Form
6. "Values: Adolescent Questionnaire" (copy is in the
Participant Workbook). If two or more adolescents are
from the same family. each completes a separate
questionnaire. Have extra copies available to hand out
if necessary.

7. Make sure that all participants understand that, in the
ranking of values and personality traits, they may only
use each ranking number once. That is. they must pick
the single value which they rank highest, and score it
with a I." They must then pick the single value which
they rank second highest. and score it with a "2". and
so on. Thus, on the top half of the questionnaire they
must use the numbers I through 10. each value having
a separate number. On the bottom half of the
questionnaire, where they rank personality traits, they

14 Improving Parent-Adoleseent Relationships Leader Marmot



must use the numbers 1 through 8. each trait having
a separate number.

8. Remind parents to predict the three values and three
personality traits from the list which they feel their
adolescent will list as most important.

9. Remind adolescents to predict three values and three
personality traits from the list which they think their
parents (mom and/or dad) will list as most important.

10. Make sure everyone understands what each item means.
(Thus. "salvation" refers to religion as a value: "recognition
of other" refers to being noticed by others as a value.
etc.)

11. Allow 10 to 15 minutes for completion of the questionnaire.

12. Poll the adolescents concerning their top two responses
on the values listed on the top half of the questionnaire.
Ask for a show of hands and proceed as follows: "How
many scored 'Equality` with a 1 or a 27'. "How many
scored 'Family Life' with a 1 or a 2?" (continue through
the list down to and including "salvation"). Record the
responses on the chalkboard.

13. Poll the pannts concerning their top two responses on
the same list of values. Record on the chalkboard.

14. Poll the adolescents concerning their top two responses
(show of hands) on the personality traits listed on the
bottom half of the questionnaire as follows: "How many
scored 'caring' with a 1 or a 2?", "How many scored
"creative" with a 1 or 2?" (continue through ihe list down
to and including "truthful"). Record on the chalkboard.

15. Briefly discuss the difference between a "value." which
is shown through action and an "ideal." which may or
may not be shown through action.

16. Use "family life" as an example. and discuss how an
adolescent shows through his/her behaviors that family
life is a value to him/her.
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17. Ask group members for sample behaviors which show
that family life is important to an adolescent (family
activities, family chores, family meals, respect for family
property. etc.).

(NOTE: If the workshop is in an inpatient hospital
setting, examples from hospitalization can be used: civil
communications during visits or phone calls: less demanding
remarks and more requesting: active participation in family
therapy and family groups: family involvement while on
family pass: etc.)

18. Ask the group members for sample behaviors which show
that family life is important to parents (family activities.
family support, family meals, time with family. etc.).

(NOTE: If this is a group in an inpatient hospital
setting, examples from hospitalization can be used: decision
to hospitalize: civil coilimunications during visits and phone
calls: active participation in family therapy, family groups,
and family passes. etc.)

19. Discuss the difficulties in making time for family life
due to work schedules, school activities, etc.

20. Discuss "caring- as an example of a personality trait
and discuss how an adolescent shows, by his her
behavior, that "caring" is a valued personality trait. Ask
for examples of adolescent "caring" behaviors. Ask parents
how their adolescents show "caring" behaviors in the family
(respect, listening, physical hugs. communicating,
accountability for whereabouts, observation of reasonable
curfew. etc.).

21 Discuss hJw a parent shows, by his or her behavior.
that "caring" is a valued personality trait. Mk for examples
of a how a parent shows that he or she cares for the
family (economic support, moral support. listening,
communicating). Ask this question: "Does a parent show
he or she cares for his or her adolescent by setting limits?"
Emphasize that parents are liable for their children legally
until age 18, and that setting limits may be their way
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of caring for their adolescent who needs guidance on
the way to :-.dependence.

22. Instruct parents and adolescents to sit together to compare
their lists of ranked values and personality traits, noting
similarities and differences.

23. Allow 10 minutes for comparison and discussion among
the family members. (NOTE: This is done privately, not
as a demonstration for the rest of the group.)

24. Conclude by reminding parents and adolescents to continue
to be aware of whether their actions back up what they
say their values are. Encourage them to practice behaviors
which reflect "family life" and "caring as prime values.

25. At the end of the session summarize how these three
sessions have emphasized social perception, enabling parents
and adolescents to see how close or how far away they
are in how they see each other. Encourage them to keep
their perceptions based upon current behaviors, updating
them every six months.

26. Introduce Part II by stating that the next six sessions
will center around a new topic: communications. Inform
them that Session 4 will examine four basic communication
stylesbetween adolescents and their parents.
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SESSION 4
COMMUNICATION STYLES

GOALS

I. To help parents and adolescents identify and develop
an assertive communication style within the family setting.

2. To help parents and adolescents learn to identify four
basic styles of communication between parents and
adolescents: authoritarian, inconsistent, overprotective.
and problem-oriented styles.

INFORMATION

Session 4 deals with four ways that parents ana adolescents
can communicate with each other. During this session, parents
and adolescents listen to four scenarios or scripts depicting
distinct communication styles. These styles may either be
recorded onto an audiotape before the session, role-played
during the session (the preferred way), or read aloud during
the session.

Emphasize the following points:

As these styles are depicted, families may find that
several of these styles apply to them.

Awareness of how they communicate with each other
is the first step in improvingcommunications.
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PROCEDURES

1. Direct the parents and adolescents to sit together and
to practice the activity as afamily unit.

2. Explain the procedure for the session telling them that
they will be listening to four (A.13.0 and,D) styles of
communication between parents and adolescents. Call
their attention to Form 7, "Parent-Adolescent
Communication Styles: Answer Sheet" (copy is in the
Participant Workbook). Explain that, as a family unit,
they will be asked to listen to each style, and then to
answer the four questions concerning each style: (1) What
name would you give the style?, (2) What are the strengths
and weaknesses of the style?. (3) What was accomplished?.
and (4) What are the feelings of the parent and the
adolescent in each style?

3. Explain that they are to work on one agile at a time:
That is, after listening to Style "A," they are to answer
the four questions on the answer sheet pertaining to
Style "A."

4. Present Style "A" to the group, either on a pre--recorded
audiotape or through role-playing, with a female reading
the "mother" script, and a male reading the "son" script.
Copy of the script for Style "A" is included in the Leader
Manual and the Participant Workbook. The family members
may want to review wording as they answer the four
questions.

5. After presenting Style "A," ask the individual families,
as individual units. to fill in the four questions for Style
"A." Make sure all family members participate in filling
out the answer sheet, each family individually.

6. After five minutes, poll the fai _tines for their responses
to the questions, beginning with how they would "name"
the style.

7. Record the responses on the chalkboard.
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S. After all four questions have been discussed by the families
and the responses have been mordecl on the chalkboard,
hand out Figure 1, ''Parent-Adolescent Communication
Style A: Discusston Sheet" (copy is in the Leader Manual).
Permission is granted to reproduce sufficient numbers
of Figures 1 through 4 to supply each participant with
a copy of each figure. NOTE: Do not hand out the
discussion sheet until after the families have completed
their answer sheet and have discussed their responses
concerning the style presented. Each family receives one
discussion sheet. This encourages them to work together
as a unit.

9. Review the items on the discussion sheet. (NOTE: Usually,
most of the material has already been mentioned by the
families in their responses which have been recorded on
the chalkboard.)

An important point to make when discussing the long-
term consequences for each style is that these are
consequences if this particular style is the predominant
way of communicating. That is, an occasional authoritarian
approach will not lead to the long term consequence
mentioned.

10. Present Style "B."

11. Ask the families, as a unit, to fill in the four questions
for Style "B" on the answer sheet.

12. After five minutes poll the families for their responses.
recording the responses on chalkboard.

13. Hand out Figure 2. "Parent-Adolescent Communication
Style B: Discussion Sheet" (copy in the Leader Manual).

14. Review the items on the discussion sheet. Emphasize
the importance of consistency when it comes to family
communication. Emphasize the importance of following
through with promises. positive or negative. Emphasize

(Continued on Page 26)
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1XRECTIONS:

1. One copy of Figure 1 is for each family.
2. Work together as a family.
3. Compare responses in your family to those listed for

Style A.

ITEMS REIATION TO STYLE A

1. Name: Authoritarian

2. Weaknesses:

3. Accomplishment:

4. Feelings of Morn:

Son:

5. Long term Consequences:

One sided communciation
Parental goalstrict obedience
"Follow the rules or get out"

Rules are established

Angry, cold, powerful. domi-
neering

Powerless, threatened, frus-
trated, hurt

No self-confidence
Obey out of fear of punish-

ment
Rule by power

Figure 1. Parent-Adolescent Communication Style A
Discussion Sheet.*

'Adapted by Darrell J. Burnett. Ph.D.. with permission from Brownstone.
J.E.. and Dye. C.J. (1973). Cornrrutnimtion Woikshop for Parents qf Adolescents:
Leader's Guide. Champaign. IL: Research Press.

"Permission is granted to reproduce sufficient number of this figure to
supply each participant with a copy.
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DIRECTIONS:

1. One copy of Figure 2 is for each family.
2. Work together as a family.
3. Compare responses in your family to those listed for

Style B.

ITEMS REIATION TO Enna B

1. Name: Inconsistent

2. Weaknesses: Inconsistent application of
consequences

Parental goalavoid conflict
at any cost

Mom "gives in"
Son is sarcastic

3. Accomplishment: Manipulation: Son got mother
to clean room

4. Feelings of Mom: "Martyr," overwhelmed. "poor
me"

Son: Resistant, until mom "gives
in"

No empathy

Trouble with authority
Manipulation
Iniational reactions
Egocentric

5. Long term Consequences:

Figure 2. Parent-Adolescent Communication Style B
Discussion Sheet.*

*Adapted by Darrell J. Burnett. Ph.D.. with permission from Brownstone.
J.E.. and Dye. C.J. (1973). Communication Workshop for Parents qf Adolescents:
Leader's Guide. Champaign. IL: Research Press.

**Permission is granted to reproduce sufficient number of this figure to
supply each participant with a copy.
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to parents the importance of presaiking a "united front"
when communicating with teens, otherwise teens will spend
most of the time trying to "split" the parents on issues
of discipline.

15. Present Style "C."

16. Ask the families, as a unit, to fill in the four questions
for Style "C" on the answer sheet.

17. After five minutes poll the families for their responses,
recording the responses on the chalkboard.

18. Hand out Figure 3, "Parent-Adolescent Communication
Style C: Discussion Sheet" (found in Leader Manual

19. Review the items on the discussion sheet. Emphasize
the improvement of communication in Style "C." with
more two-way conversation than in the previous two
styles. Emphasize the danger of overdoing guilt and need
for other's approval as the main motivators when parents
communicate with adolescents.

20. Present Style "D."

21. Ask the family. as a unit, to fill in the four questions
fo-- Style"D" on the answer sheet.

22. After live minutes poll the families for their responses.
recording the responses on the chalkboard.

23. Hand out Figure 4. "Parent-Adolescent Communication
Style D: Discussion Sheet" (found in the Leader Manua 4.

24. Review the items on the discussion sheet. Emphasize
that the problem-oriented style of communication with
its two-way conversation and emphasis upon mutual
problem solving is the ideal form of family communication
and is the goal for families to reach.

25. Emphasize that this style requires maturity in that both
sides have to admit that they are part of the communication
problem.

(Continued on :Jage 29)
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DIRECTIONS:

I. One copy of Figure 3 is for each family.
2. Work together as a family.
3. Compare responses in your family to those listed for

Style C

ITEMS RELATION TO STYLE C

I. Name: Overprotective

2. Weaknesses: Parental goalGet daughter
to use "approval of others"
as her reason for behavior

Guilt is used as a means of
control

3. Accomplishment: Two-sided conversation
Compromise

4. Feelings of Dad: Concerned, worried, warm

Daughter: Embarrassed. involved in de-
cision

5. Long term Consequences: Self-worth depends upon
approval of others

Comply out of guilt or
arodety

Figure 3. Parent-Adolescent Communication Style C
Discussion Sheet.*

*Adapted by Darrell J. Burnett. Ph.D.. with permission from Brownstone.
J.E.. and Dye. C.J. (1973). Communication Workshop for Parents of Adolescents:
Leader's Guide. Champaign. IL: Research Press.

"Permission is granted to reproduce sufficient number of this figure to
supply each participant with a copy.
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DIRECTIONS:

I. One copy of Figure 4 is for each family.
2. Work together as a family.
3. Compare responses in your family to those listed for

Style D.

ITEMS RELATION TO STYLE D

I. Name: Problem-oriented

2. Strengths:

3. Accomplishment:

Mutual compromise
"INvo-sided caring
Teaching son to think

Problem-solving alter nat ives
discussed

Input from both sides
As,ser t ion of feelings

4. Feelings of Mom: Calm. assertive, warm. confi-
dent

Son: Willing to compromise. feels
involved

5. Long term Consequences: Independence. self-confidence
Rational approach to problem

solving

Figure 4. Parent-Adolescent Communication Style D
Discussion Sheet.*

*Adapted by Darrell J. Burnett. Ph.D.. with permission from Brownstone.
J.E.. and Dye. C.J. 119731. Communication Workshop for Parrats qf adolesevras:
Leader's Guide. Champaign. IL: Research Press.

**Permission is granted to reproduce 4;uf1icient number of this figure to
supply each participant with a copy.
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Emphasize that, sometimes, due to an adolescent's
immaturity or antisocial behavior, parents find themselves
falling back to Styles "A." "B." or "C." Emphasize that
an important aspect is being aware of various styles so
that families do not become "locked in" to Style "A,"
"B." or "C."

26. Conclude by encouraging families to practice the problem-
oriented Style "D." allowing all family members to recognize
specific problems and to offer viable solutions,

27. As an introduction to Session 5. mention that, even if
families agree to a problem-oriented style of communication,
they have to realize that, within families, there are three
basic personality types when it comes to solving problems.
Mention that Session 5 will deal with the three basic
problemsolving approaches in families.
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PARENT-ADOLESCENT COMMUNICATION STYLES
Scripts*

lErLajl

Mom: Steve, will you come in here?
Son: Yes, Mom.

Mom: I should have said you will come in here! Do you
know what I want to talk to you about?

Son: What?
Mom: You tell me!
Son: I'm late.

Mom: Do you know what time it is?
Son: Yes. Mother, I can read the clock.

Mom: Don't get smart with me young man! Why weren't
you here hours ago?

Son: Do you want to know? Do you want to listen while
I tell you?

Mom: Yes, I'll listen. I want to know why you wemn't here.
Son: Well, we stopped for pizza after the game. They were

real busy. It took us about an hour to get served.
I couldn't get away. We were late.

Mom: There you go with those same old excuses! You
remember not two weeks ago your father and I sat
down and told you to be home at 10:30 every night!

Son: Here we go again.
Mom: You just keep that up. young man, you just keep

that up!
Son: Now look. Mom. I'm not a kid anymore!

Mom: You're living in my house. You'll do what I want you
to do! Now you're probably going to give me the silent
treatment. You're probably going to go pout and shut
up and not say anything.

Son: Whatever!
Mom: I want you to listen to me. When your father and

I tell you to do something it's like you never hear
a word we say! Ill bet tight now you're not hearing
a single word I say!

*Adapted by Darrell J. Burnett. Ph.V.. with permission from Brownstone.
J.E.. and Dye. C.J. (1973). Cornnuinteation Workshop for Parents qf Adolescents:
Leader's Guide. Champaign. IL: Research Press.
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Son: I hear every word you say. Mother, every time you
say itt.

Mom: You just keep it up, young man, you just keep it
up!

Son: Aw Mom.
Mom: Look, you can either follow the rules in our house,

or you can leave!
Son: I will leave. just as soon as I'm old enough to get

out of here.
Mom: You can leave right now! I'll help you pack!
Son: I wish I could leave!

Mom: Well I guess that means you're going to stay. That
means you'll do what I tell you to do. And, to help
you learn to do that, you're not going out for two
weeks.

Son: Oh c`mon I wasn't doing anything bad: we couldn't
get home any earlier.

Mom: You just keep that up and it'll be three weeks.
Son: Aw c'mon!

Mom: Alright, it's three weeks! And while you're staying
in these three weeks maybe you'll think about being
obedient to the rules your father and I set up.
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Mom: Steve. I've been calling you and I'm not going to call
you again.

Son: I just got a new tape and I wanted to listen to it
on the big stereo in the family room.

Morn: Steve! Please come in here!
Son: OK. what do you want?

Mom: What do I want? You stand there with that look on
your face and ask what do I want? What do you
mean, what do I want?

Son: I don't know what you want. I've just been in the
other room listening to a tape. and I have no way
of Imowing what you want!

Morn: Look around you. Look at your room. \That's going
on. What do you mean by this?

Son: What's wrong? Everything looks OK to me.
Morn: I can't believe it. I just don't know what I'm going

to do with you. Now look. I bent over backwards
ihr you. I told you if you didn't get this room cleaned
up that you weren't going to that dance last Friday
night at school. Then I gave in to you when you
promised you'd dean it up the next day. You went
to the dance, and you haven't even touched your room
since then.

Son: Aw. Mom, hassle, hassle. hassle! That's all you do.
You hassle me all the time! Resides the room's not
that bad. And it's my room!

Morn: Well I just don't know what I'm going to do with
you. Will you clean this up now. and I mean now!
Or you're rt going out the rest of the week. And
I mean it!

Son: OK, OK. I'll do it in a minute.
Mom: Now. Steve. I want you to do it now!
Son: Mom, it's so silly to make such a big fuss over

room. I want to finish listening to my new tape now.
just let me finish it, and then I'll do it. I promise.

Morn: Oh, just forget it. I'll do it myself. Just get out of
here. and I'll do it nwself.

Son: OK. Fine by me.
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Dad:

Daughter:
Dad:

Daughter:
Dad:

Daughter.
Dad:

Daughter:

Dad:

Daughter:

Dad:
Daughter.

Dad:

Daughter:

Dad:

Daughter:
Dad:

Linda. will you come in here a minute before you
go upstairs?
Sure Dad.
I'd like to talk with you right now.
What about?
Do you know what time it is. Linda?
I don't know. about 10:30 or 11?
Check your watch again. It must be stopped!
Gee. I didn't know it was that late. I see what
you mean. I guess it's pretty late.
Honey. do you realize how much we worry about
you when you don't get in on time?
I know you worry But I was kind of in a bind
tonight.
We worry an awful lot, you know!
I would think you would trust me a little bit more
than that. but I appreciate your worry.
Linda. it's not that we don't trust you. Sure we
trust you. But we don't trust everybody else.
Remember when we showed you that newspaper
r:lipping about that young girl and what happened
to her when she was out late? We clan't want
that to happen to you.
I Just didn't want to be the firb: to leave the gmup
tanight. All the ldds would have given me a hard
time for going home so early and their parents
don't seem to worry so much.
Maybe other parents don't worry so much about
their kids. But then maybe other parents don't
care so much about their kds.
Yeah. I guess that's ri,t,ht.
And another thing. Did you notice how the lights
all went on down the block wher, you slammed
the car door and said good night to whomever
that was in the car? What do you think the
neighbors are going to think about parents who
don't get their daughter in at a decent how? What
are they going to think about you? What are they
going to think about us?
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Daughter: Well, do you think maybe I could call you if it
looked like I was going to be a little late?

Dad: Yeah, maybe about 15 minutes or so. But we
couldn't take much longer wondering if anything
was happening to you and what you were doing.
We just want you to start coming in a little earlier,
because we hate not knc wing where you are or
what's going on. Right now, I'd like you to go
upstairs and write down all the reasons why we
get so worried and concerned when you're late.
Could you do that for us. now Sweetheart? And
then we'll talk about it tomorrow.

Daughter: OK, Dad.
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Mom: Steve?
Son: What?

Mom: Do you have a few minutes to talk?
Son: I'm going to listen to my new tape right now.

Mom: Well, when would you be free for us to talk?
Son: OK. what do you want?

Mom: We seem to have a real problem settling things about
your room.

Son: You know, you bug me about this all the time.
Mom: Yeah, I know. It's really gotten to be a sore issue

for both of us, hasn't it!
Son: Yeah. I don't know why you don't just leave me alone.

I mean it's my room!
Mom: It seems like a big part of the problem is the way

we've been talking to each other. I guess you feel
ifs your room, and I should just butt out!

Son: Well. I haven't been hassling you about it!
Mom: Well I feel hassled too, especially when I find myself

rooting around your room to get your dirty clothes
for washing. I was hoping you might have some
suggestions so we could get together and end the
hassling.

Son: Why can't we just agree that it's my room, and that
there's no reason for anybody to go in there or look

at it.
Morn: You'd like your room to be WO% off limits to everyone

but you? Can you think what would happen if no
one but you ever went into your room?

Son: I think that would be just fine with me!
Mom: Well, you know I've been taking responsiNlity for

picking up your clothes, washing them, and putting
them back away.

Son: Well, I guess I could get a hamper in my room and
maybe put my dirty clothes in there.

Mom: Gee, sounds good so far! But how would the clothes
get to the washing area and back to the room after
they're washed?

Son: Well you\re always taken care of that!
Mom: Right, and that's where the hassle began, with me

in your room. You were mad because I was in there.
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and I was upset because when I was in there I felt
like a maid. I've decided not to do that anymore.

Son: Well, I don't know. Let's see. Maybe I could take
the clothes downstairs and then bring them up after
they're washed. Especially, if that would mean that
you would keep out of my room.

Mom: Great! Now let me make sure we both understand
our agreement. I will stay out of the room, and I'll
wash only the clothes you bring downstairs. You'll
have more privacy, and you'll also take responsibility
for taking ye. ir clothes downstairs and canying them
back to your room after they're washed. Is that right?

Son: Yeah, that's it.
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SESSION 5
PASSIVE, AGM.. SIVE,

AND ASSERTIVE
PROBLENSOLVING

APPROACHES
GOMA

I. To help parents and adolescents identify and develop
an assertive communication style within the family setting.

2. To help parents and adolescents distinguish among passive.
aggressive, and assertive interactions within the family
setting.

INTORMATION

Session 5 deals with passive, aggressive, and assertive
problem-solving app-oaches. During this session, parents and
adolescents discuss the fact that, within families. different
family members use either a passive. aggressive, or assertive
approach to solving family problems. based upon habit or
personality or whatever feels "cemfortable- for each family
member.

Emphasize that an important point is for each member
to be aware of his or her own way of responding. Encourage
each member to attempt to increase assertive msponses.
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PROCEDURES

1. Direct family membersparents and adolescentsto sit
together as families.

2. Tell them to turn to Form 8. "Three Problem-Solving
Styles." in their Participant Workbook and as a family
work together to complete the Form.

3. Poll the group members for their responses. Ask each
family as a unit to give a definition of the term "passive."
Record answers on the chalkboard.

4. Briefly, point out that the "passive" person tends to solve
problems by "suffering" through them. (Passive comes
from a Latin word meaning "to suffer.") Emphasize that
the passive person usually communicates the following
attitude: "Well. I don't like it. but I guess there's nothing
I can do about it. so go ahead and do whatever you're
going to do." Emphasize that the passive person often
whines and complains while "giving in" and going along
with whatever decision is made, but making sure that
everyone knows that he or she doesn't like it. Emphasize
that the passive person usually gets "walked on" by others.

5. Poll the gpoup members for their definitions of "aggressive."
Record the answers on the chalkboard.

6. Briefly point out that the aggressive person. in contrast
to the passive person. approaches problems by taking over
and. usually. "walking over" others involved. Emphasize
that the aggressive person ties to solve problems by
humiliating, putting down, and becoming twstile towods
anyone else involved in the situation. Emphasize that the
aggressive person often uses yelling as a way of gaining
control in the family. Emphasize that the aggressive pemon
usually makes accusatory "you" statements ("You don't
know anything!". "You make me sick!". etc.).

7. Poll the group members for their definitions of "assertive."
Record the answers on the chalkboard.
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8. Briefly point out that the assertive person tries to solve
problems by standing up for himself or herself, but
respecting the rights of others. Emphasize that the assertive
person attempts to use logical, rational approaches to
problems and is often in search of a meaningful
compromise within the family. Emphasize that assertive
people "do not walk on others, nor do they allow others
to walk on them." Emphasize that the assertive person,
in contrast to the aggressive person. makes "1" statements
(I think. I feel, etc.) rather than accusatory 4you" statements.
Emphasize that assertive problem solving is the goal for
healthy family communications.

9. Follnwing the brief discussion, distribute Figure 5, "How
Assertive Behavior Differs from Passive and Aggressive
Behavior." A copy is in the Leader ManuaL (Permission
is granted to reproduce sufficient number of this figure
to supply each participant with a copy.) Make sure that
each participant in the group has a copy. Briefly review
the items on the handout. This serves as a summary
of what has been discussed thus far. (Note: Do not start
to work with Figure 5 until after you have discussed
the definitions of passive, aggressive, and assertive. This
encourages the participants to be involved in the discussion
rather than simply looking at the sheets.)

10. Direct the parents and adolescents to Forms 9 and 10,
"Problem-Solving Scripts." which are included in their
Participant Workbooks.

11. Instruct the parents to fill out the scripts on Form 9,
"Parent Response Sheet" and the adolescents to 1111 out

the scripts on Form 10, "Adolescent Response Sheet."

12. Give the following instructions. "On the Response Sheet
you have five family scenarios. Adolescents have five quotes
from parents. Parents have five quotes from adolescents.
You are expected to write typical 'quotes' which a passive,
aggressive, or assertive person might make in response
to each scene. For example, on the adolescent response

(Continued on page 41)
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PASSIVE
BEHAVIOR

ASSERTIVE
BEHAVIOR

AGGRESSIVE
BEHAVIOR

Whines or com-
plains while "giv-
ing in."

Lets others choose
for him/her

Inhibited expres-
sion of feelings

Feels hurt and
anxious. Plays the
"mar tyr" role.

Stands up for self
but respects the
rights of others

Chooses for self.

Rational. logical ex-
pm:salon of feelings.
('r statements).

Feels self confi-
dent.

Feels good about
self.

'Walks over' others
with no respect for
their rights.

Chooses for others.

Explosive, unpre-
dictable expression
of feelings.
("You" statements).

Feels defensive
and hostile.

Does not achieve Achieves goals with- Achieves goals while
desired goals. out harming °the's. harming othets.

Figure 5. How assertive behavior differs from passive and
aggressive behavior.*

From Your Perfect Right: A Guide to Assertive Living (Sixth Edition)
1990 by liGoert E. Alberti and Michael L. Enunons. Adapted by Darrell
J. Burnett. Ph.D.. with permission of Impact Publishers, Inc., P.O. Box
1094. San Luis Obispo, CA 93406.

**Permission is granted to reproduce sufficient number of this figure to
supply each participant with a copy. Further reproduction prohibited,
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sheet the first scene is a quote from a parent saying
'I don't want you to hang around those kids anymore.
Each adolescent is expected to write three different remarks
as made by a passive, aggressive, and assertive adolescent
in response to the parent statement. It doesn't matter
if you personally are passive, aggressive, or assertive.
This is Just an activity to show that you know the differences
and can write examples of each type of response, When
you finish the first scene, go to the next quote from the
parents and do the same thing until you have completed
all jive scenes. Parents are expected to do the same
thing on the parent response sheet. For example, on the
first scene is a quote from an adolescent saying, 111 hang
around whatever kids I want tor Each parent. mom and
dad separately. is expected to write three different remarks
representing a passive, aggressive, or assertive parent.
Do all jive scenes."

13. Allow 15 to 20 minutes for the completion of the 15
responses. Walk around the room while the participants
are writing their quotes, offerfng suggestions as needed.
Emphasize that the passive person does not simply give
in, but gives in while complaining and whining. (Some
group members may tend to present the passive person
simply as giving in and saying "okay" without including
the whining and complaining.)

14. Ask for samples after all responses have been written
for all five scenes, first from adolescents. then from parents.

15. Ask the adolescents to read aloud their "passive" responses
to the first scene.

16. Ask the parents to read aloud their "passive" responses
to the first icene.

17. Ask the adolescents to read aloud their "aggressive-
responses to the first scene.

18. Ask the pamnts to read aloud their "aggressive" responses
to the first scene.
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19. Ask the adolescents to read aloud their "assertive" responses
to the first scene.

20. Ask the parents to read aloud their "assertive" msponses
to the first scene.

21. Direct the members of each family unitparents and
adolescentsto review their responses with each other
on the other four scenes.

22. After five minutes emphasize that an important point
Is to become aware of the various personalities in the
family, and how each chooses passive, aggressive, or
assertive approaches.

23. Remind the families that the assertive approach is the
goal for healthy family communications, wherein each
member is able to stand up for himself or herself, and
to "get his or her point across" in family discussions.

24. Conclude by introducing the next few sessions as practice
sessions in assertive communications wherein parents
and adolescents will practice the techniques qf qtrective
communication which will allow each family member
to practice getting his or her point across effectively with
other family members.
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SESSION 6
FEELINGS CONCERNING

FAMILY ISSUES

GOALS

I. To help parents and adolescents identify and develop
assertive communications within the family setting.

2. To help parents and adolescents learn effective
c ommunication techniques including (a) nonverbal
techniques. (b) staying on topic, and (c) listening while
discussing topics connected with family living.

INFORMATION

The sixth session is a hands-on exercise in effective
communication, teaching parents and adolescents how to get
their ideas and feelings across in the most effective way possible.

Emphasize the following points:

In many families, various members are not actively
involved in solving family problems because they lack
skills in

I. WHAT they say.
2. HOW they say it, or in
3. LISTENING to what others say.
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The next few sessions will offer them specific practice
in these three skills.

PROCEDURES

1. Direct adolescents and parents to sit together.

2. Briefly explain that effective communication is essential
in learning assertive family problem solving.

3. Direct participants to Form 11. "Major Areas of Effective
Communication" (copy is in the Participant Workbook).
Make sure that each participant has a copy.

4. Review the three basic elements of effective communication
as outlined on Form 11. Explain each element as follows.

5. Emphasize that what you say is important in family
problem solving because often, in families, the members
get "off the track" and tend to be vague and unclear.

Encourage parent and adolescents to stay on topic
and to be specific as they communicate with each other.

Emphasize that, often, when discussing a specific
issue, such as curfew, parents ramble onto topics of grades.
friends, clothes. etc.. rather than staying on the topic
of curfew.

Emphasize that often parents' expectations are vaguely
expressed to the adolescent, such as "good grades." "respect."
or "nice friends." Emphasize that adolescents often speak
of wanting more "freedom" without getting specific as
to what "freedom" entails for them.

6. Emphasize that perhaps the biggest roadblock to effective
family communications is how you say what you have
to say. Emphasize that often family members have very
good ideas and solutions to family problems. but the
way they present their ideas "turns ofr the other family
members.
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7. Give the following examples of each of the nonverbal
techniques listed on Form 11: eye contact, tone of voice.
and posture.

EYE CONTACT: Give a compliment to an adolescent
participant in the group (Example: "I really like that shirt
you're wearing!"), saying the same thing three times. Say
it once while looking at the floor. Say it again while
looking at the ceiling. Say it a third time while looking
dinxtly at the person you are complimenting. Emphasize
the importance of looking at the person to whom you're
talking.

TONE OF VOICE: Give the same compliment to the
same person in the group. but repeat it several times.
giving examples of the tone of voice and how it affects
communication. Say the words "Nice shirt." Say the words
once in a mumbling, almost inaudible tone. Say the
words again in a laud and boisterous tone. Then. say
"Nice shirt. It used to be in style 10 years ago!" Explain
how this sarcastic tone offends people.

POSTURE: Demonstrate body posture as described
in Form 11 (Example. yawn while saying "nice shirt".
to the same participant). Emphasize the importance of
appearing sincere and interested when communicating
by leaning towards someone when you are speaking
to them. Give one final example with the same participant
while leaning towards the participant while saying "Nice
shir t!"

(Thank the participant for allowing you to use his
or her shirt as an example, and tell the participant you
really do like the shirt!)

8. Ask a group member how he or she knows someone is
listening to him or her. Emphasize that the most certain
way to know if someone is listening to you is if he or
she can repeat what you Just said.

Emphasize that often. in families, we presume that
the other person is listening to what we say, Emphasize
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the importarl,_ checking out whether family members
are listening to what we are saying.

Emphasize how good listening promotes good speaking
and vice versa.

9. After explaining the basics on Form 11, "Major Areas
of Effective Communication," explain that they are now
going to practice these basics with each other as individual
families using a scoring grid and some family topics
while grading each other in a family communication activity.

10. Direct their attention to Form 12. "Scoring Grid for Effective
Communication on Family Topics." which gives the
directions for the communication activity. (Copy is in
Participant Workbook.)

11. Direct their attention also to Form 13. "Family Topics
for an Effective Communication Activity." (Copy is in the
Participant Workbook.) NOTE: Each family needs only
one scoring grid (Form 12) and one larnily topics" list
(Form 13). However, extra copies should be available as
needed.

12. Explain that with the use of the scoring grid and the
sheet of family topics each family will have the opportunity
to practice the three areas of communication: using
nonverbal communication techniques, staying on topic,
and listening.

13. Emphasize that the activity can be done with either three
members (two parents and an adolescent) or two members
(a parent and an adolescent). In the case of three members,
one parent interacts with the adolescent while the other
parent scores the parent and adolescent on the scoring
grid. In the case of only two family members, parent
and adolescr score each other.

14. Demonstrate the activity as follows.

a. Instruct the families to 1111
scoring grid with two names.
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name under the speaker column, and parent's name
under the listener column on the same line (see Figure
6. "Example of a Partially Completed Scoring Grid"
in the Leader Manual).

Call the participants' attention to the steps outlined
on the directions section on Form 12 (Scoring Grid).

c. Explain t.hat step one requires the speaker to talk
on the topic listed on the Family Topics sheet, with
at least two sentences per response. For example,
the first topic is "If I could change my family to make
it better. I would . . ." The speaker is expected to
complete this sentence with at least two sentences.
Explain that. while giving the response. the speaker
is to address the listener, paying attention to the
nonverbal techniques of eye contact, tone of voice.
and posture, as listed on the scoring grid. The speaker
is also to be mindful of being specific, staying on
topic. and not rambling. This is scored under the
heading of ''content" on the scoring grid.

d. Explain that step two requires the listener to repeat
back what the speaker has just said with no added
commentary. Thus. in the example above, the listener
would repeat "You just said that if you could change
your family to make it better, you would . . etc..
etc.. etc." Emphasize that the listener's task is simply
to rveat accurutely what the speaker says to prove
to the speaker that he or she is listening.

e. Explain that step three involves scoring the speaker
and listener on the criteria listed on the scoring gitl:
eye contact (the extent to which the speaker is lookir g
at the listener, or the extent to which the listener
is looking at the speaker when.repeating back what
was said): tone of voice (the extent to which the
speaker and listener use appropriate tones in contrast
to a threatening. sarcastic, lecturing, whining, too
loud or too soft tone of voice): posture (the extent
to which the body language of the speaker and listener

(Continued on Page 49)
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Nowa
Speakex

Areas to Score

Nameof
Listener

Areas to Score
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Spore: I = Good (has the general idea. but needs lots of practice)
2 Very Good (doing well, but still needs some practice)
3 Excellent (no problems)

Figure 6. Examples of a partially completed scoring grid for
the effective communicaiton activity.
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convey interest and concern (leaning toward the person)
rather than boredom (yawing, slouching, hand
supporting chin. etc.), defensiveness (arms folded tightly
against body). or aggressiveness (iinger-pointing). As
noted above. "content" refers to the contents of
what is said and measures how well the speaker
stags on topic, avoids rambling. is specific and clear.
It also measures how well the listener is able to
repeat what the speaker says without becoming
defensive or without adding material or wandering
into other topics.

f. Call participants' attention to the bottom of the scoring
grid, which lists the grading numbers:

g.

I = goed (has the general idea, but needs lots
of practice)

2 = very good (doing well, but still needs practice)

3 = excellent (no problem!)

Emphasize that everyone gets at least a "good,"
and there are no "Cr scores.

Explain the scoring procedure as follows:

When there are two parents and an adolescent.
one parent scores, observing how the speaker
communicates with the listener, and how the listener
repeats back what the speaker says. The scorer then
grades the speaker on each of the four items on
the scoring grid (eye contact. tone of voice, posture.
and content), placing a number (I.2.or 3) under each
item. The scorer does the same for the listener.

When only one parent and one adolescent are
present, they score each other cifter each completed
interaction (that is. after the speaker has
communicated to the listener, and the listener has
repeated what was said). Thus, the listener scores
the speaker and the speaker scores the listener.
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Explain that when the numbers are given, the
scorer should explain why the particular numbers
were chosen. Thus, a scorer might say "I gave you
a "1" on eye contact because although you started
out looking at the other person. you began to drift
with your eyes and then avoided eye contact most
of the time."

h. Explain that, after the scoring has taken place for the
speaker and listener, they change mles, with the listener
becoming the speaker, and the speaker becoming the
listener on the same topic. Thus. in the example above.
the parent who was the listener becomes the speaker.
with the parent's name listed under the speaker column.
The adolescent becomes the listener, with the adolment's
name listed under the listener column. The same topic
is repeated. "If I could change my family to make it
better. I would . ."

Explain that each family member addresses each
topic on the sheet.

Explain that, in the case of two parents and
an adolescent, the parents take turns scoring, so
that both parents get involved in interacting with
the adolescent. NOTE: The exercise calls for one parent
to score the interaction between the adolescent and
the other parent.

15. Instruct the families to begin the activity, starting with
the item on the top of the Family Topics sheet (Form
13). and continue through each item. Remind them again
that each family member should address each item.

16. Move from family to family while they practice. giving
guidance where necessary. Make sure that they don't
get "bogged down" on any specific topic. Help them
concentrate on the nonverbal techniques. Help the listener
to simply repeat what is said without adding more material
or becoming defensive.
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17. Allow 25 to 30 minutes for the activity. Have extra scoring
grids to use if needed.

18. Ask if anyone had any difficulty with listening without
becoming defensive, or any difficulty being specific.

19. Explain that unqualified listening is the first part of
communicating when a problem exists. Explain that, after
you have proven to a family member that you have heard
his or her point of view, then you can offer yours. Explain
that these activities are aimed at simply practicing how
to get your point across, and how to listen objectively.

20. Emphasize the importance of being specific when
communicating.

21. Conclude by noting that the scoring grid simply allows
family members to stay on focus while discussing issues.
Emphasize that the scoring grid will be used in the next
three sessions as the topics become more personal and
the family members begin to practice making "I"
statements toward each other.

22. Introduce the next session by noting that the scoring
grid will be used while the family members practice how
to express positive feelings toward each other, practicing
how to give and receive compliments.
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SESSION 7
EXPRESSING

POSITIVE FEELINGS
TOWARD

FAMILY MEMBERS
GOALS

I. To help parents and adolescents identify and develop
assertive communications within the family setting.

2. To help parents and adolescents learn effective
communication techniques including (a) nonverbal
techniques. (b) staying on topic. and (c) listening while
expressing positive feelings toward each other.

INFORMATION

Session 7 is a hands-on activity in effective communication,
teaching parents and adolescents nonverbal techniques while
exchanging -I" statements of positive feelings toward each
other.

Emphasize the following points:

Positive interactions in families with adolescents are
very important in order to counter the almost inevitable
negative interactions which take place as the adolescent
struggles toward his or her independence.
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Children, in the early stages of life, develop patterns
for gaining attention within the family. Emphasize
that a child has a choice of gaining attention through
positive behaviors or through negative behaviors.
Explain that, in many families, the tendency is to give
attention only when negative behaviors occur. Thus.
parents are not accustomed to saying "Johnny. what
a good boy, you didn't break your sister's toy today!".
Rather. Johnny usually receives no attention in that
case. Usually the attention comes when he does break
a toy.

In many cases, the child develops a repertoire of negative
behaviors because he or she can get attention for
them. Emphasize that, in some cases, some children
see being good as "boring."

Breaking the chain of -negative attention" and attending
to positive behaviors is very important. Emphasize that
in the average healthy family, the ratio of positive
to negative interactions should be four to one. Thus.
for each incident where attention is given for negative
behaviors, four incidents should occur where attention
is given for positive behaviors.

Activities for this session, with the emphasis upon
positives, are a step toward increasing positive
interactions in families.

PROCEDURES

1. Direct parents and adolescents to sit together.

2. Introduce the session by making the points listed above
about positive and negative attention in famines.

3. Direct participants to Form 14. "Scoring Grid for Effective
Communication of Positive Feelings." and Form 15. "Stem
Statements of Positive Feelings for an Effective
Communication Activity." (Copy of each is in the Participant
Workbook.)
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4. Briefly review the items on Form 11. "Major Areas of
Effective Communication." noting the importance of staying
on topic. using nonverbal techniques, and listening, as
explained during Session 6.

5. Briefly review the directions for using the scoring grid,
as explained during Session 6.

6. Instruct the families to complete Form 14, "Scoring Grid
for Effective Communication of Positive Feelings." as they
did in Session 6. but this time using Form 15, "Stem
Statements of Positive Feelings for an Effective
Communication Activity." with "I" statements.

7. Emphasize that, on the scoring grid, under the item
"content," the important point is to stay on topic, and
stay positive with no negative qualifiers. Explain that,
at times. compliments are given within families, only to
be undone by a negative statement. Give an example
of how a negative statement undoes a compliment, as
when a parent says "Nice job on the English. you got
a 'C':" but then follows with a statement such as "It's
about time, after getting a 'D' and an 'F'!"

Emphasize also that the listener, when repeating the
positive statement by the speaker. simply repeats the
positive, without minimizing the compliment with a
negative qualifier. Using the example above, if the parent
says "Nice job in English, you got a 'C':" the adolescent
should simply repeat the statement. and not qualify it.
Thus, the important point is for the adolescent to accept
the compliment and not say "The English teacher is an
easy grader. He never gives lower than a 'C' to anybody."

8. Remind participants to start with the first sentience at
the top of the sheet, and to do each item on the sheet.
with each family member addressing each item on the
sheet

9. If any new families are in the group, instruct them
individually on how to complete the activity. Move around
the room reminding the participants to remain positive,
with no negative qualifiers.
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10. Allow 25 to 30 minutes for families to do the activity.

11. Mk participants whether or not they had problems staying
positive and/or finding enough positive statements to
make. Ask whether eye contact was a problem. Ask whether
people were embarrassed while giving or receiving
compliments.

12. Conclude by reiterating the importance of positive
interactions. Remind parents and adolescents to continue
to look for positive things in each other and to make
r statements about positive feelings towards each other.

13. Introduce the next session by noting that, although the
emphasis has been on positive feelings, the reality is
that negative feelings also exist toward family members.
and an avenue is needed within families for each member
to express negative feelings. Emphasize that the freedom
to make negative statements gives more meaning to positive
statements. Emphasize that the next session will center
around constructive, appropriately stated negative
feelings, with no yelling. screaming. or put-down remarks.
Emphasize that the session will encourage assertive,
not aggressive communication.
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SESSION 8
EXPRESSING

NEGATIVE FEELINGS
TOWARD

FAMILY MEMBERS

GOALS

I. To help parents and adolescents identify and develop
assertive communication within the family setting.

2. To help parents and adolescents learn effective
communication techniques including (a) nonverbal
techniques. (b) staying on topic and (c) listening while
expressing negative feelings tc,ward each other.

INFORMATION

Session 8 is a hands-on activity in effective communication.
allowing parents and adolescents to practice nonverbal
techniques while exchanging "I" statements of negative feelings
toward each other.

Emphasize the following points:

Negative statements between family members sometimes
lead to emotional outbursts, temper tantrums, property
destruction, and a general feeling of unrest.
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Negative feelings are a continuum, often beginning
as feelings of being annoyed. These feelings can then
develop into feelings of resentment, which, in turn,
can develop into anger and ultimately hatred.

An important point is for families to be able to discuss
feelings of annoyance and resentment as they occur,
so that they don't build into strong feelings of anger
and hatred over a period of years. Emphasize that,
in families these strong feelings of anger and hatred
are what lead to the explosive outbursts within the
family settings.

Within healthy family settings the need exists to have
freedom to express disagreement and negative feelings
which are accepted as constructive criticism.

Adolescents often have a difficult time expressing negative
feelings without becoming either aggressive or passive
and withdrawn.

Exchanging negative feelings appropriately is a major
but essential task for effective communication in a
family. Note that, unless family members feel the freedom
to make negative statements within the family, the
positive statements do not have the same value. That
is. unless a person feels free to say -no" within the
family, the -yes- statement often may be out of fear.

DvIt ; his activity each family member will have an
6ppor-Anity to begin to develop an atmosphere in the
family where appropriate expression of negative feelings
is acceptable.

PROCEDURES

I. Direct parents and adolescents to sit together.

2. Introduce the session by discussing the points listed above
about (a) the importance of allowing the expression of
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negative feelings between and among family members:
and (b) the continuum of feelings as follows:

annoyance resentment anger hatred,

and the need to practice how to express negative feelings
assertively.

Draw the continuum on the chalkboard. and explain
that this activity centers around the first two parts of
the continuum. "annoyance" and "resentment." Explain
that if feelings of annoyance and resentment are expressed
early, they often will not build to anger and hatred.

3. Direct participants o Form 16. "Scoring Grid for Effective
Communication of Negative Feelings." and Form 17. "Stem
Statements of Negative Feelings for an Effective
Communication Activity." (Both Forms are in the Part(cipant
Workbook.) Have extra scoring grid sheets available for
use if needed.

4. Briefly review the items on Form 11. "Major Areas of
Effective Communication." noting the importance of staying
on topic, using nonverbal techniques, and listening,
as originally explained in Session 6.

5. Briefly review the directions for using the scoring grid.
as explained during Session 6.

6. Explain that the families will complete Form 16. "Scoring
Grid for Effective Commtmication of Negative Feelings."
similarly to the way they did Forms 12 and 14- in Sessions
6 and 7. but this time using Form 17. "Stem Statements
of Negative Feelings" with "r statements.

7. Emphasize that, on the scoring grid, under the item "tone
of voice," the important point is to maintain an assertive.
not aggressive tone, using a calm voice, with no yelling,
threatening, or offensive language. Emphasize that
the activity is one in learning to be appropriate while
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disagreeing. It is not a screaming match or an exercise
in putdowns.

8. Emphasize that the "content" item on the scoring grid
refers to what is actually said by the speaker and listener.
Emphasize that the exercise is a beginning in learning
how to negotiate. That is. when two people disagree with
each other, and attempt to negotiate a compromise, it
is initially important for each person to make his or
her point assertively without the other p rson becoming
delfensive. Emphasize that this activity ir volves a speaker
and a listener. The speaker is expected to communicate
clearly. specifically, and assertively while making his
or her point about a specific area in which the speaker
is having difficulty with the listener. The listener is expected
to show that he or she is listening by simply repeating
the statement made by the speaker without becoming
defensive. Thus, on the scoring grid, under the column
marked "content." the speaker is graded on being assertive,
not aggressive. That is. the speaker is expected to simply
make his or her "I" st2*-Inent about his or her opinion
or feelings about the other person. The listener is graded
on the scoring grid under the column "content" in terms
of whether the listener simply repeats the statement made
by the speaker without attempting to defend himself
or herself or to challenge the speaker. even though the
listener may disagree with what the speaker is saying.

Emphasize that no one likes to hear negative things
about himself or herself, and that the normal tendency.
if you disagree with what you hear. is to challenge the
statement immediately. However, in this phase of
communication training the simple. objective repetition
of the statement is simply to prove to the speaker that
the listener is indeed listening.

Emphasize that, in the normal sequence of negotiations,
the next step would be for the listener to make a serf-
defense statement, covering the areas of disagreement.
However. in this activity the first step is the only one
pract iced. namely, simply repeating what is said.
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Give the following example:

If the adolescent, as speaker. addresses dad and says,
"I feel irritated when you put me down in front of my
friends." the tendency for dad, the listener, who disagrees
with what the adolescent said, might be to repeat the
statement, but with his own self-defense added. Thus.
dad might be tempted to say. "You just said that you
feel irritated when I put you down in front of your friends,
Bur there's no way I do that very often. I think I may
have done it once, and I think you're overreacting!"

Emphasize that the activity calls for dad simply to
repeat the statement and leave out his self-defensive
responsf (beginning with BUT . . .).

9. Remind participants to start with the first sentence at
the top of Form 17, "Stem Statements of Negative Feelings"
and to do each sentence, with each family member
addressing each sentence on the sheet.

10. If any new families are in the group, instruct them
individually on how to complete the activity. Move around
the room reminding participants to remain assertive and
not aggressive.

11. Allow 25 to 30 minutes for families to do the activity.
Remind all families to remain calm, stay on topic. and
not to get "stuck" on any one sentence for a long time.
Remind them that this is simply an activity in learning
to give and receive negative feelings without turning the
interaction into a major negative outburst.

12. After the allotted time, ask participants to discuss the
ease or difficulty of the task.

13. Mk them to compare this session with the previous session
which emphasized positives rather than negatives. Ask
them which session was easier and why. (NOTE: Some
may report "positives" were easier because they had no
fear of retaliation. Others may report that "negatives"
were easier because they had more "material" to discuss.)
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14. Compliment participants for their participation during
this session and the last session, noting that they have
had an opportunity to communicate on a level far more
intense than typical parent-adolescent communications
within the average family.

15. Conclude by encouraging participants to keep the "feelings"
sheets for future use, to continue practicing
communications, and to be aware of their everyday use
of nonverbal communication techniques.

16. Introduce Session 9. on empathy, by noting that although
being able to express and listen to feelings and opinions
among family members is important, attempting to "put
one's self in the other family member's shoes" concerning
family members' feelings and opinions is equally important.
Explain that parents and adolescents will practice empathy
during the next session, attempting to see and feel thhigs
from each other's point of view.
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SESSION 9
RESSING

FEELINGS OF
EMPATHY TOWARD
FAMILY MEMBERS

GOALS

1. To help parents and adolescents identify and develop
assertive communications with the family setting.

2. To help parents and adolescents develop empathy for
each other. "getting into each other's shoes" concerning
feelings, opinions, and thoughts connected with parent-
adolescent issues.

3. To help parents and adolescents learn effective
communication techniques including (a) nonverbal
techniques. (b) staying on topic, and (c) listening while
expressing feelings ofempathy ;.o.vard each other.

INFORMATION

Session 9 is a hands-on activity in effective communication.
allowing parents and adolescents to practice (a) specific nonverbal

techniques, (b) staying on topic. and (c) listening while expressing

feelings of empathy toward each other.
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Emphasize the following points:

The importance of empathy should be stressed in the
development of effective assertive communication.
Emphasize that aggression is often an obstacle to
assertive interactions. That is. family members run
the risk of becoming aggressive, hostile, defensive, and
belittling toward each other when a sensitive topic
is discussed. Aggressive family members are often
somewhat insensitive to the needs or feelings of each
other.

Empathy. the process of "getting into the other person's
shoes." counteracts the tendency toward aggressive
insensitivity.

If a family member can become aware of another
member's feelings and can try to get inside that member's
feelings, thoughts. etc., then family members can more
easily become assertive rather than aggressive.

Empathy comes from the Greek word meaning "to suffer
inside." Sympathy means "to suffer with." Empathy
is much deeper than sympathy.

PROCEDURES

1. Direct parents and adolescents to sit apart from each
other on opposite sides of the room.

2. Introduce the topic of empathy with the points listed
in the "Information" section of this Session.

3. Call participants' attention to Forms 18 and 19 with
activities on empathy related to family issues. (A copy
of each form is found in Participant Workbook.) (NOTE:
If this workshop is taking place in an inpatient psychiatric
hospital. the leader may choose Forms 21 and 22 related
to "Hospital Issues" which are discussed at the end of
the material in this session.)
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4. Direct the parents, mom and dad separately, to fill out
Form 18, "Parent Sheet for Activities on Empathy Related

to Family Issues." Have adolescents fill out Form 19
"Adolescent Sheet for Activities on Empathy Related to
Family Issues." Direct adolescents to distinguish how mom

and dad feel separately on each issue. Have extra sheets

available for use if needed.

5. Explain that Part A of the Form addresses feelings of
the other family member in connection with basic issues
which usually arise in the course of adolescence. Explain
that Part B of the Form addresses feelings of the person
completing the sheet. Emphasize that both sections are
to be completed. (NOTE: If they haven't experienced some

of the issues yet, direct them to anticipate possible feelings.

thoughts, etc.)

6. Remind parents and adolescents that the task is to try
to "get into each other's shoes," whether agreement
exists or not. (NOTE: If a parent or adolescent hesitates
or says he or she doesn't know what the other family
member feels or thinks, instruct each participant to guess.)

7. Allow 20 minutes for completion of the Forms.

8. Direct parents and adolescents to sit together as families
while reviewing the completed sheets.

9. Explain that various items will be discussed among family

members in a structured fashion, using Form 20, -Scoring

Grid for Effective Communication of Empathy."

10. Give the following instructions.

a. The parent begins the interaction as speaker. The
adolescent is the listener. Their names are entered

on the scoring grid.

b. The parent speaks to the adolescent, attempting to
empathize, to "get into the adolescent's shoes" on
the first item listed on Form 18. Part A (i.e., the
adolescent is at a party and friends encourage him
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or her to drink alcohol). The panmt expresses what
he or she thinks the adolescent might think or feel
when facing peer pressure. The parent addresses the
remarks directly to the adolescent.

c. The adolescent, as listener, simply repeats back
what the parent says, to show that he or she was
listening.

d. The speaker and listener are then scored on Form
20. the scoring grid (eye contact. etc.). either by a
third scorer if two parents are present. or by themselves
if only one parent is present.

e. The adolescent then becomes the speaker on the
same topic, explaining to the parent, as listener,
that. indeed the parent was correct about the
adolescent's feelings or thoughts. If the parent omitted
certain thoughts or feelings which the adolescent had.
then the adolescent communicates them to the parent.

f. The parent, as listener, simply repeats back what
is said.

g. Scoring on the scoring grid then takes place as above.

h. After this interaction, the adolescent becomes the
speaker. attempting to empathize with the parent
on the first item on Form 19. Part A (i.e.. dealing
with the first unchaperoned date). attempting to "get
into the parent's shoes" concerning feelings and
thoughts which might make it difficult ior the parent
to deal with the situation.

I. The parent, as listener, simply repeats what the
adolescent said.

j. The two are scored on the scoring grid. Form 20.

k. The parent then becomes the speaker on the same
topic, explaining that, indeed, the adolescent was
correct about the parent's feelings or thoughts. If
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the adolescent omitted any feelings or thoughts which
the parent had, or might have. the parent communicates
this to the adolescent.

I. The adolescent then simply repeats what the parent
said.

m. The two are then scored on the scoring grid. Form
20.

11. Explain that this procedure is used for each of the items
on the empathy sheets (Forms 18 and 19) until all items
have been discussed, as time permits.

12. Emphasize the importance of remaining calm and staying
on task during the activity.

13. Allow 20 minutes for completing the scoring grid.

14. Briefly ask group members to discuss whether they had
difficulty remaining on topic and remaining calm.

15. Conclude by noting that empathy is an essential for good
communications in families. Encourage continued practice
in this area.

16. Introduce Session 10 by noting that empathy becomes
easier the more we understand experiences and behaviors
of family members. Accordingly. Part III of the program.
Sessions 10 through 15. centers around understanding
the "whys" and "wherefores" of behaviors which occur
within families and among family members. Explain that
the sessions will deal with the principles of behavior
change.

Briefly note that Session 10 will deal with the topic
of how behaviors and their consequences are intimately
connected so that consequences can actually determine
whether certain behaviors occur again.

NOTE: If Session 9 takes place in an inpatient psychiatric
setting. the leader may opt to use the "Hospital Issues"
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Empathy Sheets. Forms 21 and 22. using the same format
as listed above, but substituting "Hospital Issues" for
"Family Issues." In this case, the adolescents and parents
attempt to empathize with each other in connection with
the various phases of the hospitalization (pre-admission.
admission, visits, passes. discharge. etc.). Since these
issues and experiences are current and intense, the session
needs much structure to keep the participants on task.
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SESSION 10
THE TAW

OF EFFECT
GOALS

1. To help parents and adolescents understand why behaviors
occur, and to learn some techniques for changing and/
or managing behaviors within the home setting.

2. To help parents and adolescents understand the Law of
Effect: the relationship between behavior and its
consequence.

INFORMATION

Session 10 begins a series of sessions centering around
why behaviors occur. This session and the next session involve
more lecturing by the group leader than in previous settings.
however the information is basic.

The main topic for Session 10 is the Law of Effect, which
states that behavior is a fimetion of its consequence. That
is, the probability of a behavior recurring is based upon how
a person erperiences and pemeives the consequences which
come after the behavior. Thus, if a person experiences or
perceives a consequence as pleasant, he or she is likely
to repeat the behavior. However, if a person experiences or
perceives a consequence as unpleasant, he or she is likely
to decrease that behavior in the future.
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Emphasize the following points:

The key to the repetition or decrease of the behavior
is based upon how the person perceives or experiences
the consequence for the behavior. For example, some
people get a traffic ticket, and they experience this
as an extremely unpleasant and negative consequence.
They then significantly decrease their erratic and
problematic driving habits. However, some people need
more than one ticket before they experience the
consequence as unpleasant. Indeed, some people need
threats from insurance companies concerning increased
premiums before they will ultimately change their driving
habits to concur with the rules of the road.

With families, one child or adolescent may perceive
a consequence as unpleasant, while another brother
or sister may perceive the same consequence as
pleasant.

The individual d(fference in the perception and
experience of consequences is what accounts for some
children in the family decreasing their negative behaviors
while other siblings continue them.

Each adolescent finds his or her limits while acting
out during adolescence, based upon what he or she
experiences as the ultimate negitive consequence which
the adolescent wants to avoid in the future. A continuum
of negative consequences can be applied to an
adolescent, ranging from a simple lecture or warning,
and proceeding all the way to prison!

Fortunately, most adolescents stop short of needing
the legal system as a consequence for stopping their
behaviors. However, in some situations an adolescent
will stop his or her antisocial activities only if forced
to do so, legally. Thus, in some cases, in order to
bring an adolescent under control, the necessary
procedure is to press charges. Indeed, sometimes.
love means pressing charges."
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PROCEDURES

I. Direct parents and adolescents to sit together.

2. Introduce the session by reading, or handing out the
following scenario, asking the parents to put themselves
in the place of the parents described in the scenario:

A fifteen year old boy is living at home with his parents.
Over the past six months, several problems have occurred.
The boy has had four separate instances of truancy.
He has been caught twice with marguana at home. Eight
instances of curfew violation have been identified. He
has run away from home on two occasions, once for
four days, and once for ten days. 'INvo incidences of stealing
have occurred, once from the family ($50), and once in
the community (shoplifting $80 worth of tapes). No charges
were pressed in either incident, and the parents made
restitution to the store. During the past six months the
parents have been involved with thMr son in family
counseling, beginning with the school counselor, then
the pastoral counselor, and recently in outpatient family
therapy. On this particular day, as mother returns home
at 4 PM she walks into the house and finds a letter
ftr.n school that is torn, crumpled, and thrown on the
sofa. She reads the letter and is informed that her son

been truant three timea within the past two weeks.
She z.fs,) reads that he is -ibout to flunk three of his
cours-s. She walks toward his room. As she opens the
door she finds him smoking marijuana. Sae confronts
him vv`th increased "oounding." He retaliates by cursing
at her. He runs out of his room, pushes her ast: e, and
runs out the front oor. As he runs oovn the driveway
he picks up a rock -ind throws it at the family car, denting
it. He picks up another rock, and throws it at the front
windshield, cracking it. He then runs down the street
yelling obscenities, making obscene gestures toward his
mother, and runs away.

3. After going over the scenario, ask each parent to mentally
choose ore (and only one) of the following reactions to
this scenario:
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a. go after the boy to find him,

b. get more strict with house rules,

c. seek more family counseling, or

d. press charges for the damage to the car.

4. Beare the parents respond. ask the adolescents how
they think their parents would respond. Ask each adolescent
individually.

5. Poll the parents for their individual responses. Record
them on the chalkboard. For those parents who did not
choose -d. press charges." ask them why they did not
choose to press charges. (They will usually express concern
about issues such as making things worse, or getting
involved with criminals and learning worse habits, or
some may discuss frustration with the lack of legal action
for -family" matters.)

For those parents who did chose "pressing charges,"
ask them why (They will usually describe this approach
as the last chance" when nothing else has worked.)

6. After the discussion by the parents about how they would
have handled the scenario (allow up to 15 minutes).
introduce the c of how consequences following behaviors
play an essential part in determining whether the behaviors
will occur again. Emphasize how, in some cases, the legal
consequence, drastic though it may seem. may be the
only real consequence which will stop the problem behavior.

7. Introduce the topic of the LAW OF EFFECT. directing
the participants to Form 23. 'The Law of Effect: Behavior
Is a Function of Its Consequence" (copy is in Participant
Workbook). Discuss those points listed in the Information"
seeion about how behavior is a function of its consequence,
noting the importance of the perception and experience
of the consequence.
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8. Emphasize that, as mentioned on Form 23, the task of
parents with adolescents is to communicate to them that
there are unpleasant consequences for problem behaviors
at home, school, and in the community, and that there
are pleasant consequences for positive behaviors.

9. Direct the participants to look at the bottom half of Form
23. 'The Law of Effect," under the heading entitled 'The
Continuum of Unpleasant Consequences" as to what an
adolescent may experience. Note that each adolescent
eventually will "bottom out." stopping the problem behavior
when the consequence is perceived and experienced
as unpleasant enough to avoid in the future.

10. Explain that you will go through each setting (home,
school, community, and probation) listed on Form 23.
noting the continuum of negative consequences for problem
behaviors in those settings. Note how some adolescents
stop their problem behaviors earlier than others, based
upon how they perceive and experience the consequences
as they proceed along the continuum of more severe
consequences.

11. Discuss the HOME setting and give an example of a problem
behavior (i.e.. curfew violation). Give examples of the
continuum of consequences which parents can apply at
home (first a lecture, then restriction, then counseling.
then probation). Give examples of how some adolescents
perceive and experience a lecture or warning from parents
as significantly unpleasant enough to stop the behavior.

Note, however, that some adolescents are not affected
by lectures or warnings and do not perceive or experience
them as unpleasant. In fact, lectures and warnings may
be "pleasant" for some adolescents because they enjoy
seeing their parents get upset!

Discuss how restriction, or grounding, the next level

on the continuum of negative conpequences. stops some
adolescents because it is indeed unpit.,w.nt to them. They
never thought mom or dad would actuahy 'carry through"
with the warning of restriction. Note, however, that some
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adolescents are not affected by restriction vcause it actually
becomes a "game." They reason, "If I'm on restriction.
my parents are on rr3triction!". The adolescent also may
see a .restriction as simply a short "time out" while he
or she regroups his or her energy to plan bigger and
better ways of getting even.

Discuss how counseling, beginning with outpatient
counseling, with someone outside the family, stops some
adolescents because they can no longer manipulate the
home setting and they decide to stop. Note, however,
that some will make a game out of outpatient counseling,
saying all the right things in the counseling session, but
maintaining the same problem behaviors at home. Note
that these adolescents may need more intense counseling,
either in a hospital setting, if their behaviors become
drastic (suicidal, depressed. etc.). or. in some cases, in
a residential treatment center or live-in school. These
adolescents, removed from the amenities of home, may
indeed experience the absence from home as the ultimate
negative consequence and decide to stop the problem
behaviors.

Note, however. That some adolescents still will not
"bottom out" with these consequences, and will stop only
when faced with legal consequences and placed on
probat ion.

Emphasize that this legal consequence, as discussed
in the opening scenario of the session. may. unfortunately,
be the only consequence which the adolescent may
experience as truly unpleasant enough to get him or her
to stop the problem behavior.

12. Nscuss the SCHOOL setting, using truancy as an example.
and go through each consequence on the continuum.
Note how some adolescents may stop after lectures or
warnings, but others, as in the case of the home setting.
will need more severe consequences such as detention.
Still others may see detention as fun (as in the movie
"The Breakfast Club").
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Note that some adolescents may need suspension
as the ultimate negative consequence. while still others
may see suspension as "time off" for surfing, hanging
out, etc.. and may require expulsion as the ultimate
negative consequence. And still others may see expulsion
as "no big deal," looking forward to a new school or
a full time job. They may need counseling as the final
consequence. Still others, as mentioned earlier, may use
diversion counseling as a short delay before returning
to their truant behaviors. Ultimately. some adolescents
may require the legal consequences of probation as the
final unpleasant consequence which will motivate them
to cease their truant behaviors.

13. Discuss the COMMUNITY setting. using shoplffting as
an example. noting how some adolescents are one time
offenders, who stop after being warned by the store
authorities or after having a "meeting" with parents and
store owners.

Note that some adolescents, however, experience the
"meetings" as fun because of the inconvenience or
embarrassment it causes their parents who have to go
to the meeting with the store owners or security guards.
Consequently. some adolescents require restitution as
the ultimate negative consequence. wanting to get the
incident off their record by paying the debt. Still others
take restitution lightly, figuring they can pay off the debt
gradually while continuing shoplifting elsewhere.
Consequently, some adolescents may need counseling
as the final consequence. Still others, as mentioned above.
may use counseling as a diversion while continuing to
shoplift. Ultimately, some adolescents may only respond
to the legal consequence of probation as the significant
negative consequence to motivate them to stop shoplifting.

14. Discuss the PROBATION setting, noting that, even when
a legal consequence occurs for a behavior, different levels
of negativity are experienced by adolescents within the
legal system.
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Explain that the first ,.evel is irtformal probation.
wherein the legal consequence of probation is held over
the adolescent's head. The adolescent is told that, if he
or she avoids crime for the next six months, the charge
will be dropped and the adolescent will be taken off informal
probation. Usually, no probation o neer is assigned during
this time. Foi- some adolescents, this is the ultimate
humiliating experience and they stop any further illegal
action. For some, however, it is a case of "out of sight.
out of mind." That is. if no probation officer is assigned
and no immediate legal consequence occurs, then no
negative experience has been felt. Consequently. some
adolescents require formal probation, while living at
home, as the ultimate negative consequence, wherein
they have to report to a probation officer regularly. They
have a list of probation rules which, if violated, could
result in spending time in Juvenile Hall. Still others,
however, do not experience formal probation while living
at home as negative because they realize that the probation
officer has a large caseload and may not be able to keep
a close watch on them. Thus, formal probation while
living at home ran become a "game" for some adolescents
who are preoccupied with trying to "beat the system."
Consequently, some adolescents require probation while
living outside the home as the ultimate negative
consequence. They live in small group homes in the
community. with strict rules and curfews, and daily group
meetings while attending school in the community or at
a court approved school. Still others, however, see this
as another game and use it as an opportunity to "test
the limits" of the small group home setting. It is not
experienced by some as ultimately unpleasant. These
adolescents, then, require probation in a work camp.
usually 6 months to a year. Most adolescents who reach
this level of probation tend to "bottom out." experiencing
the hard labor and inconvenience of a work camp as
the ultimate negative consequence which will stop their
illegal behaviors. And yet. some adolescents still challenge
the camp setting. continuing to f...xperience the legal
consequences as "a game." and ultimately ending up in
Youth Prison, remaining behind bars. off and on, until
18 or sometimes beyond, into adulthood.
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15. Conclude this session by noting that each adolescent
"bottoms out" somewhere along the continuum of negative
consequences. Emphasize that many explanations can
be given as to why one adolescent "bottoms out" earlier
on the continuum than others, even within the same
family. Emphasize that the best parents can do for their
adolescents is to help them experience consistent
consequences for their behaviors (positive and negative)
so that they can make choices about whether to continue
or stop their problem behaviors.

16. Introduce Session 11 by noting that parents can help
themselves in setting up consequences for their adolescent's
behaviors by being aware of the developmental age of
their adolescent and by being aware of some basic
behavioral principles associated with behavior change.
Inform them that in Session 11 developmental and
behavioral approaches will be considered for dealing with
adolescents.
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SESSION 1 1
THEORIES OF
ADOLESCENT

BEHAVIOR

GOALS

I. To help parents and adolescents understand the theories
of adolescent behavior: analytic. humar,istic. biological
(developmental), and behavioral.

2. To help parents understand how they mn use the biological
and behavioral approaches to enhance parent-adolescent
interactions within the family.

INFORMATION

Session I 1 is in the form of a lecture on four theoretical
approaches to understanding adolescence: (1) analytic. (2)
humanistic. (3) biological (developmental). and (4) behavioral.
After a brief discussion of the analytic and humanistic
approaches. most of the lecture centers around the biological
(developmental) and behavioral theories of adolescent behaviors.

Emphasize the following points:

The developmental age of adolescents is important in
considering behavior.
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In viewing behavior, one needs to consider the extent
to which the adolescent's behaviors are habit patterns
that can be changed.

PROCEDURES

I, Direct parents and adolescents to sit together during this
session.

2. Introduce the topic for the session by noting that, within
the field of mental health, at least four orientations, or
ways of explaining adolescent behaviors, are presently
used.

3. Using the example of an adolescent showing severe explosive,
destructive temper tantrums, briefly summarize how
each of the four orientations would explain the adolescent's
behavior, as provided in Procedures 4,5,6, and 7.

4. Write the word ANALYTIC on the chalkboard. Explain
that the analytic approach towards understanding
adolescence originated with Freud, who, in general, explained
behaviors in terms of unconscious conflict. Thus, if
an analytically oriented mental health professional were
attempting to explain the temper tantrums, he or she
would look for an underlying unconscious conflict, probably
in early childhood, which the temper tantrum represents.
Explain that treatment in this orientation is usually long-
term and on-going.

5. Write the word HUMANISTIC on the chalkboard. Explain
that the humanistic approach is based upon the
presumption that every human being is potentially healthy,
and simply experiences obstacles to realizing his or her
potentially healthy growth. In the context of an adolescent
with temper tantrums, the humanistic mental health
professional might tend to cite blocked feelings or blocked
awareness of feelings as an obstacle to growth.

Explain that the humanistic approach emphasizes
the importance of awareness of the polarities of f-eings
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as a way of developing full gowth. in contrast to Just
persevemting on a particular end of the spectrum of feelings.
Thus, the adolescent with temper tantrums would be seen
as one who needs to deal with his or her temper tantrums
by exploring other possible feelings which he or she may
be elcperiencing other than the apparent anger.

Explain that the humanistic mental professional would
work with the adolescent to become aware of other feelings
besides anger. such as hurt, sadness, Joy. etc. in order
to remove the obstacle of blocked awareness of feelings
and resume the process of growth as a fully human person.

6. Write the word BIOLOGICAL on the chalkboard. Explain
that, more and more, the biological approach to
understanding human behavior is gaining acceptance and
exposure in the field of mental health.

Explain that the biologically oriented mental health
professional would view the temper tantrums in the
adolescent as being somehow linked to a biochemical
imbalance in the brain, or some form of
neurodevelopmental problem.

Explain that the continued research on
neurotransmitters in the brain is helping explain the
biological nature of temper tantrums. depression, mood
swings. etc.

Briefly discuss how research continues to look at
blood sugar. diet. genes. brain waves, and central nervous
system delays in an effort to understand the biological
explanation of human behavior.

Discuss how medications are proving effective in
reducing symptoms of depression. anxiety. and even
concentration difficulties.

Explain that, In most hospital settings. the biological
approach is used first, to make sum there is no biochemical
or biological imbalance or possible delay in the development
of brain activity.
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7. Write the word BEHAVIORAL on the chalkboard. Explain
that the behcwiorally oriented mental health professional
would view the adolescent temper tantrums, after making
sure that no biological reason exists for the tantrums.
as a habit which probably developed as a way of dealing
with frustration or limits. The behavioral mental health
professional would use principles of learning to explain
that the adolescent probably used temper tantrums as
a child and learned to use tantrums as a way of getting
his or her way.

Explain that the behavioral approach attempts to teach
new, more appropriate habits to replace the habits which
are self-defeating for the adolescent.

8. Explain to parents that, in the context of trying to
understand and interact with their adolescents in the
family setting, they can't be expected to function as mental
health professionals.

Explain that using analytic and humanistic techniques
is in the realm of the mental health therapist.

Explain that. as parents. they certainly can make
use of the biological and behavioral approaches toward
dealing with their adolescents.

9. Explain that you are going to show parents how they.
as parents, can use the biological and behavioral approaches
to better understand possible problems which might arise
when trying to interact with adolescents.

10. Erase the board. Rewrite the word BIOLOGICAL on the
chalkboard. Discuss the importance of knowing the
biological, developmental age of each child when parents
interact with them. Explain that, although an adolescent
may be 15 years old. the developmental age may be younger
in some areas. That is, just as children vary in the age
at which they reach the basic developmental milestones
of walking and talking. so, too, may be the case in other
areas of development, especially in areas connected with
the development of the central nervous system.
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Emphasize that you are going to discuss certain areas
of developmental delays in the central nervous system
which are sometimes found in adolescents having
"problems."

Emphasize thatirlot all "problem" adolescents have
all the delays you Pe going to discuss, but an important
point for parents is to be aware of these possible delays.

11. Direct all participants' attention to Form 24. -Sample
Profile of an Actingfout Adolescent" (copy is in Participant
Workbook).

12. Explain that, upon diagnostic evaluation, some adolescents
are found to have neurodevelopmental dqficits, either
currently active, or in the recent past. Explain that the
deficits are often in the form of central nervous system
delays with concorreitant impulsive, explosive, perseverative.
random behavior patterns.

13. Write the word SEQUENCING on the chalkboard. Discuss
how some adolescents have difficulty developing the skill
of sequential problem solving. 7,1at is, they have difficulty
seeing events in terms of a "begiming, middle, and end."
They cannot grasp the idea that. LI order to get to point
"c." they have to first start at poi, it "a." then proceed
to point "b" and ultimately to point "^" (a-b-c). Explain

that some adolescents simply try to jump immediately
to point "c." and get very frustrated when they don't
get there!

Explain how, usually by the sixth grade. the central
nervous system has developed to the point where the
brain can process things in a sequence. However, in some

cases a delayt occurs. and some adolescents well beyond
the sixth grade still have difficulty seeing. hearing, or
solving problems in a logical sequence.

Emphasize that this is a developmental delay which.
in most cases. "catches up" by the time the adolescent
turns 18 or 19. However, in the mean time, the teenager
struggles with sequencing. Consequences for his or her
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actions continue to be a problem because the adolescent
has difficulty "thinking ahead" to the logical sequential
consequences for his or her behaviors.

Emphasize how some parents find themselves wondering
why their adolescent keeps repeating certain behaviors.
regardless qf consequences. Explain that, for some
adolescents, because of the delay in sequencing,
consequences have to be repeated over and over before
they ''sink in."

14. Write the words VERBAL EXPRESSION on the chalkboard. #
Emphasize that, in some adolescents, a delay in the
development of the nervous system occurs such that the
adolescent has difficulty verbally expressing his or her
feelings, ideas, or opinions accurately. Consequently. his
or her actions end up speaking much louder than his
or her words. Anger gets expressed through temper tantrums
or obscenities. Hurt, sadness, and other feelings seldom
get expressed. Frustration sets in, and the adolescent
still can't get his or her point across. What is often taken
for refusal to communicate may sometimes be lack of
skill in communicating due to a developmental delay.

15. Write the words SOCIAL JUDGMENT on the chalkboard.
Explain that one of the things that separates humans
from primates is the ability to empathize, to "get into
the other person's shoes." to show concern for others.

Explain that the frontal lobe of the brain may sometimes
show a delay in development in some adolescents.
Emphasize that, more than likely, the ability to empathize
will eventually develop, but, in the meantime, during
the adolescent years, some adolescents may appear cruel
and heartless.

16. Direct participants' attention to Form 24, "Sample Profile
of an Acting-out Adolescent," referred to earlier in the
session, and direct them to the items listed under
"emotional correlates."
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Briefly discuss how these emotional correlates often
coexist with the sequencing, verbal expression, and social
judgynent deficits, and are tied in with them, as noted
in procedures 17 and 18.

17. Write the words "LOW TOLERANCE OF FRUSTRATION.
IMPULSIVITY. and EXPLOSIVENESS on the chalkboard.

Explain how low tolerance of frustration. impulsivity.
and explosiveness are often connected with sequencing
and verbal expression deficits. That is, the adolescent
who has difficulty anticipating or accepting consequences
for behaviors and who also has difficulty solving problems
verbally, will often tend to be action oriented.
Consequently, if a problem arises or a difficulty is
experienced, this type of adolescent will tend to act on
impulse rather than thinking ahead. He or she will tend
to explode emotionally rather than verbally discuss p
problem. and will want immediate remova' erf any frustrating
situation due to a lack of long-term planning.

18. Write the words EGOCENTRICITY and ALL OR NONE
on the chalkboard. Explain how egocentricity and the
"all or none" syndrome are often connected to the social
judgment deficit. That is, the egocentricity and apparent
lack of concern for anyone else may often be a fimction
of a delay in the ability to "get into another person's
shoes." Thus. when an adolescent acts as if he or she
has no social conscience, it may be due to biological
delay rather than a personality trait.

Explain how the "all or none" syndrome may be the
most devastating emotional characteristic of all. Discuss
how, for some adolescents who lack social judgment. an
attitude exists of "I want it my way or no way at all."

Tell the story of the little 6-year-old boy whom his
parents nicknamed the "double dipper" because of the
following incident. One day. when the parents took the
boy and two of his friends for an ice cream cone, each
child was told to pick one dip of his favorite flavor. The
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other two boys did so readily. However, their son said.
"I want two dips." He was told he could have only one
dip. He cmtinued to perseverate on his desire for two
dips, and ultimately said. If I can't have two dips. I
don't want any at all!" He ended up with no ice cream.
As they left the store, while his two friends were enjoying
their tee cream, he smiled and triumphantly said. "I won!"

Emphasize that some adolescents. because of their
limited problem-solving skills and their difficulties mentioned
above, become so myopic that they throw everything
away if things don't go their way.

19. Erase the chalkboard, and write the words BEHAVIORAL
APPROACH on the board. Emphasize that, since the delays
mentioned have to do with skill decits, a behavioral
approach can be used to teach new skills and new habits.

Explain that, even if no sign of developmental delay
in the adolescent exists any longer, some old habits may
still remain.

20. Direct participants to Form 25. "Treating the Deficit-
(copy is in Participant Workbook).

21. Go through each deficit (as provided in Procedures 22
through 26) discussing how, with the use of a behavioral
approach. new skills can be taught.

22. Teach. if time permits. sequencing through exercises
in active listening wherein the adolescent has to listen
to a series of oral instructions and repeat them in the
order presented. Reading exercises are also available to
teach how to draw conclusions in a logical sequence
from visual material which is read.

23. Explain how setting up a structured program at home
whereby the adolescent has to "earn" privileges enables
parents to "teach" their adolescent basic sequencing skills.
Explain how parents can teach the adolescent to think
ahead by setting up a simple progyam at home whereby
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appropriate behaviors are rewarded with positive
consequences.

24. As for the emotional correlates to sequencing problems
(low tolerance of frustration, impulsivity, exposivity),
encourage parents to promote self-control in the adolescent
through behavioral self--management techniques such
as relaxation and biefeedback. Remind them that the
home behavior contract, with an emphasis upon "earning."
also encourages the adolescent to develop self-control.

25. Concerning verbal expression deficits, emphasize the
importance of verbal communication at home to give
the adolescent the opportunity to express his or her feelings
appropriately. Remind participants of the activities in
communication practiced in Sessions 6, 7. 8. and 9.

26. For social judgmer iteuliCits, encourage participants
to practice the empatk '.:ercises from Session 9.

27. End the sessinii ikh a reminder to parents to be aware
of the developmental level of their adolescent.

28. Intmduce the next session by explaining that, now that
parents understand the importance of using a behavioral
approach to teach skills to the adolescent, the next few
sessions will deal with the specifies of setting up a behavioral
program at home, so that both parents and adolescents
can help each other develop skills which will enhance
family living.

Explain the importance for family members to specify
the behaviors they expect from each other. and to specify
consequences connected with those behaviors.

29. Introduce the topic "applying consequences" as the
topic for the next session.
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SESSION _2
PARENTAL ROLE

IN APPLYING
CONSEQUENCES

GOALS

1. To help parents and adolescents understand the importance
of a structured home setting offering adolescents the
opportunity to learn to accept and anticipate
consequences for their behavior.

2. To help parents become effective in teaching adolescents
to be responsible for their behaviors.

INFORMATION

Session 12 offers five basic steps for parents to raise
responsible teens. The session emphasizes that, within the
family setting. since consequences play such an ,mportant
part in determining whether behaviors wiM inmase or decrease,
one of the main duties of parents of adolescents is to attempt
to establish an atmosphere at home whereby the adolescent
receives positive consequences for positive behaviors and
negative consequences for negative behaviors.

Emphasize the following points:

The parents role is that of helping an adolescent learn
basic facts about having to "earn" his or her way in
the world.
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Parents are often the only limit setters in today's
environment of permissiveness towards adolescents.

Often. parents are the only ones who have the thankless
task of being the ones saying ''no" and applying negative
consequences for negative behaviors.

The five steps involved in effectively aliMing consequences
with behaviors in the home setting can help an adolescent
become more and more responsible.

PROCEDURES

1. Parents and adolescents are initially seated apart from
each other on opposite sides of the room.

2. Introduce the session by proposing the following to the
parents:

"Imagine someone asking your son/daughter at age 25.
What was the one main thing you learned from your
parents during adolescence?. What would you. as parents.
like your son or daughter to say?"

3. Have parents respond aloud and you write the responses
on the chalkboard (i.e.. honesty. love, caring. etc.). Allow
five minutes.

4. Write the word RESPONSIBLE on the chalkboard. Ask
parents if they would like to be able to say that the one
thing they taught their adolescent was how to be
responsible.

5. Write the definition of responsible on the chalkboard:

ACCOUNTABLE; LIABLE: ABLE TO ACCEPT CON-
SEQUENCES FOR ONES OWN BEHAVIOR,

6. Direct participants' attention to Form 26. "Five Basic
Steps for Parents to Help Adolescents Associate
Consequences with Behaviors." (copy is in the Participant
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Workbook) which lists five steps towards helping adolescents
learn to accept consequences for their behaviors by helping
them associate consequences with behaviors. Form 26
in Participant Workbook Is same as Figure 7 in Leader
Manua/.

7. Go over each of the five basic steps. using the cartoons
which are used to illustrate each step. The basic information
is provided in Procedures 8 through 24.

8. Call participants' attention to Cartoon 1 found under
the heading BE CONSISTENT (copy is in Participant.
Workbook). The cartoon depicts a mother at a grocery
store with her children repeatedly asking for candy. After
a number of refusals, she finally "gives in" and gives
them some candy. The cartoon closes with mother saying
"Sometimes it's a toss up between being consistent or
remaining sane."

9. Discuss how difficult remaining consistent in the family
setting really is. Discuss the different types of inconsistency:
(1) not following through with promises or threats; or
(2) not presenting a "united front" (i.e., as when mom
disagrees with dad on whether a consequence should
be applied: or when mom and dad afl-ee and follow through.
but relatives disagree and do not apply the same
consequence).

Emphasize that the inconsistent application of
consequences for behaviors is one way of training an
adolescent to become manipulative. That is. the adolescent
will attempt to play one parent against the other in an
effort to get what she or he wants, hoping that the parents
will be inconsistent in carrying through with consequences
for negative behaviors.

10. Ask adolescents to write onto Form 27. "Examples of
Incomistency Experienced Within the Family." (i.e.. mom
vs dad: mom and dad agreed. but didn't follow through
with a previously agreed upon negative consequence

(Continued on Page 95)
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RAISING RESPONSIBLE RIDS:
FWE BASIC STEPS

1. BE CONSISTENT

2. SAY WHAT YOU MEAN
MEAN WHAT YOU SAY

3. DON'T RESCUE

4. DON'T GIVE IN

5. LOOK FOR THE POSITIVES

Figure 7. Five basic steps for parents to help adolescents
associate consequences with behaviors.
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(grounding?) or a positive consequence (concert?). Ask
the parents to write any instances of inconsistency which
they can recall.

Instruct participants to write their examples onto Form
27. Emphasize that this is not a faultfinding activity.
but merely a way of recognizing that, as humans, we
have some difficulty remaining consistent. Ask participants
to "hold on" to their responses for comparison later on
in the session. Allow 5 minutes for the task. (NOTE,:
Mom and dad work together on this task. The adolescents
work independently.)

11. Call the participants' attention to Cartoon 2 with two
cartoons under the heading SAY WHAT YOU MLAN, AND
MEAN WHAT YOU SAY (copy is in Participant Work)xolti.
One cartoon depicts parents in a car, repeatedly warning
their children, making repeated "idle threats." and wondering
why their children don't realize that they mean what
they say! The second cartoon depicts Dennis pointing
out to his mom that she already told him for the last
time to eat his carrots!

12. Discuss with parents and adolescents the importance
of SAYING WHAT YOU MEAN. by being specific with regard
to expected behaviors and consequences. Emphasize that
it is very important that the adolescent understands exactly
what a consequence will be for a behavior.

13. Write the word GROUNDING on the chalkboard. Ask the
adolescents to describe what they think "grounding" means
(i.e.. no phone. no IV. no stereo. no friends over, early
bedtime, one week, one rnotith, etc.). Write the responses
on the chalkboard. Usually a variance is present within
the group. Emphasize that each family may differ, but
they need to be specific and realistic when they spell
out the expectations and conditions at home.

14. Write the words HOME BY TEN on the board. Ask parents
what they mean by "home" (i.e.. in the house, on the
porch. on the street. in the neighborhood. etc.). Write
the responses on the chalkboard. Ask the parents what
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"ten" means (i.e., exactly 10. 10:05, 10:15. etc.). Write
the responses on the chalkboard. Usually variance is present
within the group. Once again remind the parents to be
specific in their own family discussions.

15. Discuss with parents and adolescents the importance
of MEANING WHAT YOU SAY. Emphasize that parents
need to make sure that. whatever they promise as a positive
consequence. or delineate as a logical negative consequence.
they deliver it.

Emphasize that whatever specific consequences are
delineated, they need to be carried out (i.e., grounding.
loss of car, loss of 1V or stereo, loss of phone. etc.) according
to the designated length of time or specific conditions
agreed upon prior to the behavior which led to the
consequence.

Emphasize, that. if the parents back ofT from the
consequence. the adolescent quickly realizes that the parents
do not mean what they say. and this often leads to increased
testing of the limits by the adolescent.

16. Call participants' attention to Cartoon 3 under the heading
DONT RESCUE (copy is in Participant Workbook). The
cartoon depicts a mother scolding her young son for
scribbling on the wall with a crayon. Grandma enters
the scene, defends the child, and blames mother for being
too harst7. The comic strip ends with the child in grandma's
arms, saying to himself. "With grandmas you're innocent
even when proven guiltv!"

17. Define "rescuing- as letting someone "off the hook" after
catching them in the act, when there was an agreed upon
negative consequence for the negative behavior. Briefl:f
discuss the stereotype of grandparents who are seen as
-rescuers" in their grandchildrens' eyes.

18. Discuss the natural tendency in parents to "rescue" their
child ^rom harmful consequences. Discuss the natural
parental tendency to "rescue- a child from accusations
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by teachers in kindergarten or early school years. with
the remark. "Not my Me

Discuss the need for parents to "let go" and allow
their adolescent to "face the music" of negative
consequences.

Discuss briefly how, at times. it may even be necessary.
as was discussed in Session 10. to allow the adolescent
to experience legal consequences for illegal behaviors
in order to learn a lesson.

19. Ask the adolescents to write memories of times when
they were "caught" by their parents. but, for one reason
or another, they were let off the hook." Ask the parents
to write incidents where they remember "rescuing" their
child, for whatever reason. Ask them to write their responses
on Form 28. "Examples of Rescuing or Being Rescued."
Allow five minutes.

Once again, remind them that this is not a faultfinding
exercise, but an awareness exercise, reminding us of our
natural tendencies. Instruct them to "hold on" to their
responses for comparison later on in the session.

20. Direct participants' attention to Cartoon 4 with two
cartoons under the heading DONT GIVE IN (copy is in
Participant Workbook). The top comic strip portrays a
camp psychologist talking to a young camper about changing
times. The child responds by saying. "I believe in the
old values . . . scream your head off and they'll (parents
will) give in."

21. Discuss how adolescents, over the years. learn lots of
ways to "scream their heads ofr (i.e.. temper tantrums.
running away, threats, suicidal gestures. etc.) in the hope
of getting their parents to "give in" and remove a negative
consequence.

22. Explain that "giving in" increases the likelihood that the
negative behaviors will continue. Relate the psycholow
experiment in learning as follows:
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If a pigeon receives a kernel of corn every time
it pecks on a lever, it will continue pecking as long
as the corn is delivered. If, after a while, the corn
is no longer delivered, the pigeon will eventually stop
pecking and lose interest in the lever. However, if,
after the corn is initially no longer delivered, a kernel
of corn is delivered every once in a while as the
pigeon pecks on the lever, the pigeon will continue
to peck inkfinitely, expecting another kernel of corn
with the next peck.

Explain that every time parents "give in" after a negative
behavior from their adolescent, it's like the kernel of corn
whit!' comes every once in a while. And, just like the
pigeon, the adolescent may continue the negative behavior.
expecting the parents to "give in" the next time a negative
behavior occurs. figuring, "they gave in once, maybe they'll
give in again!"

23. The second cartoon on the page has a mother saying
to her child "It's time you learn that NO is a complete
sentence!".

Ask the adolescents whether they accept the first "no"
as definitive, or as a challenge to change the "no" into
a "yes" or at least into a "maybe." Ask the parents whether
their initial "no" is definitive.

24. Direct participants' attention to Cartoon 5 under the
heading LOOK. FOR ME POSITIVES. The comic strip from
Andy Capp depicts Flo attempting to make peace with
her husband, vowing not to nag him and to find something
positive to say to him. As she walks in the door, she
finds that the room is a mess, with papers. beverage
cans, and food strewn throughout the room and on the
couch where he is lying. As she walks into the room,
she pauses. looks up and says, "You've certainly kept
the ceiling nice an' tidy."

Emphasize that, within the family, especially during
teenage years, it is imperative to look for positives
and to catch the adolescent "being good" with enthusiastic,
animated reactions to positive behaviors.
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Emphasize that during the adolescent years. inevitably.
negative interactions V.11 occur as the teenager struggles
for independence and tries on new behavior and limit
testing. However. if the emphasis is upon positives, the
negatives become more bearable.

Emphasize that a "four-to-one" ratio of positives to
negatives should occur in the average healthy relationship.
Thus, for every negative interaction between parent and
adolescent four positive interactions should take place.
Encourage families to aim for this ratio as a goal, calling
their attention to Form 29. "86 Ways to Say 'Very Good':
(copy is in Participant Workbook).

25. Instruct participants to sit together as families and briefly
compare notes on the "inconsistency" (Form 27) and
"rescuing" episodes (Form 28) which they completed earlier
in the session. Allow five minutes.

26. Conclude the session by encouraging parents and
adolescents to concentrate on the five basic steps (Form
26 in Participant Workbook. the same as Figure 7 in the
Leader Manua0 while setting up a system for applying
consequences.

27. Introduce the 13th session by noting that, in applying
negative consequences. an important point is to distinguish
between punishment, which has a "gotcha" mentality, and
the calm application of logical and natural consequences
for behaviors.

Explain that Session 13 will offer an opportunity for
families to learn to distinguish punishment from logical
consequences. and to assess how consequences are handed
out in their own family setting.
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SESSION 13
PUNISHMENT

WEEMS LOGICAL
AND NATURAL

CONSEQUENCES

PARENTAL ASSESSMENT

GOALS

1. To help parents and adolescents understand the difference
between punishment and, the use of logical and natural
consequences for negative behavior.

2. To help parents and adolescents assess whether. at present.
consequences at home are being applied as punishment
or as logical and natural consequences.

INFORMATION

Session 13 centers around the topic of how to apply
negative consequences in the home setting.

Emphasize the following points:

Often, parents and adolescents get caught up in negative
interactions and power struggles.
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Parents need to distinguish between the two ways of
applying negative consequences for negative behavior

I. PUNISHMENT. which is an after-the-fact reaction
by parents to a negative behavior by the adolescent,
and

2. LOGICAL AND NATURAL CONSEQUENCES. which
are an anticipated result of specified behaviors.

Punishment is usually done in a hostile fashion,
sometimes with physical components, often in a random
fashion, often with yelling and screaming. and often
with much more severity than the behavior itself
warrants. It usually occurs in the context of "gotehar.
That is. the parent is often upset at the occurrence
of a specific behavior, and then decides to "pour it
on."

The logical and natural consequence, in contrast
to punishment. is presented in a calm, rational ma.mer,
with no hostility and no physical components. It is
consistently applied based upon previously discussed
agreement between the parent and the adolescent with
the consequence being proportionate to the behavior.
Logical consequences. then, are designed to match the
needs of a particular situation.

Logical consequences are best when set up in advance
so that the adolescent knows what to expect.

Finally, the dangers of punishment (i.e.. alienation.
continued opposition. etc.) and the benefits of logical
and natural consequences (i.e.. the child eventually
takes responsibility for his or her own behaviors) should
be stressed.

PROCEDURES

I. Direct parents and adolescents to sit apart from each
other, on opposite sides of the room.
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2. Introduce the session by noting that one of the most
difficult tasks in a household with an adolescent is applying
a negative consequerce for a negative behavior.

3. Direct participants' attention to Form 30. "How Parents
Deliver Negative Consequences" (copy in Participant
Workbook).

4. Instruct parents to fill out Form 30. rating themselves
on their attitude and approach in applying negative
consequences (i.e.. Is it in retaliation? Is it reasonable?
Are the consequences given calmly? Are the consequences
arbitrary? Are they appropriate to the problem behavior?).
Mom and dad rate themselves separately.

5. Instruct adolescents, at the same time, to rate their
parents (mom and dad separately). Allow 5 minutes.

6. Introduce the topic of punishment versus logical and
natural consecluence,.. e . thasizing the points listed above
under INFORMATION.

7. Remind participants that giving positive consequences
for positive behaviors is also important.

8. Direct participants' attention to Form 31, "How Parents
Deliver Positive Consequences" (copy is in Participant
Workbook),

9. Direct parents to rate themselves on how they deliver
positive consequences at home (i.e.. Are the rewards
meaningful? Are expected behaviors clearly stated? Do
I start with small expectations? Am I enthusiastic when
rewarding? Do I follow through with rewards?). Have mom
and dad complete this section separately. Emphasize that
positive consequences are even more important than
negative consequences.

10. Direct adolescents, at the same time, to rate their parents
(individually) on the same items (i.e.. Do the rewards
mean a lot? Are the behaviors clearly stated? etc.).
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11. Allow five minutes for the task.

12. P:rect participants' attention to Form 32. "Parental
Resources for Consequences" (copy is in Participant
Workbook).

13. Ask parents (together) to put a check next to any items
which they are presently using as consequences at home,

14. At the same time. ask the adolescent to put a check
next to any items which are presently being used as
consequences at home.

15. Allow five minutes.

16. Direct adolescents and parents to sit together and compam
their responses on Form 30. "How Parents Deliver Negative
Consequences.- Emphasize the importance of noting
similarities and differences in their appraisals, not arguing.
Allow five minutes for discussion between parents and
their adolescent.

17. Briefly remind all participants that negative consequences
need to be anticipated, and need to be delivered calmly,
with as little emotional display as possible, so that the
emphasis is upon the consequence rather than the way
the consequence is delivered.

Remind participants that, if the negative consequence
is not discussed ahead of time, the adolescent will often
become preoccupied with how -unfair" it is rather than
seeing that he or she earned it.

18. Direct parents and adolescents to compare their responses
on Form 31. "How Parents Deliver Positive Consequences."
Once again emphasize the importance of noting similarities
and differences in their appraisal. not arguing. Allow five
minutes for discussion between parents and their adolescent.

19. Briefly remind all participants that the more they emphasize
positive consequences at home, the easier their task
will be to handle the negative consequences when they
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occur. Remind them once again of the four-to-one positive
to negative ratio mentioned in Session 12.

20. Emphasize the importance of enthusiasm and animation
when giving positive consequences so that both parents
and adolescents will remember the positive events.

21. Direct participants to compare their responses on Form
32, "Parental Resources for Consequences." Direct them
to discuss not only the items which they presently use
as consequences but items which may be used in the
future.

22. Conclude the session by reminding parents and adolescents
that the purpose of completing and discussing Forms
30, 31. and 32 during the session was to emphasize the
importance of discussing and anticipating behaviors
and logical consequences in order to avoid a punishment
scenario at home.

23. Introduce Session 14 by reminding participants of the
Law cif gffect which was discussed in Session 10. The
basic concept is that behavior is a function of its
consequence. Remind them that the last two sessions
(Sessions 12 and 13) have dealt with CONSEQUENCES.
Mention that the next session will look at the other side
of the equation. BEHAVIORS.

Instruct participants to be thinking of specific
behaviors that they want to increase or decrease in
each other.

Emphasize that the next session will dwell on how
to get specific when talking about what behaviors you
expect of each other at home.
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SESSION 14
IDENTIFYING

BEHAVIORS

GOALS

1. To help parents and adolescents understand the importance
of being specific when it comes to discussing behaviors
expected of each other.

2. To teach parents and adolescents to communicate in specific.
concrete terms rather than in vague generalities.

INFORMATION

Session 14 emphasizes how family problems often arise
because family members often are too vague with each other
cot Icerning what they expect of each other.

Emphasize the following points:

Words are often thrown around in ambiguous fashion,
and often, each family member has his or her own
definition or perception of what those words mean.

Just as in the previous two sessions a discussion was
held as to being specific about what consequences
would result from a behavior, this session stresses
the importance of making sure that the expected
behavior is spelled out specifically.
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PROCEDURES

1. Instruct parents and adolescents to sit together.

2. Write the words TRUST, RESPECT. UNDERSTANDING.
and RESPONSIBLE on the chalkboard.

3. Direct participants to Form 33. "Defining Behaviors
Worksheet" (copy is in Participant Workbook). Ask each
participant to write his or her own definition for each
word.

4. Allow 10 minutes. No discussion is to be permitted among
participants.

5. Introduce the topic of the importance of being specific
when it comes to discussing family issues. Mention the
points listed above under INFORMATION.

6. Introduce the words TRUST. RESPECT, UNDERSTANDING.
and RESPONSIBLE as typical "words" which are used
in family settings, and which can often lead to ambiguous
interpretation and arguing.

7. Emphasize that you will go througp each of the four words
in an effort to develop specific examples of what each
word means.

8. Ask each participant to read aloud his or her denition
of the word TRUST. Begin with the adolescents, and write
responses on the chalkboard.

9. Write the "eictionary" definition of the word TRUST on
the chalkboard: "to believe in another person: to have
cortfidence in another person, allowing him or her to
do something withoutfear of the consequences."

10. Discuss how trust develops in parcnts toward their children.
Ask the adolescents how trust develops. Write the
responses on the chalkboard.

11. Emphasize that trust has to be earned.
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12. Ask adolescents how they earned their parents' trust
(emphasize that trust is earned through action, not through
promises).

13. Ask adolescents how trust is lost (emphasize that trust
is lost through behavior, and can only be regained thmugh
behavior).

14. Ask adolescents to list the major areas where most
adolescents lose trust with their parents. Write the
responses on the chalkboard.

15. Ask the parents to add to the list if the adolescents have
not covered all the areas. Usually there are two major
areas: (1) parents do not trust that the adolescent's word
means anything (i.e.. the adolescent doesn't mean what
he or she says): and (2) parents do not trust the adolescent's
judgment (i.e.. choice of friends, saying "no" to peer
pressure. etc.).

16. Ask adolescents how long they think it would (or will)
take to regain their parents' trust in areas where it has
been lost. Write the responses on the chalkboard.

17. Ask parents how long they think it would (or will) take
to trust their adolescent after trust has been lost. Write
the responses on the chalkboard.

18. Emphasize that developing trust is very difficult: however.
losing it is very easy.

19. Emphasim that, if trust is lost, parents need tta delineate
for the child what behaviors have to occur before the
trust can be regained.

20. Emphasize that, usually in the context of family arguments,
the adolescent wants his or her parents to "trust" him
or her before proving by his or her behaviors that he
or she can be trusted. For example. the conversation
usually goes something like: "Trust me. mom (dad) I

can handle myself." (14 year old daughter who wants
to date a 19 year old): or -I know I have a temper around
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the house. but I'll be calm behind the wheel, trust me."
(Impulsive 16 year old with a driver's permit).

21. Emphasize that. whenever the word "trust" is introduced
in the family, all parties must spell out what behaviors
are needed to earn trust, or what behaviors lost the trust,
and what behaviors are needed to regain the trust.

22. Emphasize that trust comes qfter behavior has earned
it, not before!

23. Introduce the word RESPECT.

24. Ask each participant to read aloud his or her definition
of the word. Begin with the adolescents, and write down
the responses on the chalkboard.

25. Write the dictionary definition on the chalkboard: "To
have consideration for another person: to hold another
person in esteem; to care about another person."

26. Emphasize that the word "respect" is vague, as are the
dictionary definition words "consideration." "esteem." and
"caring."

27. Emphasize that when parents or adolescents say to each
other, "I want you to show me some respect," they must
spell out what they mean.

28. Ask adolescents to give specific examples of behaviors
by adolescents which parents would see as disrespectful
(e.g.. cursing. lying. sarcasm). Write the responses on
the chalkboard.

29. Ask parents to add to the list. Write the responses on
the chalkboard.

30. Ask parents to give specific examples of behaviors by
parents which are disrespectful toward adolescents
(e.g.. repeated nagging. babying. put downs, sarcasm.
etc.). Write the responses on the chalkboard.
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31. Ask the adolescents to add to the list. Write the responses
on the chalkboard.

32. Introduce the word UNDERSTANDING.

33. Ask each participant to read aloud his or her definition
of the word. Begin with the adolescents, and write the
responses on the chalkboard.

34. Write the dictionary definition of "understanding" on the
chalkboard: "to perceive what is meant." Explain that
being able to understand is to have the ability to uput
one's self in another person's shoes."

35. Emphasize that, often. in the context of family
communications, when the adolescent says to his or her
parents, "You don't understand," what the adolescent
really means is "You don't agree with me!"

36. Emphasize that parents often get involved in lengthy
discussions with the adolescent in an effort to get the
adolescent to grasp that they do, in fact, understand
the adolescent. because "they were once young themselves.
they care. etc., etc.. etc." However, at the time of the
discussion, what the adolescent is looking for is nOt
understanding. but agreement.

37. Give the following example:

A father tells hLs 16 year old son that he wants him home
by midnight, and the boy says. "Dad, you don't understand!
It's embarrassing. I have to ask the guys to drop me off
when they're staying out. They call me names and make
fun of me for heirkg 'daddy's little boy.' Dad then responds
by saying, "Son, I know. I've been there. I had to go
through the same embarrassment when I was your age.
But I just feel very strongly about this, and I want you
home by midnight." The boy then says, "Dad, you just
don't understand!r' Dad then continues the discussion,
trying to assure his son that he does, indeed. understand.
However, regardless of his remarks to his son, the son
continues to say. "Dad. you just don't understand!" Finally.
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worn out by the conversation, dad gives in. and says
his son can come home at 1 AM. Suddenly his son turns
to him and says, "Dad, you really understand!" 'Thanslated,
this means. "Dad, you finally agree with me!"

38. Emphasize that, within families, when the phrase "you
don't understand" arises, it is important not to belabor
the topic with whether one person actually understands
or not. Since it is usually the adolescent saying that
the parent doesn't understand. the task of the parent
is simply to show the adolescent that he or she understands
by listening, and perhaps repeating what the adolescent
says, and then get off the topic of "understanding."

39. Introduce the word RESPONSIBLE.

40. Ask the participants to read aloud their definitions of
the word. Begin with the adolescents, and write the
responses on the chalkboard.

41. Write the dictionary definition on the chalkboard: "To
be liable, to be accountable."

42. Emphasize that responsible means liability, not reliability.
Emphasize that often, within families. "when are you
going to become responsible?" often means "when are
you going to become reliable?"

43. Discuss becoming responsible in terms of lea. ning to
accept consequences for one's behavior. Emphasize
that a responsible adolescent is one who is accountable
for his or her behavior, positive or negative. A responsible
adolescent takes pride in his or her positive behaviors.
acknowledging compliments and praise without "undoing"
them. A responsible adolescent also sticks to his or her
word and accepts negative consequences without
overreacting and making things worse.

Emphasize that parents can watch their adolescent
become more and more responsible as he or she learns
to accept consequences for his or her behavior rather
than attempting to blame others, or parents.
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44. Emphasize that responsibility comes with maturity over
time.

45. Conclude the session by reminding the participants that.
just as they worked durirg this session to come up with
specific examples in connection with the four vague wor.ls
of TRUST. RESPECT. UNDERSTANDING. and RESPON-
SIBLE, the important point for them in the future is to
get specific in all areas of communication which appear
vague when discussing family issues.

46. Introduce Session 15 by noting that, having discussed
consequences and behaviors in the past few sessions.
the next session will involve an activity in family
contracting, wherein parents and adolescents list specific
behaviors which they expect of each other, and specific
consequences which will be connected with those behaviors.
Doing so is an activity of mutual compromise in an
effort to promote positive interactions among family
members.
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SESSION 15
DEVEWPING

A FAMILY
BEHAVIOR CONTRACT

GOALS

1. To give parents and adolescents an opportunity to practice
how to negotiate and "contract" with each other in an
effort to promote positive behaviors toward each other.

2. To review a sample "seven step" contracting activity with
parents and adolescents.

INFORMATION

The use of mutual contracting is introduced as one way
of solving problems which may arise between parents and
adolescents.

Contracting is an approach whereby the parents and
adolescents acknowledge that problems often do exist within
the family and both parents and adolescents can attempt
to solve problems by deciding to cooperate.

Emphasize the following points:

Contracting is not a "cure-all," but merely an attempt
to increase positive interactions. Thus, when the
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inevitable negative interactions occur, they are seen
in the context of an overall positive atmosphere in
the family.

Mutual contracting presumes responsibility on the
part of both parents and adolescents, each acknowlefting
that he or she may be part of the problem.

The specific activity practiced during this session
presumes maturity which may or may not be present
in participants.

This session is meant merely to give participants an
opportunity to "get a feel" for a mutual contracting
problem-solving approach.

Each step in this contracting activity may take days
or even weeks to perform and complete.

All steps will be practiced during this one session in
order to allow participants to sample all parts of a
contracting activity in one session.

PROCEDURES

1. Direct parents and adolescents to sit together.

2. Introduce the topic of contracting, noting the points listed
earlier under "Informat ion."

3. Direct participant& attention to Form 34. Tamily Behavior
Contracting" (copy is in Pru-ticipant Wrorkbook).

4. Review those items on the top of Form 34 as follows.

5. Emphasize once again that the purpose of the contract
is to increase positive interactions.

Emphasim that all behavior discussed in the contract
should be worded positively, not negatively.
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Emphasize that the contmct should not list negative
threats (e.g.. if you don't go to school, you'll be grounded
for two weeks). Rather. it should list positive rewards
(e.g.. if you go to school all week, you can go out on
weekends).

6. Emphasize that all behaviors on the contract need to
be specific, not general. Emphasize that the items should
be described so that you could take a picture of each
item as it occurred.

Thus, specify whether "be home by 10 PM" means
in the house, on the front porch, in the neighborhood.
etc. Specify whether 10 PM means exactly 10:00. or 10:05.
or 10:10. etc.

7. Emphasize that all behaviors on the contract need to
be realistic.

Thus, parents should not expect a mature 1 t-year-
old boy to be home "when it gets dark." Moreover, if
an adolescent has been having difficulty with math over
the years. parents should not expect an "A" in trigonometry
just because dad got one when he was young. Likewise,
adolescents need to be realistic in their expectations
of their parents' behaviors. A 13-year-old should not expect
his or her parents to give him or her a 2 AM curfew
on weekends.

8. Emphasize that empathy is the most important part of
making a contract work. That is. a very important procedure
is for parents and adolescents to "get into each other's
shoes" when it comes to appreciating how much effort
goes into the various behaviors listed on the contract.

Emphasize that, if an adolescent with a long history
of truancy starts going to school every day as part of
the contract, parents need to grasp how difficult that
is for the adolescent. And, if a parent agrees to let the
adolescent get a driver's license and use the family car.
the adolescent needs to appreciate how difricult this
may be for the parents (e.g.. insurance, worry about
accidents. etc.).
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9. Direct participants' attention to the 'Activity" part of
Form 34. which spells out activities and seven (7) steps
ot making the contract Briefly review the seven (7) steps
(listed in parentheses). Write them on the chalkboard.

( I) Identifying rewards which you can offer the other
family member(s):

(2) Identifying rewards which you want from the other
family member(s):

(3) Setting priorities on the rewards you want:

(4) Setting the costs on the rewards you will offer the
other family member(s);

(5) Making sure all items are specific and realistic;

(6) Empathizing with each other:

(7) Trading off rewardsnegotiating rewards with each
other.

10. Direct participants' attention to Forms 35 and 36, (copies
are in Participant Workbook). Make sure that parents
have Form 35. "Parent Catalog Cards: Reinforcers for
Teens," and that adolescents have Form 36, 'Teen Catalog
Cards: Reinforcers for Parent." Have both parents work
together on the same Parent Catalog Card sheet.

11, !ntroduce Step I of the contract. "Identifying rewards
for others." Form 34,

Emphasize that this first step involves trying to list
what you think the other person would like from you.
That is. parents try to figure out which behaviors on
Form 35 their adolescent would most like for them to
do, and the adolescent tries to figure out which behaviors
on Form 36 his or her parent would most like for him
or her to do.
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12. Direct participants to look at the items listed on Forms
35 and 36. Parent and Teen "Catalog Cords." Emphasize
that these are items which, in the past. other families
have listed as possible behavior areas which could be
used as rewards for each other.

13. Direct parents to review the 11 items listed on Form
35. 'Parent Catalog Cards." beginning with "Stop nagging
your adolescent about . . .." choosing 3 items on the
sheet which they feel their adolescent would most appreciate.
Instruct them to fill in all blank spaces and to be speejfic.

Call their attention to the blank #12 in case they
wish to write in any item or items.

Emphasize that they must choose three (no more.
no less) items.

Remind parents to work as a team so they can arrive
at a common estimation of the reward items which they

feel their adolescent would like the most.

14. At the same time, direct adolescents to review the 16
items on Form 36. "Teen Catalog Cards" beginning with
"Do . . . minutes of homework nightly . .." choosing
three items which they think their parents would like
the most. Instruct them to pick three items (no more.
no less) and to fill in the blanks with speeffies (i.e..
How many minutes of homework? Be home by what time?

etc.). Call their attention to the blank #17 in case they
wish to write in any item or items.

15. Allow up to five minutes for Step 1 of the activity
(Procedures 11 through 14). (NOTE: Tell all participants
to disregard the letters "V" and "C" until later in the
activity.)

16. Introduce Step 2. 'Identifying rewards for self." Form

34.

Note that. while Step 1 involved trying to identify
what you could do for the other family Int-mher(s). Step
2 involves taking a look at what the other person wilt
&for you. and adding to the list.
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17. Instruct parents and adolescents to exchange catalog
card sheets so that parents have the list of things the
adolescent will do for the parents (Form 36), and teens
have the list of things parents will do for the adolescent
(Form 35).

18. Instruct parents to review the three items which the
adolescent has said he or she will do for the parents.
Ask them to choose two more items on the adolescent
catalog card, ending up with a total of five identified
items. (Thus. if the adolescent has identified homework,
clean room, and not talking back as three rewards for
parents, the parents need to pick two more items from
the list (e.g.. help with chores. improve grades). Remind
parents that they also may write in unlisted items.

19. At the same time, instruct adolescents to review the
three items which their parents have said they will do
for the adolescent. Ask them to choose two more items
from the parent catalog card, ending up with a total of
ilve items. (Thus, if the parents listed stop nagging, stop
listening in on phone calls, and stop being critical of
clothes as three rewards for the adolescent, the adolescent
needs to pick two more items from the list (e.g.. stop
going through your things. let you stay out longer). Remind
them that they also may write in items not on the list.

20. Allow five minutes for this step.

21. Introduce Step 3. -Setting priority on rewards," Form
34.

Emphasize that they now have in front of them a
list of five rewards, five things they would like from
each other. That is, the parents have a list of five things
they would like from their adolescent (Form 36). and
the adolescent has a list of flve things he or she would
like from his or her parents (Form 35).

Emphasize that their task is now to rank those rewards
in terms of how important they are to tb-rn, Thus, the
parents are to look at the five items they w ild like from
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the adolescent, and pick the one which is most important,
marldng a "1" next to the letter "V" on that item. Explain
that "V" value. Thus. the item which is valued the
most, gets a "V 1"; the item which they value second
most gets a "V 2"; 3rd most gets a "V 3"; 4th most
gets a "V 4," and 5th most gets a "V N." For example.
if parents value "not fighting with brother/sister" the
most, then the parents mark "V 1" for that item in the
space provided.

22. At the same time, instruct adolescents to do the same
thing with the 5 items which they would like from their
parents, ranking each item from "V 1 through V 5."
Remind them that each of the five items gets a separate
ranking. Only one item can be "V 1," one "V 2." one
"V 3, " one "V 4," and one "'V 3."

23. Allow five minutes.

24. Introduce Step 4. "Setting costs on providing rewards."
Form 34.

Emphasize that Step 4 Involves determining how
difficult delivering the rewards listed on the sheets is
actually going to be.

25. Instruct participants to exchange sheets once again.
so that the parents have Form 35. "Parent Catalog Cards."
and teens have Fbrm 36. "Teen Catalog Cards."

After they have made the exchange, remind them that
they are now looking at a list of behaviors which they
say they will do fur the other family member(s). These
are the rewm-cis for the other family member(s).

26. Instruct participants to rank each of the five tdentified
behaviors on the sheet in terms of how difficult it will
be for them to carry out the behavior.

Explain that the letter "C" on the sheet stands for
cost. Thus, the behavior which is going to cost the most
(not in terms of money. but in terms of energy. change
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in attitude. etc.). the behavior which is going to be the
most dirmdt to do, gets ranked as "C 1"; the second
most difficult behavior gets ranked as "C 2," and so
forth. (For example. if parents feel that letting the adolment
get a driver's license is the most difficult, they mark that
item "C 1." If an adolescent feels that no fighting with
brother or sister is the most difficult. hr: or she marks
that item "C 1.")

27. Allow five minutes for Step 4.

28. Introduce Step 5. "Making sure items are realistic and
specific,- Form 34.

Explain that, before a contract can be finalized, an
essential procedure is for all items to be understood
and agreed upon by all parties involved as being specific
and realistic.

29. Insti uct parents and adolescents to review with each
other the five items on each sheet to make sure they
are specific (How many minutes of homework? How many
tardies at school? What is a clean room? etc.) and realistic
(curfew times? allowance? etc.).

30. Allow five minutes for Step 5.

31. Emphasize that, often, in attempting to set up a contract.
Step 5 takes a long time because many items may be
vague or unrealistic. Emphasize that, in some cases,
immaturity on the part of one member or another leads
to an impasse. so that this contractual approach to mutua/
problem solving breaks down.

Emphasize that. if immaturity gets in the way. and
a refusal occurs on the part of both parties to arrive
at a mutual compromise concerning what is realistic
to expect of each other, parents may have to use a more
autocratic approach, or else seek a third party counselor
to facilitate the activity.
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32. Introduce Step 6. "Empathizing," Form 34.

Remind participants that a successful family contract
depends upon how well family members try to undetstand
each other in terms of why they want certain behaviors
from each other. and in terms of how difficult certain
behaviors will be for each family member.

Emphasize that, by trying to "get into each othcr's
shoes," they can fully appreciate the amount of work
and effort each is putting forth to fulfill the contract
items.

33. Instruct parents and adolescents to go through each of
the five items which are on the sheets (Forms 35 and
36). "getting into each other's shoes." Give the following
instructions.

a. Parent ;. ..7.s adolescent's item (Form 36) ranked
"C .1," and says to the adolescent (for enimple). "You
noted that not fighting with your brother is the hardest
for you. I would imagine that this is because he's
always bugging you, he won't give you privacy, and
he tattles on you a lo I giAcS$ you feel you're always
the one getting blamed because you're older and we
'expect' more of you."

b. The adolescent then either agrees, or adds more
reasons.

c. The adolescent then picks the parems' item (on Form
35) ranked I," and says to the parent(s) (for
example), "You noted that letting me get a driver's
license is the most difficult for you. I guess that's
because you'll be worried about my being in a car
with other kids. "L'ou'll probably be worried about
accidents. I guess insurance is expensive. too."

d. Parents then respond with agreement or add more
reasons.

e. Parents and adolescents continue going through each
item. discussing how difficult each item will be. They
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then go through the same procedure while discussing
the importance (value) of each of the 5 items.

34. Emphasize that empathy means no lecturing. Remind
parents and adolescents that this step centers around
acknowledging the other person's side, not disagreeing
or minimizing

35. Allow five minutes. Explain that time during the session
is insufficient to complete all the items in Step 6. Explain
that this session is Just to give them a sample of each
step of the activity. Encourage participants to continue
this step at home.

36. Introduce Step 7. "Trading offrewards," Form 34.

Explain that, presuming that all six steps had been
completed fully. so that all behaviors had been fully
spectfied, discussed, and empathically understood by
all parties involved in the contract, negotiation would
then take place.

37. Explain negotiation as a form of let's make a deal." "you
scratch my back. and I'll scratch yours." etc. Give the following
examples.

a. An adolescent wants privacy in his or her room. Mom
wants the dirty clothes placed in the hallway hamper.
The adolescent agrees to place all dirty laundry in
the hallway hamper, and mom agrees to give the
adolescent his or her privacy.

b. An adolescent wants the family ear for activities. Parents
want a "C" average at school. The adolescent agrees
that his or her use of the car depends upon maintaining
a "C" average at school.

38. Instruct pE rents and adolescents to briefly negotiate
the live items on each of their catalog card sheets (Forms
35 and 36), trading qffone behaV,or for another.
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39. Allow five minutes as a sample of negotiating.

40. Conclude the session by noting that the seven steps
practiced during this session are just a sample of a contract
approach, offered to them as a way of getting a "feel"
for what it would be like to try to negotiate with each
other.

41. Encourage participants to use a "negotiation" approach
whenever problems arise1 using all the communication
skills practiced throughout the program.

42. End the session by complimenting all participants for
their involvement over the several sessions of the program.
Encourage them to continue to practice these activities
and skills which they have learned over the 15 sessions.
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I Please nate the following changes

Page 18, Form 5. Values: Parent Questionnaire

Part A: Values

Change: Replace the three responses for Mom and
Dad (mid-page) to three responses for one parent

Part B: Personalityll-aits

Change: Replace the three responses for Mom and
Dad (bottom of page) to three responses for one
parent.

Page 19, Form 6. Values: Adolescent Questionnaire

Part A: Values

Change: Replace son/daughter with parents (mid-
page) to read as follows:

Which of these values will your parents rank
as the ihree most important?

Part B: Personality'll-aits

Change: Replace son/daughter with parents (bottom
of page) to read as follows:

Which of these values will your parents rank
as the three most important?

Sample of Fbrms 5 and 6 as corrected
am shown as part of this addendum
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Form 5. Values: Parent Questionnaires

Part A: Values

DIRECTIONS

1. Rank the values shown below in terms of their importance to you.
2. Rank from most important (1) to least important (10.) Each value must have a

separate ranking. Thus. (1) Is most important. (2) is second most important. etc.

EclualitY
Loyalty_ Family Ltfe National Security

Freedom of Indivtdual Expression Peace

Happiness
Recognition of Other

Leisure and the Arts Salvation

Which of these values will your son/daughter rank as the three most important?

1.

2.

3.

Part 13: Personals,. Traits

DIrections:

1. Rank the personality traits shown below in terms of their importance to you.

2. Rank from most tmportant (1) to least important (8). Each onit must have a separate

ranking.

Canng

Creative

Open to Change

Optimistic

Productive

Responsible

Self-Confldent

Truthful

Which of these personality traits will your son/daughter rank as the three most important?

1.

2.

3.

Mgicipted by Darren J. Burnett. Ph.D.. with permisston from Bmwristone. J E . & Dyk. C. {19731 Cummuntcatsoit
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Fluni 6. Values: Adolescent Questionnaire'

Part*: Values

DIRECTIONS

I. Rank the values shown below in terms of their importance to you.
2. Rank from most important 111 to least important 110.) Each value must have a

separate ranking. Thus. ii I is most important. (21 is second most important. etc.

Equality Loyalty* Family Life National Security
Freedom of Indtvidual Expression Peace_ Happiness Recognition of Other

Leisure and the Arts Salvation

Which of these values will your parents mnk as the three most important?

Morn: 1. Dad: 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

Part 13: Personality Traits

DIRECTIONS

1. Rank the !)ersonality traits shown below in terms of their importance to you
2. Rank ficm most important (11 to Imst important 381. Each ;olne must hrve a separate

ranking.

Caring

Creative

Open to Change

Opt tmist ie

Productive

Responsible

Self-Confident

Truthful

Which of these personality traits will your pare.sts k as the three most important?

Mom: 1.

2.

3.

Dad:

2.

3

"Adapted by Damn .3 Burnett. Ph.D., wnh permi3sion from Drown:31one. Dye. C J. (1973t. rommunkation
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PREFACE
When I began to develop and gather materials for this

program. I was looking for an end product that would be
practical. inexpensive, relevant, and applicabie in a wide
variety of settings.

The topics covered in this program evolved over a four
year period during which I was leading multifamily groups
for parents and adolescents in inpatient settings, outpatient
clinics, and occasionally for juvenile court diversion programs.
Through feedback from parents and adolescents as to which
topics they felt were most relevant, and which activities
they felt were most productive. The program eventually evolved
into 15 sessions covering three main topic areas: (1) perceiving
each other (social perception). (2) communicating effectively,
and (3) recognizing behavior as a function of its consequence.
The enthusiastic response of participants emphasized these
three areas.

The activities involving social perception in the first three
sessions received remarks such as the following:

"It's about time rm getting my parent to look at the
way I see things!"

"I never thought I'd see the day my kid would actually
try to look at how I see things!"

The effective communication activities received responses
such as the following:

"Thanks to the structured activities, the prepared scripts.
and the scoring grid, we were able to stay eon track'!"

"I liked being able to talk to my parents about negative
feelings without all the yelling and screaming that
usually goes on."

"The activities really help us talk in a civil manner
to each other on touchy subjects."

"I've never tried to eget into my parent's shoes' before.
What a trip!"

"When we did those empathy activities. I couldn't believe
it. There we were, actually focusing on each others'
thoughts and feelings without getting defensive. A
parent's dream! A major breakthrough for us!"



The activities that centered around recognizing behavior
as a function of its consequence were extremely well received.
with statements such as the following:

"It's great to be able to work on skills, learning to
do something about our complaints with each other
instead of mutual finger pointing."

"I like the 4no fault' approach to problem solving. We
used our energy solving instead of blaming."

"The contract activity was something else! I never thought
I'd be able to actually sit down and negotiate with
my parents!"

Besides the topics which evolved, the approach used
in the program was also determined by the response of the
participants. They seemed to prefer the structured, hands-
on, skills training approach rather than a generalized.
unstructured discussion group. Some of their responses were
the following:

"The structured activities made the sessions more
productive. No one family was able to moropolize the
sessions. We all had a chance to learn the materials."

"I like the emphasis on learning skills rather than
airing our dirty laundry in front of everybody."

The fact that the program involves parents and adolescents
participating together In each session was a positive feature
mentioned repeatedly.

"We didn't have to 'role play' what we would say to
our parents if they were there. They were there! And
we got to practice We-to-face with them!"

"Just having our son in the same room practicing
the activities with us, made the whole program seem
more like a *family' activity, not an 'us vs. him' situation."

Although the program developed in the contLyt of a
multifamily group, the materials and sessions work equally
well for individual family treatment.

Finally. just as this program evolved over time, it may
well continue to develop. Accordingly. if, in the process of
using these materials, new applications arise. I would appreciate
feedback of ideas for future additions or revisions.

Darrell J. Burnett. Ph.D.

frnpnwMg Patrnt-Adolesceru RelationshipF Participant Workbook
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INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAM

The purpose of the parent-adolescent relationship program
is to offer a learning experience for parents and adolescents
working together to improve their skills in the areas which
are the foundation for healthy family living: 1) perceiving
each other; 2) communicating Ofectively, and 3) recognizing
behavior as a function qf its consequences. The sessions
are organized under three major parts.

numbing Esch Other

The first three sessions dwell on the practical and pertinent
topic of social perception, how people view other people. These
sessions address the age old "generation gap" experience.
helping parents and adolescents to see "eye to eye." These
sessions will offer you an opportunity to become aware of
how close or how far away you are from each other in
the way you perceive each other's personality (Session 1).

in the way you perceive how communications art going within
your family (Session 2). and the way you perceive each other's
values (Session 3).

Hopefully. throug,h these social perception activities, you
will learn the skills of accurate perception of each other.
acknowledging similarities and differences.

Comuunicating Effect.ively

The next six sessions dwell on the topic of communicatior.
exposing you to the various styles of communication betweeil
parents and adolescents. The sessions will help you identify
and develop assertive problem-solving approaches to
communications within the family. The various topics include
styiles of communication (Session 4): distinguishing among
assertive, aggremive, and passive problem-solving approaches
(Session 5): effective communication techniques while expressing
feelings concerning family topics (Session 3): positive feelings
toward family members (Session 7): negative feelings toward
family members (Session 8): and feelings of empathy toward
family members (Session 9).

The purpose of these sessions is to help you improve
your skill at "getting your point across" while standing up
for yourself, yet recognizing the dignity and point of view
of the other family member(s).

Introductim
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Recogi=dog Behavior as a Function of Its Consequences

The final six sessions dwell on the general topic of
understanding why behaviors occur, and learning some
techniques for changing or managing the behaviors of family
members within the home setting. Topics for the sessions
include: The Law arimt: understanding how consequences
play a major role in influencing behaviors (Session 10): theories
of why adolescents do what they do (Session 11); the role
which parents play in applying consequences for behaviors
at home (Session 12); assessing how negative consequences
are applied at home, distinguishing between punishment
and logical and natural consequences (Session 13); learning
to ident(fy and spell out behaviors with family members
(Session 14); and setting up a family behavior contract
(Session 15).

STRUCTURE

The program is set up as a series of 15 skilLs training
sessions. F.ach session involves a specific topic with hands-
on paper-pencil activities, active participation, and occasional
lectures

Each participant receives a Workbook containing most
of the forms used in the workshop. The emphasis is upon
teaching problem-solving skills rather than having family
members sitting around blaming each other.

The program is positive in its approach. It's not a forum
for "airing dirty family laundry" in front of others.

Each session is 8W-contained, but many follow logically
from the previous session.

LENGTH OF WORKSHOP

Each of the 15 sessions lasts approximately 50 to 60
minutes.

2 Imprwing Parertt-Adolescent Relationships Participant Workbook
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Part I

PERCEIVING

EACH OTHER



SESSION I
PERSONALITY 11AITS
In this session you will have an opportunity to better

understand how you -see- one another in terms of your
personality traits.

You will have an opportunity to recognize how close or
how far away you are from each other in the way you describe
each other (parents describing adolescents and vice versa).

The paper and pencil activities will give you the chance
to practice social perception exercises with family members
and learn the importance of accurate social perception
in family communications.

NOTES
Related to Session 1

(Add Your Notes)

Session I Personality D-aits 5
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SOCIAL PERCIETION

rrs EFFECT ON
FAMILY COMMUNICATION

When family members communicate with each other, their
behavior communicates how they see themselves, but,
more important, it communicates how they see the others.
For example, if family members perceive another family member
as an unworthy person. their behavior toward that family
member may communicate rejection. Self-perception and the
perception of others become central in understanding family
communication in general, and communication in maltreating
families in particular.

A person's behavior at any given moment is influenced
by that person's current perceptions of seff and other
and by previously acquired and reinforced patterns of
communication with the other person. Thus, in order to
understand a family's interaction patterns, we need to
understand how the family members view themselves and
each other. We also need to understand how the perception
of self and others interacts with previously developed patterns
of communication and with general personal characteristics
of the family members to create altogether unique patterns
of interaction and mutual behaviors.

6 Improving Parent Adolescent Relationships Particitxint Workbook
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Plarni 1. Rattily Social Perception: Parent Form

_

DIRECTIONS

1. As a parent, complete this form.
2. Use current descriptions and/or current behavioral examples.

Part A: Row I describe myseN.

1. 6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9.

5.

,.
10.

Part B: Howl describe my teenager.

,
i . 6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9.

5. 10.

Part C: Row my teenager describes me.

6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4, 9.

5. 10.

(Continued)

Session I Personality Traits 7



Fbrm 3. Continued

Part D: What my teemeer looks for In pielthw friends.

I .

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9.

5. 10.

Part E: What I look fin in my teenager's friends.

I . 6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9.

5. 10.

Part It: Ply teenager's friends whom I Ube and why.

Name Why

8 limn:wing Parent.Adoiescent Rekztionships Participant Workbook



nun 2. Family Social Perception: Adolescent librm

DIRECTIONS

1. As an adolescent and member of the family. complete this form.

2. Use current descriptions and/or behavioral examples.

Part A: Howl desclibe myself.

1. 6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9,

5. 10.

Part fl Row! describe my meats.

1. 6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9.

5. 10.

Part C: How my parentsdescribe me.

1.
6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9.

5. 10.

(Continued)

Session l Personality Traits 9



librni 2 Continued

Part D: What my parents want nse to look frorin picking myfriends.

1. 6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4. 9.

5. 10.

Part B: What I look far in *king my friends.

1. 6.

2. 7.

3. 8.

4, 9.

5. 10.

Part F: Mends whams nor porents like, and why.

Niune Why

10 Improving Parent Adolescent Relatimships Paractparu Workbook



SESSION 2
COMMUNICATING

WITHIN THE FAMILY

This session continues to emphasize social perceptions
but this time, instead of discussing personality traits, you
will have a chance to discuss how you communicate with
each other.

Parents, you will be able to compare your view of yourself
as a communicator in the family with your adoiescent's view
of you as a communicator.

Adolescents, you will have the chance to compare notes
with your parents on specific items of the family communication
questionnaire. Please answer honestly and be sure to base
your answers on currentbehaviors.

This session is another opportunity to see how close or
how far away you are from each other (parents and adolescents)
in the way you see the patterns offizmily communication.

NOTES
Related to Session 2

Session 2 Communicating Within the Family I
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librni 3. eannnunkation Questionnaire libr The Parents*

DIRECTIONS

1. Read each question carefully.
2. Circle the number which best describes your true feelings.
3. Be honest in each of your responses.
4. Base your answers on current behaviors (past six months).

Almost Sane- Almost
Never Never times Alwsys Always

1. Are you interested in the things your 1 2
adolescent does and is interested in?

2. Do you stick to the subject when you 1 2
talk to your adolescent?

3. Is your adolescent able to say what he/ 1 2
she feels around home?

4. Do you interrupt your adolescent before 1 2
he/she has finished talking?

5. Do you talk to your adolescent as if he/ 1 2
she were younger than he/she is?

6. Do you find yourself thinking about other 1 2
things while you are talking with your
adolescent?

7. Does your family talk things over with 1 2
each other?

8. Does your adolescent disagree with )our 1 2
opinions?

9. Do you listen to and value your 1 2
adolescent's opinion?

10. Do you make clear the things you mean 1 2
to say?

11. When your adolescent has personal 1 2
problems. does he/she discuss them with
you?

12. Do you ask to hear your adolescent's 1 2
side of things?

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

(Continued)
'Adapted by Darrell 3. Burnett. Ph.D.. with permission from Brownstone. J.E.. & I/ye. C.J. (1973). Communication
Works;topfor alrents of Adolescents: Leader's Guide. Champaio. IL: Research Press.

12 Improving Parent.Adofr,scenz Relationships Participant Workbook
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Form 3 continued

13. Do you discuss matters of sex with your
adolescent?

14. Are there times when you feel your
adolescent can't do anything right?

15. Do you trust your adolescent?

16. Do you have confidence in your
adolescent's abilities?

17. Do you usually stay calm when you talk
about a problem?

18. Do you explain your reasons for objecting
to something your adolescent wants to
do?

19. Do you feel that you and your adolescent
seldom talk except when someone is
upset or angry?

20. Do you find your adolescent "tuning you
out" instead of talldng with you?

21. Do you feel your adolescent shows respect
for your ideas and opinions?

22. Do you wish that you and your
adolescent could communicate better?

Now complete these statements:

Never
Almost
Never

Same-
times

Almost
Always Always

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 ..i 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

23. When I think about the finure. I worry most about

24. The best thing about our family is

25. I would like to be able to talk to my adolescent about

26. Most adolescents doni realize that

Session 2 Cbrnmunteating Within the bluntly 13
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142rni 4. Connnunication Questionnaire For The Adolescent*

DIRECTIONS

1. Read each question carefully.
2. Circle the number which best describesyour true feelings.
3. Be honest in each of your responses.
4. Base your answers on current behaviors (past six months).

Almost Same-
New!: Never times

I. Do your parents seem interested in the 1 2 3
things you do and are interested in?

2. When your parents sit down and talk 1 2 3
to you about a specific problem, do they
bring in a lot of other issues by the
time they're through?

3. Are you able to say what you really feel 1 2 3
around home?

4. Do your parents keep you from finishing 1 2 3
what you have to say to them I-7
interrupting?

5. Do your parents tend to talk to you as 1 2 3
if you were much younger than you
actually are?

6. Do your parents seem to be thinking 1 2 3
about other things while you're trying
to talk to them?

7. Does your family talk things over with 1 2 3
each other?

8. Do you hesitate to disagree with either 1 2 3
of your parents?
Which one? Both?

9. Do your parents listen to and value your 1 2 3
opinion?

10. Are you sometimes confused about what 1 2 3
your parents really mean by what they
say?

Almost
Always Always

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

4 5

(Continued)

*Adapted by Dane!) J. Burnett. PhD.. with permission from Brownstone. J.E.. & Dye. C.J. (1973). Communication
Workshop for Parents qt. Adotescents7 Leader's Guide. Champaign. IL: Research Press

14 Improving Parent-Adolescent Relationships Participatu Workbook
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Fbrm 4 Continued

Aux*
Never

Same-
Ones

Abnoet
Alms Always

11. When you have personal problems. do
you discuss them with your parents?

1 2 3 4 5

12. Do your parents ask to hear your side
of things?

1 2 3 4 5

13. Are you able to discuss matters of sex
with your parents?

1 2 3 4 5

Which one? Both?

14. Are there times when you feel your
parents think you can't do anything right?

1 2 3 4 5

15. Do you feel that your parents trust you? 1 2 3 4 5

16. Do your patrnts have confidence in your
abilities?

1 2 3 4 5

17. Do your parents often become upset
when they talk to you about some
problem?

1 2 3 4 5

18. Do your parents let you know their
reasons for objecting to .sornething you
want to do?

1 2 3 4 5

19. Do you feel that you and your parents
seldom talk except when someone is
upset or angry?

1 2 3 4 5

20. Do you find yourself "tuning out" your
parents instead of talking with them?

1 2 3 4 5

21. Do you feel that you show respect for
your parents' ideas and opinions?

1 2 3 4 5

22. Do you wish that you and your parents
could communicate better?

1 2 3 4 5

Now complete these statements:

23. When I think about the future. 1 worry most about

24. The best thing about our family is

25. 1 would like to be able to talk to my parents about

26. Most parents don't realize that

Session 2 Communicating Within the Family 13



SESSION 3
VALUES

In this session, continuing with the social perception
activities, you will have a chance to compare and see how
well you know each other's values.

The traditional "generation gap" has been a topic of
discussion between adolescents and parents since recorded
history. In this session you will have the opportunity to discuss
the specifics of some of your own values, and how you show
your values to each other.

NOTES
Related to Session 3

Session 3 Values 1 7
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Ilbrm 5. Values: Parent Questionnaire

Part A: Values

DIRECTIONS

1. Rank the values shown below in terms of their importance to you.
2. Rank from most important (1) to least important (10.) Each value must have a

separate ranking. Thus, (1) is most important. (2) is second most important. etc.

Equality LoYaltY

Family Life National Security

FYeedom of Individual Expression Peace

Happiness Recognition of Other

Leisure . nd the Arts Salvation

Which of these values will your son/daughter rank as the three most important?

Mom: 1. Dad: 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

Part B: Personality Traits

Directions:

1. Rank the personality traits show below in terms of their importance to you.
2. Rank from most important (1) to least important (8). Each trait must have a separate

ranking.

Caring

Creative

Open to Change

Optimistic

Productive

Responsible

Self-Confident

Truthful

Which of these personality traits will your son/daughter rank as the three most important?

Mom: L

2.

3.

Dad: 1.

2.

3.

'Adapted by Darrell J. Burnett. Ph.D.. with permission from Brownstone. J.E.. & Dye. C.J. (1973). Communication
Workshopfor Parents grAdolescents: Leader's Guide. Champaign. IL: Research Press.

18 Improving Parent-Adolescent Relationships Participant Workbook
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Form S. Values: Adolescent Questionnaire

Part A: Values

DIRECTIONS

I. Rank the values shown below in terms of their fivortance to you.
2. Rank from most important (1) to least important (10.) Each value must have a

separate ranking. Thus. (1) is most important. (2) is second most important. etc.

Equality Loyalty

Family Life National Security

Freedom of Individual Expression Peace

Happiness Recognition of Other

Leisure and the Arts Salvation

Which of these values will your son/daughter rank as the three most important?

Mom: 1. Dad: 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

Part It Personality Traits

DIRECTIONS

I. Rank the personality traits shown below in terms of their importance to you.
2. Rank from most imporant (1) to least important (8). Each value must have a separate

ranking.

Caring Productive

Creative Responsible

Open to Change Self-Confident

Optimistic Truthful

Which of these personality traits will your son/daughter rank as the three most important?

Mom: 1. Dad: 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

*Adapted by Darrell J. Burnett. . with permission from Brownstone. J.E.. & Dye. C.J. (1973). Communication

Workshop for Parrflt1; of Adolescents: ers Guide. Champaign. IL: Research Press.

Sesston 3 Values 19
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Part II

COMMUNICATING

EFFECTIVELY
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SESSION 4
COMMUNICATION

STYLES

Starting with this session, you will have an opportunity
to begin to develop some healthy communication patterns
within the family.

This session allows you to listen to four different styles
of communication between parents and their adolescents.

As you listen to and discuss each style. think about which
style is most common in your family.

Ikemember, awareness of the various styles of
communication is the first step toward improving communications.

NOTES
Related to Session 4

Session 4 Coinnumicatton Styles 23



Form 7. Parent-Adolescent OsonnunleatIon Styles: Answer Sheet

DIRECTIONS

1. One copy is to be completed by each family as a unit.
2. Answer all four questions for each style.
3. After completing Direction 2, you will be given Figure 1 to assist in your discussion.

RE:WORM TO STYLES

I. What name would you give to each style?

Style A.

Style B.

Style C.

Style D.

2. What are the weaknesses or strengths?

Style A.

Style B.

Style C.

Style D.

3. What was accomplished?

Style A.

Style B.

Style C.

Style D.

4. What are the feelings in the script of the parent and the adolescent?

Style A. Mom

Son

Style B. Mom

Son

Style C. Dad

Daughter

Style D. Mom

Son

24 Impnwing Parent.Adolescent Relationships Participant Workbook



Parent-Adolescent Connnunication Styles
scopts*

zuzzi
Mom: Steve. will you come in here?
Son: Yes. Morn.

Mom: I should have said you will come in here! Do you know what I want
to talk to you about?

Son: What?
Mom: You tell me!
Son: I'm late.

Mom: Do you know what time it is?
Son: Yes. Mother. I can read the clock.

Mom: Don't get smart with me young man! Why weren't you here hours
ago?

Son: Do you want to know? Do you want to listen while I tell you?
Mom: Yes. I'll listen. I want to know why you weren't here.
Son: Well, we stopped for pizza after the game. They were real busy. It

took us about an hour to get served. I couldn't get away. We were
late.

Mom: There you go with those same old excuses! You remember r. 2 weeks
ago your father and I sat down and told you to be home at 10:30
every night!

Son: Here we go again.
Mom: You just keep that up. young man, you just keep that up!

Son: Now look. Mom. I'm not a kid any more!
Mom: You're living in my house. You'll do what I want you to do! Now

you're probably going to give me the silent treatment. You're probably
going to go pout and shut up and not say anything.

Son: Whatever!
Mom: I want you to listen to me. When your father and I tell you to do

something ifs ILke you never hear a word we say! ni bet right now
you're not hearing a single word I say!

Son: I hear every word you say. Mother, every time you say it!

Morn: You just keep it up. young man, you just keep it up!
Son: Aw Mom.

Morn: Look, you can either follow the rules in our house, or you can leave!

Son: I will leave, just as soon as I'm okl enough to get out of here.
Mom: You can leave right now! I'll help you pack!

Son: I wish I could leave!
Mom: Well I guess that means you're going to stay. That means you'll do

what I tell you to do. And, to help you learn to do that, you're not
going out for two weeks.

Son: Oh c'mon I wasn't doing anything bad, we couldn't get home any
earlier.

Mom: You just keep that up and it'll be three weeks.
Son: Aw c'mon!

Mom: Alright, it's three weeks! And while you're staying in these three weeks
maybe you'll think about being obedient to the rules your father
and I set up.

lapted by Darrell J. Burnett. Ph.D.. with permission from Brownstone. J.E.. and Dye. C.J. (1973).
nmunicrition workshop .for parents and adolesants: Leader's guide. Champaign. IL: Restlirth Press.
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Mom: Steve. I've been calling you and I'm not going to call you again.
Son: I just got a new tape and I wanted to listen to it on the big stereo

in the family room.
Mom: Steve! Please come in here!
Son: OK, what do you want?

Mom: What do I want? You stand there with that look on your face and
ask what do I want? What do you mean, what do I want?

Son: I don't know what you want. I've just been in the other room listening
to a tape. and I have no way of knowing what you want!

Mom: Look around you. Look at your room. What's going on. What do
you mean by this?

Son: What's wrong'? Everything looks OK to me.
Mom: I can't believe it. I just don't know what I'm going to do with you.

Now look. I bent over backwards for you. I told you if you didn't
get this room cleaned up that you weren't going to that dance last
Friday night at school. Then I gave in to you when you promised
you'd clean it up the next day. You went to the dance, and you
haven't even touched your room since then.

Son: Aw. Mom, hassle, hassle, hassle! That's all you do. You hassle me
all the time! Besides the room's not that bad. And it's my room!

Mom: Well I just don't know what I'm going to do with you. Will you
clean this up now. and I mean now! Or you're not going out the
rest of the week. And I mean it!

Son: OK OK fli do it in a minute.
Mom: Now. Steve. I want you to do it now!
Son: Mom. it's so silly to make such a big fuss over the room. I want

to finish listening to my new tape now, just let me finish it. and
then I'll do it. I promise.

Mom: Oh. just forget it. I'll do it myself. Just get out of here. and I'll
do it myself.

Son: OK. Fine by me.
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Dad:
Daughter:

Dad:
Daughter.

Dad:
Daughter:

Dad:
Daughter

Dad:

Daughter:
Dad:

Daughter:

Dad:

Daughter

Dad:

Daughter:
Dad:

Daughter:

Dad:

Daughter:

Linda, will you come in here a minute before you go upstairs?
Sure Dad.
I'd like to talk with you right now.
What about?
Do you know what time it is, Linda?
I don't know. about 10:30 or 11?
Check your watch again. It must be stopped!
Gee. I didn't know it was that late. I see what you mean. I guess it's pretty
late.
Honey. do you realize how much we worry about you when you don't get in
on time?
I know you worry. But I was :.zind of in a bind tonight.
We worry an awful lot, you know!
I would think you would trust me a little bit more than that. but I appreciate
your worry.
Linda, it's not that we don't trust you. Sure we trust you. But we don't trust
everybody else. Remember when we showed you that newspaper clipping about
that young girl and what happened to her when she was out late? We don't
want that to happen to you.
I just didn't want to be the first to leave the group tonight. All the kids would
have given me a hard time for going home so early and their parents don't
seem to worry so much.
Maybe other parents don't worry so much about their kids. But then maybe
other parents don't care so much about their kids.
Yeah. I guess that's right.
And another thing. Did you notice how the lights all went on down the block
when you slammed the car door and said good night to whomever that was
in the car? What do you think the neighbors are going to think about parents
who don't get their daughter in at a decent hour? What are they going to
think about you? What are they going to think about us?
Well, do you think maybe I could call you if it looked like I was going to
be a little late?
Yeah, maybe about 15 minutes or so. But we couldn't take much longer wondering
if anything was happening to you and what you were doing. We just want
you to start coming in a little earlier, because we hate not knowing where
you are or what's going on. Right now. I'd like you to go upstairs and write
down all the reasons why we get so worried and concerned when you're late.
Could you do that for us. now. Sweetheart? And then we'll talk about it tomorrow.
OK. Dad.

173
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Morn: Steve?
Son: What?

Morn: Do you have a few minutes to talk?
Son: I'm going to listen to my new tape right now.

Mom: Well, when would you be free for us to talk?
Son: OK. what do you want?

Mom: We seem to have a real problem settling things about your room.
Son: You know. you bug me about this all the time.

Mom: Yeah, I know. It's really gotten to be a sore issue for both of us.
hasn't it!

Son: Yeah. I don't know why you don't just leave me alone. I mean Ws
my room!

Mom: It seems like a big part of the problem is the way we've been talking
to each other. I guess you feel it's your room. and I should just
butt out!

Son: Well. I haven't been hassling you about it!
Mom: Well I feel hassled too, especially when I find myself rooting around

your room to get your dirty clothes for washing. I was hoping you
might have some suggestions so we could get together and end the
hassling.

Son: Why can't we just agree that it's my room, and that there's no reason
for anybody to go in there or look at it.

Mom: You'd like your room to be 100% off limits to everyone but you?
Can you think what would happen if no one but you ever went
into your room?

Son: I think that would be just line with me!
Mom: Well, you know I've been taking responsibility for picking up your

clothes, washing them, and putting them back away.
Son: Well. I guess I could get a hamper in my room and maybe put

my dirty clothes in there.
Mom: Gee, sounds good so far! But how would the clothes get to the washing

area and back to the room after they'rr washed?
Son: Well you've always taken care of that!

Mom: Right. and that's where the hassle began. with me in your room.
You were mad because I was in there. and I was upset because
when I was in there I felt like a maid. Pve decided not to do that
anymore.

Son: Well, I don't know. Let's see. Maybe I could take the clothes downstairs
and then bring them up after they're washed. Especially, if that
would mean that you would keep out of my room.

Morn: Great! Now let me make sure we both understand our agreement.
I will stay out of the room. and I'll wash only the clothes you bring
downstairs. You'll have more privacy, and you'll also take responsibility
for taking your clothes downstairs and carrying them back to your
room after they're washed. Is that right?

Son: Yeah. that's it.
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SESSION 5
PASSIVE, AGMESSIVE,

AND ASSERILIVE
PROBLEM-SOLVING

APPROACHES
This session will offer you an opportunity to distinguish

among passive, aggreSsive, and assertive problem-solving
approaches in family matters.

When it comes to solving problems. each family member
has his or her own way of doing things. Awareness of how
each family member approaches problems is important for
developing effective family problem solving.

You will have a chance to discuss and give spectfic
examples of passive, aggressive, and assertive approaches
to solving family problems, using specific scenes from twpical
parent-adolescent interaction&

NOTES
Releltod to Session 5
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Fbrm 8. Three Problem-Inking Ryles

DIRECTIONS

1. Write what the following three words mean in terms of problem solving. That is,
how would a "passive" person respond to a problem which came up in a family?
How would an "aggressive" person respond? How would an "assertive" person respond?

2. Work together as a family in writing your answers.

PROBLEM-SOLVING STYLES

Passive:

Aggressive:

Assertive:
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Form 9. Proliesn-Solving Seriptin Parent Response Sheet

DIRECTIONS

I. The following live quotes are from adolescents.
2. Write typical "quotes" which a passive, aggressive, or assertive parent might make

in response to each adolescent's quote.
3. Be sure to write three responses for each of the live adolescent quotes.
4. Each person is to complete this sheet by himself or herself.

QUOTES AND REWONSES

"riI pick whateverfriends I want to."

Passive response:

J11.

Aggressive response:

Assertive response:

"The other kids don't have a ctufew."

Passive response:

Aggressive response:

Assert ive responEe:

(Continued)
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It's my room and I can leave it messy tf I want to."

Passive response:

Aggressive response:

Assertive response:

"Why do I have to be treated like a kid? Why do you have to know where I'll
be tonight?"

Passive response:

Aggressive response:

Assertive response:

"All the kids smoke pot."

Passive response:

Aggressive response:

Assertive response:
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Form 10. Problem-Solving Scripts: Adolescent Response Sheet

DIRECTIONS

1. The following five quotes are from parents.
2. Write typical "quotes" which a passive. aggressive, or assertive adolescent might

make in response to each parent's quote.
3. Be sure to write three responses for each of the five parent quotes.
4. Each person is to complete this sheet by himself or herself.

QUOTES AND RESPONSES

"Z don't want you hanging around those kids anymore."

Passive response:

Aggressive response:

Assertivt response:

"You have to be in by 9.30 p.m. on weekdays."

Passive response:

Aggressive response:

Assertive response:

(Continued)
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"Clean up your room."

Passive rrsponse:

Aggressive response:

Assertive response:

"Where are you going and who will you e with?"

Passive response:

Aggressive response:

Assertive msponse:

"No dope, and that'sfinal."

Passive response:

Aggressive response:

Assertive response:
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SESSION 6
EXPRESSING

FEELINGS
CONCERNING

FAMILY ISSUES

This session will give you an opportunity to practice specific
techniques for effective communication, allowing each of you
to "get your point acmes" while discussingfamily issues.

I You will learn verbal and nonverbal communication
teahniques. You also will practice the art of listening which
isesential to good communication.

NOTES
Related to Session 6
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Fortn 11. Major Areas of Effective Cpaniunication

For effective communic...ion. pay attention to three major areas.

1. WHAT you say

2. HOW you say it

3. How well you LISTEN

I. WHATyou say

a. Make sure you stay on the topic.

b. Make sure you are specific and clear.

2. HOW you say itWatch your nonverbal communication techniques.

a. Eye Contact: Make sure you are looking at the person to whom you are speaking.

b. Tone of Voice: Make sure you are not using a threatening, sarcastic, lecturing.
whining, too loud, or too soft tone.

c. Posture: Make sure your body communicates interest and concern (lean towards
the person), rather than boredom (yawning, slouching, hands supporting chin.
etc.). defensiveness (arms folded against your body), or aggression (finger-pointing).

3. How well you LISTEN

a. Make sure you can repeat what the other person has said.

b. Check yourself on the nonverbal techniques listed above.
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Form 12. Scoring Grid for Effective Communication on Family Maples

DIRECTIONS

1. Recognize that Forms 12 and 13 are to be used together.

2. Work as a familyparents and adolescentin doing this activity.

3. Listen to directions from the leader as to how to perform this activity.

4. On the "Scoring Grid" (Form 12) on the first line under the speaker column place
the adolescent's name. Under the listener column place the parent's name.

5. The speaker is to use the r. t listed "Family Topic." Form 13.

6. Speaker responds to topic listed on sheet with at least two sentences.

7. Listener is to repeat what speaker says.

8. The scorer is to grade ( 1 = good. 2 = very good. and 3 = excellent) the listener
and the speaker on eye contact, tone of voice, posture, and content (i.e., did the
speaker stay on topic and did the listener repeat what the speaker said without
getting defensive?).

9. After completing Steps 6. and 8. the scorer is to explain why the particular
numbers were given for the speaker and for the listener.

10. Everyone is to take turns at being the speaker. listener, and scorer. Each person
answers ewry topic on the list. However, this activity centers around parent-adolescent
communication. Thus, the adolescent does not score mom and dad as speaker and
listener with each other. Mom and dad are always either a speaker or a listener
with the adolescent.

11. If only one parent and the adolescent of a given family are present for this activity,
the speaker grades the listener and vice versa.

(Continued)
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Itorm 12 Continued

SCORING GRID FOR EVFECT1VE COMMUNICATION ON FAMILY TOPICS

List
Name of
Speaker

Areas to Score Areas to Score

Score: 1 = Good (has the general idea, but needs lots of practice)
2 = Very Good (doing well, but still needs some practice)
3 = ExcelIent (no problems!)
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Form 13. Family topics for an Effective Communication Activitr

1. If I could change my family to make it better. I would . . .

2. The most patient member of my family is
who showed patience when

3. If I had to describe my father in three words. I would say. . . .

4. If I had to describe my mother in three words. I would say. . .

5. The one family activity that I really enjoy doing is . . .

6. The thing we disagree the most about in our family is . .

7. When I know that I have upset someone in my family. I feel . . .

8. The time that I really had ftm with my family was when . . .

9. I would describe an "ideal" family as . . .

10. A fantastic vacation for me and my family would be . . .

11. I show my love for the people in my family when 1 . . .

12. When I express anger. the members of my family react by . . .

13. The most generous member of my family is
who was generous when

14. The most helpful member of my family is
who was helpful when

15. The family member with the best sense of humor is
who showed that humor when

16. If our family inherited a million dollars. I would like for us to

17. Something I really need from my family is

18. If I had to draw a picture of something to symbolize the members of my family. I

would draw for each member.

19. When it comes to the "rules" in my family, I feel . . .

20. The nicest thing that anyone in my family has done for me is . . .

*Adapted by Darrell J. Burnett. PhD.. with permission from the UngarnW Company. 1975.
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SESSION 7
EXPRESSING

POSITIVE FEELINGS
TOWARD

FANO/ MEMBERS
This session allows you to continue practicing the

techniques you learned fron. the previous session, while you
practice expressing positivefeelings toward each other.

Giving and receiving compliments is an essential part
of a healthy family communication pattern, especially when
an adolescent is in the family!

During this session no negatives are allowed! Remember
to use 1" statements, and to stag positive!

NOTES
Related to Session 7
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Fbrm 14. Scoring Grid for Effective Communication of Positive Relive

DIRECTIONS

1. Recognize that Forms 14 and 15 are to be used togethef.

2. Work as a familyparents and adolescentin doing this activity.

3. Listen to directions from the leader as to how to perform this activity.

4. On the "Scoring Grid" (Form 14) on the first line under the speaker column place
the adolescent's mune Under the listener colunm place the parent's name.

5. The speaker is to use Form 15, -Stem Statements of Positive Feelings . .

6. Speaker responds to topic listed on sheet with at least two sentences.

7. Listener is to repeat what speaker says.

8. The scorer is to grade (1 = good. 2 = very good. and 3 = excellent) the listener
and the speaker on eye contact, tone of voice, posture. and content (i.e., did the
speaker stay on topic and did the listener repeat what the speaker said without
getting defensive?).

9. After completing Steps 6. 7. and 8. the scorer is to explain why the particular
numbers were given for the speaker and for the listener.

10. Everyone is to take turns at being the speaker. listener, and scorer. Each person
answers every topic on the list. However, this activity centers around parent-adolescent
communication. Thus, the adolescent does not score mom and dad as speaker and
listener with each other. Mom and dad are always either a speaker or a listener
with the adolescent.

11. If only one parent and the adolescent of a given family are present for this activity.
the speaker grades the listener and vice versa.

(Continued)
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Pb Xn1 14 Continued

SCORING GRID FOR EFFECTIVE COMMUNICAXION OF POSITIVE FEELINGS

Areas to Score Areas to Score

List
Name of
Speaker A. si

g

List
Name of
Listener

I

41. a I

-4

4

I

Pr

-.4 n.

an A

... .

Score: 1 = Good (has the general idea, but needs lots of practice)
2 = Very Good (doing well, but still needs some practice)
3 = Excellent (no problems!)
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Rum 15. Slam Statematts of Positive Feelings far an
Fifective Communication Atthrity

1. I am proud of you because . . .

2. The three things 1 like most about you are . . .

3. I felt closest to you when . . .

4. The three best times I ever had with you were when .

5. Your greatest talent is . . .

6. I really appreciated the time when you . . .

7. If I could grant you any three wishes, they would be .

8. You showed you really cared about me that time when you . . .

9. The three most pleasant memories of our family life are . . .

10. If I had to say something positive about each family member. I would say

11. The thing I like best about home is . . .

12. The positive quality that you add to our family is . . .
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SESSION 8
=PRESSING

NEGATIVE FEELINGS
TOWARD

FAMILY MEMBERS

This session allows you to discuss negative issues with
each other while continuing to use the techniques of effective
communication.

The key to this s -ssion is to remain civil, calm, and
open to what you hear.

Many families avoid n,-gative discussions until they get
to the yelling and screaming stage. This session will help
you understand how negative feelings arise and how to
deal with them early and fffectively.

Just as healthy families give and receive compliments.
it is also essential that families have an atmosphere where
members feel free to express negative feelings, as long
as they do so appropriately.

NOTES
Related to Session 8
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Fbrin 16. Scoring Grid for Effective Dunication of Negative litelings
..111111a

DIRECTIONS

1. Recognize that Forms 16 and 17 are to be used together.

2. Work as a familyparents and adolescentin doing this activity.

3. Listen to directions from the leader as to how to perform this activity.

4. On the "Scoring Grid" (Form 16) on the first line under the speaker column place
the adolescent's name. Under the listener column place the parent's name.

5. The speaker is to use Form 17. "Stem Statements of Negative Feelings."

6. Speaker responds to topic listed on sheet with at least two sentences.

7. listener is to repeat what speaker says.

8. The scorer is to grade ( 1= good, 2 = very good, and 3 . excellent) the listener
and the speaker on eye contact, tone of voice, posture. and content (i.e.. did the
speaker stay on topic and did the listener repeat what the speaker said without
getting defensive?).

9. After completing Steps 6. 7, and 8. the scorer Is to explain why the particular
numbers were given for the speaker and for the listener.

10. Everyone is to take turns at being the speaker, listener, and scorer. Each person
answers every topic on the list. However, this activity centers around parent-adolescent
communication. Thus, the adolescent does not score mom and dad as speaker and
listener with each other. Mom and dad are always either a speaker or a listener
with the adolescent.

11. If only one parent and the adolescent of a given family are present for this activity,
the speaker grades the listener and vice versa.
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Form 16 Continued

SCORING GRID FOR EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION OF NEGATIVE FEELINGS

Ilst
Name of
Speaker

Areas to Score

List
Name of
Listener

Areas to Score

RP,

4.11111.114110

Score: 1 = Good (has the general idea, but needs lots of practice)
2 = Very Good (doing well, but still needs some practice)
3 = Excellent (no problems!)
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Form 17. Stan Statements of Negative nelings for
Effective Communication Activity

1. I get irritated when you

2. I get annoyed when you

3. I resent it when you

4. I felt embarrassed when you

5. I feei uncomfortable around you when

6. I felt hurt when you

7. I was disappointed when you

-

8. I felt angry towards you when

9. I feel that you didn't respect me when you

10. I have difficulty communicating with you when you
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SESSION 9
=PRESSING

FEELINGS OF
EMPATHY TOWARD
FAMILY MEMBERS

Thip :;.tssion offers you an opportunity to practice your
effeeive communication techniques while doing something
that 's diilkult yet essential to healthy family communication.

You will practice how to "get into each other's shoes."
trying to understand and appreciate each other's thoughts.
feelings, and opinions in areas common to families with
adolescents.

This activity in empathy is very important. and will appear
again in Session 15 during the family contracting activity.

NOTES
Related to Session 9
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Form 18. Parent Sheet far Activities on Empathy Related to Family Issues

DIRECTIONS

1. Mom and dad are to fork separately in completing this form while their teenager
completes Form 19.

2. Mom and dad are to distinguish how each feels.

3. Recognize that Part A of this form addresses feelings of your teenager
with basic family issues which usually arise in the course of adolescence.

4. Recognize that Part B of this form addresses your feelings as a parent.

5. Complete both Part A and Part B.

6. Try to "get into each other's shoes," that is in Part A try to respond
were your son or daughter.

7. If you do not know in Part A what your teenager feels or thinks, guess:
you would speculate he/she would feel or think.

8. Record your responses in the spaces provided.

in connection
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Farm 18 Continued

Part A: Your Thenager's nonage

DIRECTIONS

Write what your son/daughter might thinkifeer. when facing peer pressure in
the following areas. Mom and Dad answer separately.

PEM PRESSURE

1. He/she is at a party. and his/her friends encourage him/her to drink alcohol.

Morn

Dad

2. He/she is at a party. and his/her friends encourage him/her to use drugs br.sideq
alcohol.

Mom

Dad

3. He/she is at a party and his/her friends encourage him/her to stay out past
curfew.

Mom

Dad

4. His/her friends want him/her to skip school after lunch.

Mom

Dad

5. He/she is faced with getting into or staying in a car with a drunk driver friend.

Morn

Dad

6. He/she is pressured by friends to have a party at his/her house while parents
are out of town.

Mom

Dad
(Continued)
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Rum 18 Cokued

7. He/she is pressured to hang around "friends" not approved by his/her parents.

Mom

Dad

8. He/she is pressured to wear clothes (hairstyle. make-up. Jewelry) not approved
of by his/her parents.

Mom

Dad

9. He/she is pressured to have sm.

Mom

Dad

Part 13: Your lite Hugs as a Parat

IXRECTIONS

Write the things you might think or feel which would make it difficult for
you to deal with the following situations.

SITUATIONS FACED

1. Your son/daughter asks to go out on his/her first unchaperoned date.

Mom

Dad

2. You son/daughter asks to get a driver's license.

Mom

Dad

3. Your sc? t/daughter asks to drive the family car.

Mom

Dad

4. Your son/daughter asks you to stay out of his/her room.

Mom

Dad
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Fbrm 18 Continued

5. Your son/daughter asks to go to a party at someone's house whom you don't
know.

Mom

Dad

6. Your son/daughter asks you to extend his/her curfew from 10pm to midnight.

Mom

Dad

7. Your son/daughter seldom brings home books from school, claiming that he/she
did his/her homework at school, or that the teachers never give homework.

Mom

Dad

8. Your son/daughter refuses to wear anything except "name label" clothes.

Mom

Dad

9. You find out that one of your son/daughter's friends is using drugs.

Mom

Dad
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Fbrm 19. Adolescent Sheet for Activities on Empathy
Related to Family Issues

DIRECTIONS

1. Work independently in completing this form.

2. Recognize that Part A of this form addresses feelings of your parentsmom and
dad.

3. Recognize that Part B of this form addresses your feelings as a teenager.

4. Complete both Part A and Part B.

5. In Part A. respond for mom on each issue and do the same for dad.

6. 'fly to "get into each other's shoes." that is in Part A try to respond as if you
were Dad or Mom.

7. If you do not know in part A what your mom or dad feels or thinks, guess; write
what you would speculate he/she would feel or think.

8. Record your responses in the space provided.
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Ponn 19 Continued

Part A: Your Parente Ike

DIRECTIONS

1. Write the things your parvnts might think or feel which would make it difficult
for them to deal with the following situations.

2. DistingUish how Mom and Dad feel separately on each issue.

ISSUES

1. You ask your parents to go out on your first unchaperoned date.

Mom

Dad

2. You ask to get a driver's license.

Morn

Dad

3. You ask your parents for the family car.

Mom

Dad

4. You ask your parents to stay out of your room.

Mom

Dad

5 You ask to go to a party at someone's house whom your parents don't know.

Mom

Dad

6. You ask your parents to extend your curfew from 10 pm to midnight.

Mom

Dad

(Continued)
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Pbrm 19 Conlimsed

7. You seldom bring books home from school and you tell your parents that the
teachers never give homework, or that you did your homework at school.

Mom

Dad

8. You tell your parents that you won't wear anything but "name label" clothes.

Mom

Dad

9. Your parents find out that one of your friends is using drugs.

Mom

Dad

Part II:Your nelfrigs as a ltenager

DIRECTIONS

Write things you might think or feet which would make it difficult when facing
peer pressure in the following areas.

PEER PRESSURE

1. You're at a party and your friends encourage you to drink alcohol.

2. You're at a party and your friends encourage you to use drugs besides alcohol.

3. You're at a party and your friends encourage you to stay out past curfew.

4. Your friends want you to skip school after lunch.

5. Your friend is drinking and driving and you have to decide whether to get in
the car, or. if already in the ear, whether to stay in the car.
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Form 19 Costtinued

6. Your friends are pressuring you to have a party at your house while your parents
are out of town.

7. Your parents don't approve of certain friends of yours. but those friends are pressuring
you to hang around them.

8. Your friends are encouraging you to wear clothes (hairstyle. make-up. jewelry)
not approved of by your parents.

9. Your friends are talking about having sex and encourafpg you to do likewise.
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Form 20. Scoring Grid for Motive Canmumication of Empathy

DIRECTIONS

1. Recognize that Forms 18 and 19 are to he used together with this form.

2. Work as a familyparents and adolescentin doing this activity.

3. Listen to directions from the leader as to how to perform this activity.

4. On the "Scoring Grid" (Form 20) on the first line under the speaker column place
one of the parent's name. Under the listener column place the adolescent's name.
The activity proceeds as follows.

5. The parent, as speaker, uses the first item on Form 18, Part A, and attempts
to empathize,. to "get into the adolescent's shoes." Using the response written for
the "peer pressure" item, wherein the adolescent is at a party and friends encourage
him/her to drink alcotel, the parent expresses what he/she thtnks the adolescent
might think or feel when facing peer pressure. Remarks are addressed directly to
the adolescent.

6. As the listener, the adolescent simply repeats back what the parent said, thus
showing that he/she was listening.

7. The other parent (if both parents are present). scores both the parent and the adolescent
on Form 20, the "Scoring Grid." noting eye contact, tone of voice, etc., as in Sessions
6, 7, and 8. If only one parent is present, then the speaker (parent) and listener
(adolescent) score each other.

8. The adolescent then becomes the speaker, staying on the same topic, explaining
to the parent (listener) that, indeed, the parent was correct about the adolescent's
feelings or thoughts. If the parent omitted certain thoughts or feelings which the
adolescent had, 'Lien the adolescent communicates them to his/her parent.

9. The parent (listener) simply repeats back what was said.

10. Scoring again takes place on Form 20, "Scoring Grid" as was done in Direction
7.

11. The adolescent then becomes the speaker while attempting to empathize with his/
her parent on the first item on Form 19, Part A Le., dealing with the first unchaperoned
date). The adolescent attempts to "get into his/her parent's shoes" concerning the
thoughts or feelings which might make it difficult for his/her parents to deal with
the situation. Remarks are addressed directly to the parent.

12. The parent (listener) simply repeats what the adolescent said.

13. Speaker and listener are scored on Form 20. "Scoring Grid," as in Direction 7.

14. The parent then becomes the speaker, staying on the same topic. explaining that,
indeed, the adolescent was correct about the parent's feelings or thoughts. However,
if the adolescent omitted any feelings or thoughts which the parent had, or might
have, this is communicated to the adolescent.

(Continued)
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Faun 20 Continued

15. The adolescent (listener) simply repeats what the parent said.

16. Parent and adolescent are scored on Form 20. "Scoring Grid." as in Direction 7.

17. This procedure is continued, using each item on the empathy sheets (Forms 18
and 19), until all items have been discussed (ff time permits).

18. Throughout zhis activity, participants are reminded to remain calm and stay on
track

(Continued)
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Form 20. Continued

SCORING GRID FOR EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION OF EMPATHT

Areas to Score Areas to Scorel

Scone: 1 az Good (has the general idea, but needs lots of practice)
2 = Very Good (doing well, but still needs some practice)
3 :11 Ifteelleat (no problemta
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Form 21. Parent Sheet for Activity on Empathy Related to Hospital Issues
m1M111101M.

Part A: Your Teenagers Refiner

DIRECTIONS

Write the things your son/daughter might have thought or felt or probably would
think or feel when facing the following situations.

SITUATIONS FOR PAW A

I. When my adolescent was informed about being admitted to the hospital, he/she thought/
felt

2. During the admission procedures, my adolescent thought/felt

3. When we said goodbye and left the hospital on the day of admission, my adolescent
thought/felt

4. During our visit when our adolescent was having a "good day." he/she thought/felt

5. During our visit when our adolescent was having a "bad day." he/she thought/felt

6. On the first off-gmunds pass with family. our adolescent thought/felt

7. On the weekend family pass, our adolescent thought/felt

8. As we developed our home behavior contract during family sessions, our adolescent

thought/felt

9. As we anticipate discharge from the hospital. our adolescent thinks/feels

(Continued)
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Form 21 Co_1*-Anued

Part B: Your Ikelbap as a Parent

DIRECTIONS

Write the things you have thought or felt or probably would think or feel when facing
the following situations.

SITUATIONS FM PANT II

1. When I had to make the decision to hospitalize my adolescent. I was thinking/feeling

2. When I admitted my adolescent, I was thinking/feeling

3. When I left the hospital after admitting my adolescent. I thought/felt

4. When I visited my adolescent and he/she was having a "good day," I thought/felt

5. When I visited my adolescent and he/she was having a "bad day." I thought/felt

6. When I picked up my adolescent for his/her first off-grounds family pass, I thought/
felt.

7. When my adolescent came on his/her weekend passes. I thought/felt

8. As we developed our home behavior contract during family sessions, I thought/felt

9. As we anticIpate discharge from the hospital. I am thinkingjfeeling
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Rain 22. Adolescent Sheet for Activity on Empathy
Relatzd to Hospital lames

Part A: Your Parents' Feelings

DIRECTIONS

Write those ,things your parents thought or felt or probably would think or feel when
faced with the following situations.

SITUMIONS FOR PART A

1. While my parents were attempting to make the decision concerning whether to hospitalize
me or not, they thought/felt

2. During admission procedures, my parents thought/felt

3. After admission procedures were completed, and my parents were leaving the hospital.
they thought/felt

4. During visits with my parents on days when I was having a "good day," they were
thinking/feeling

5. During family visits with my parents on days in which I was having a "bad day."
they were thinking/feeling

6. When I went on my first off-grounds pass, my parents were thinking/feeling

7. When I went on my weekend off-grounds pass, my parents were thinktngjfeeling

8. While we were developing the home behavior contract during family session, my parents
were thinking/feeling

9. As we anticipate discharge from the hospital, my parents are thinkIng/feeling

(Continued)
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Fbrai 22 Continued

Part B: Your Peelings as a Manger

DIRECTIONS

Write those things you thought or felt or probably would think or feel if facing the
following situations.

SITUATIONS FOR PART 13

1. When I was informed that my parents had decided to hospitalize me for treatment.
I thiught/felt

2. During the hospital admission procedures. I thought/felt

3. When my parents left the hospital after the admission procedures were completed.
I thought/felt

4. During family visits on days when I was having a "good day." I thought/felt

5. During family visits on days when I was having a "bad day." I thought/felt

6. During the first off-grounds pass with family. I thought/felt

7. During the weekend family pass. I thought/felt

8. While developing the home behavior contract during family session. I thought/felt

9. As we anticipate discharge from the hospital. I am thinking/feeling
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SESSION 10
THE IAW

OF EFFECT
Beginning with this session, the topic will center around

trying to understand human behavior and the principles
qf behavior change.

This session will involve a discussion of the LAW OF
EFFECT, which states that behavior is a function of its
consequence. That is, if you want to know why a behavior
keeps going, or stops, then look at the consequence. Look
at what happens after the behavior ocean.

Starting with this session, you will be discussing behaviors
and consequences and how they help explain why we act
the way we do.

The more you understand about how behaviors happen.
the more you will understand the "how" and -why" of each
family member's behavior.

NOTES
Related to Session 10
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Fonn 23. The Law Of Effect: Behavior Is A rowtion Mita Consequence

INFORM/MON

1. A problem behavior is tied in with the adolescent's perception and experience of
the consequence for the behavior.

2. If an adolescent perceives and experiences a consequence for behavior as pleasant.
the behavior is likely to increase.

3. If an adolescent perceives and experiences a. consequence for a behavior as unpleasant,
the behavior is likely to decrease.

4. Most adolescents will eventually stop the behavior, based upon the consequences which
the adolescent perceives and experiences as unpleasant. The spectrum of unpleasant
consequences ranges from verbal warnings to prison!

5. The task of parents with adolescents is to communicate to them that there are unpleasant
consequences for problem behaviors, and pleasant consequences for positive behaviors.

THE CONTINUUM OF UNPLEASANT CONSEQUENCES

Setting Consequence aisted In sequential order of experienced implement:less)

Home Lecture, Restriction, Diversion Counseling, Probation

School Lecture, Detention. Suspension, Expulsion. Diversion Counseling, Probation

Community Lecture, Restitution, Diversion Counseling, Probation

Probation Informal, Formal. At home, Group home, Camp, Youth Prison
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SESSION 1 1
THEORIES OF
ADOLESCENT

BEHAVIOR

This session offers an overview of four theories of why
adolescents act the way they do.

You will hear about analytic, humanistic, biological
(developmental), and behavioral explanations of adolescent
behaviors.

A special discussion will be held on the importance of
understanding the developmental age of each adolescent.
Also a discussion will occur of how some biological.
developmental delays in the central nervous system can
help account for certain adolesvent behaviors.

In addition, a discussicn will take place about how to
identify possible -problem areas" in development. ;.*nd how
to use specific learning techniques to work on these problem
areas at home.

NOTES
Related to Session 11
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Form 24. Semple Profile of on Alintout Adolescent

MOTIONAL CORMATESINEEICUL1T OBSERVED

Sequencing Deficits

Vetbal Wression Deficits

Social Judgment Deficits ii

Low Tolerance of Frustration

Impulsivity

Explosiveness

Egocentricity

-AU or None" Syndrome
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librin 25. Treating the Deficit

Characteristics and Emotional
Corzeistes ta be Treated

Treahnent Pracedme

Sequencing Deficits

Low Tolerance of Frustrat ion

Impulsivity

Explosiveness

Verbal Expression Deficits

Social Judgment Deficits

Classro....1 activities:
Active listening
Reading exercises

(Drawing conclusions)

Home I3ehavior Contract:
"Earn" privileges.
Reward for appropriate behaviors.

Promote self-control.

Self management techniques

Relaxation

Biofeedback

"Earn" privileges.

Home communication exercises
(See Sessions 6, 7. 8. and 9)

Social skills training

Empathy exercises
(See Session 9)
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SESSION 12
PARENTAL ROLE

IN APPLYING
CONSEQUENCES

This session centers around the topic of consequences,
and the role which parents play in applying consequences
for their adolescent's behaviors at home.

This session will involve a discussion of 5 basic steps
for parents to use in attempting to raise responsible adolescents.
who can handle the consequences of their own actions.

As the steps are discussed by way of cartoon illustrations.
you will have an opportunity to discuss with each other how
well these steps have been used in your family.

You will also have an opportunity to plan for future
implementation of the steps with each other.

NOTES
Related to Session 12
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Form 26. Five Buie Steps for Parents to Help Adolescents
Associate Consequences 'With Behaviors

RAISING RESPONSIBLE MS:
FIVE BASIC SIMS

I. BE CONSISTENT

2. SAY WHAT YOU MEAN
MEAN WHAT YOU SAY

3. DONT RESCUE

4. DONT GIVE IN

5. LOOK FOR THE POSITIVES
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Cartoon 1. BE CONSISTENT

FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE. Copyright 1981. Lynn Johnston. Reprinted by permission of Universal Press

Syndicate. All rights reserved.
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Florm 27. Examples of Inconsistency Experienced Within the Family

IIERECTIONS

1. Mom and dad work together on this task.
2. Each adolescent works independently.
3. Write examples of inconsistency experienced within the family. i.e.. between parents.

between one parent and one adolescent. one parent saying or doing one thing with
the adolescent and the other parent doing differently.

4. Place the emphasis upon finding examples of inconsistency, not upon faultfinding.
5. Keep your comments for use later in Session 12.

Mom's and Dad's Examples

Adolescent's Examples
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Cartoon 3. DON'T RESCUE

MARVIN

NOW, JeNNY,
YOU'RE SEING

41-90 MARC,
ON HIM

,111/

1,;;1111111

Reprinted with special permission of North America Syndicate, Inc.
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PUrm MI Examples of Rescuing or Being Rescued

DIRECTIONS

1. Mom and dad work together on this task.
2. Each adolescent works independently.
3. Parents are to write incidents where they remember "rescuing" their child.
4. Adolescents are to write memories of times when they were "caughr by their parents.

but, for one reason or another, they were let off the hook."

Mom's and Dad's Examples

Adolescent's Examples
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cartoon 4. DONT GIVE IN

DON'T GIVE IN
MISS PEACH

TOCA194 giint00,14 'WM They um
tie Aki&AD AND DO Ail Mil' PLUM, nergrusio

CP rmiti PACCPOr ws040.
Pa Wm it

Reprinted with special permission of Melt Lazarus and Creator Syndicate

THE FAMILY CIRCUS By BiI Keane

"It's time you learned: 'NO' is
complete sentence."

Reprinted with special permission of King Features Syndieate. Inc.
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cartoon 5. LOOK FORME POSITIVES

ANDY CAPP ly Remo Smythe

Reprinted with spc. I rmission of North America Syndicate. Inc

num 29. 86 Ways to Say "Very Good"'

1. Good for you!
2. Superb.
3. You did that very well.
4. You've got it made.
5. Terrific!
6. That's not bad!
7. Couldn't have done it better

myself.
8. Marvelous!
9. You're doing fine.

10. You're really impawing.
11. You're on the right track now!
12. Now you've figured it out.
13. Outstanding!
14. That's coming along ..ieely.
15. I knew you could do it.
16. Good work.
17. You figured that out fast.
18. I think you've got it now.
19. proud of the way you

worked friday.
20. Tremendous!
21. You certainly did well today.
22. Perfect!
23. Nice going.
24. You've got your brain in gear

today.
25. Now you've got the hang of

it.
26. WOW!
27. Wonderful!
28. You're getting better every

thy.

9(1'. Vt,u're learning fast.
30. You make it look easy.
31. That's a good boy/girl.
32. That's very much better.
33. Super!
34. You did a lot of work today!
35. Keep it up!
36. You've got ''.mt down pat.
37. Congratulations.
38. Exactly right!
39. Nice going.
40. Excellent!
41..Sensational!
42. You're doing beautifully.
43. You've just about mastered

that!
44. That's really nice.
45. That's the best ever.
46. That's great.
47. Way to go!
48. That's the way to do itl
49. That's quite an improvement.
50. Good thinidng.
51. You're really going to town.
52. Keep up the good work.
53. That's it!
54. That's better.
55. You haven't missed a thing.
56. Fantastic!
57, You outdid yourself today!
58. You're doing a good Job.
59. That's the right way to do it.

60. 'That's better.
61. Right on!
62. Well, look at you go!
63. That's the best you've ever

done.
64. That's RIGHT!
65. You must have been

practicing!
66. Great!
67. Keep working on it. you're

gett ing better.
68. You remembered!
69. That kind of work makes me

very happy.
70. You're really working hard

today.
71. That's what I eall a fine Job!
72. 1 knew you could do it!
73. I'm very proud of you.
74. One more time and you'll

have it.
75. Fine!
76. That's good.
77. Good job.
78. You really make this fun.
79. Good remembering.
80. Nothing can stop you now.
81. You are doing much better

today.
82. Keep on trying.
83. You are really learning a lot.
84. You've Just about got it.
85. I've never seen anyone do it

better.
86. You are very good at that.

"Reprinted with permission. Growing Parent. January. 1985. Vol. 13. #1.
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SESSION 13
PUNISHMENT VERSUS

LOGICAL AND
NATURAL

CONSEQUENCES
This session discusses the difficult task of how to apply

negative consequences far negative behaviors in the family.

You will learn to distinguish between PUNISHMENT vetsus
the application of LOGICAL AND NATURAL CONSEQUENCES.

You will have an opportunity to assess just how negative
consequences have been applied in yourfamily.

You will also have an opportunity to assess how positive
consequences have been applied in gaurfamily.

Finally, you will have an opportunity to discuss present
and potential resources at home for offering consequences
for behaviors.

NOTES
Related to Session 13
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Rum 30. How Parents Deliver Negative Consequences*

DIRECTIONS

1. Mom and dad work separately on this task.
2. Each adolescent works independently.
3. Parents rate themselves.
4. Adolescents rate their parents.
5. Below is a list of live statements concerning how negative consequences are delivered

at home. Simply check yes or no as to whether they apply to how mom or dad
deliver negative consequences.

STATEMENTS

I. The consequence is a retaliation to get
even or humiliate.

2. The consequence is logically under-
standable and reasonable to the child.

3. The consequence is given in a calm voice
and/or with empathy and concern for
the child.

4. Consequences are arbitrarily imposed
for the purpose of inflicting pain or
suffering.

5. The intensity of the consequence is
appropriate to the behavior.

Man Dad
Yes No Yes No

MIMMIFIFF11111

IMII10. 1111WW.1111111011

=11111. 0111i

allp.m11 ,111.

1111.

'Adapted by Darrell J. Burnett. Ph.D.. from Jensen. and Jensen. J., Pour Principles .for Positive Parentinsi.
Brigham Young University. Prove, Utah. 84601. 1984.
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Form 31. Row Parents Deliver Positive consequences*

1XRECTIONS

I . Mom and dad work separately on this task.
2. Each adolescent works independently.
3. Parents rate themselves.
4. Adolescents rate their parents.
5. Below is a list of five statements concerning how positive consequences are delivered

at home. Simply check yes or no as to whether they apply to how mom or dad
delivers positive consequences.

STATEMENTS
Yes

Mom
Yes

Dad
No No

1. I have rewards that mean a lot to my 11114MMINV1 .4 Milmm=

2. I clearly state just what behaviors I
e.xpect.

41111.010111MI

3. I start with small enough steps to make
it easy for my child to meet my
expectations.

10.10.411=1

4. I am enthusiastic when I present
rewards.

.. 11.00 mam.

5. I am willing to follow through with el.w01=1 MM111 .1111110111...

rewards even when other important
demands are placed on me.

*Adapted by Darrell J. Burnett. Ph.D.. front Jensen. I_ and Jensen. J. Four Principle's jir Positive Parenting.
Brigham Young University. Provo, Utah 84601. 1984
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Form 32. Parental Resources For Consequences *

INRECTIONS

1. Mom and dad work together on this task.
2. Each adolescent works independently.
3. Parents identify items which they are presently using as consequences.
4. Adolescent identifies items being used by parents as consequences.
5. Below is a list of items which other families have used as positive consequences

for positive behaviors. They have also been withdrawn and used as negative consequences
for negative behaviors. Simply check each item which is presently being used by
mom or dad as a consequence.

ITEMS FOR CONSEQUENCErt

Meals
Use of T.V,

Use of musical equipment
Use of rooms
Books

Furniture
Invitation for friend to visit
Parties (Birthday. sleepovers, etc.)
Room decorat ions
Toys

Clothing

OUTSIDR THE ROME HEIP I
Transportation
Money

Finding jobs
Enrolling in recreational aetivity
Enrolling in lessons
Sioing for auto purchase
Insurance
'flips
Help get t ing along: siblings

Help gett ing along: teachers
Help gett ing along: adults
Help gett ing along: peen'

Help gett ing along: relat !yes

1:=NEE
Use of car
Use of computer
Use of stereo and video
Use Of phone

Discount tickets
Giunes and Sport ing Events

Ucin Dd irT4 I Wm Dad

....1110

!WM/MM.

1=041

M111.1.1

.11.,Mi

61111

111101.111

11.1..M

111
MIN

.=110.

011.1.01.

.111/1

il=111=1..

Extra-curricular activities
Summer vacations
Free time at home after school
Saturdays
Famil games

[100

.1111=

=1011... fl

Affection

ComFany of siblings
Or

111111111 11.111M.

Attention
Time together
Compliments .11
Games and sporting events =1111M.

Visiting and conversation
listening to problem of child

0111 0111=1=.1111.01

Helping solve problems of child
IMIM11.!

0.111

1791 ;TfriKr.i 5'#

Help on homework
Help on cleaning

0!
Transportation to act ivities

MI=M111111111

Answering quest imp;
=1110111 alimiMMIM

*Adapted by Darrell J. Burnett. Ph.D.. from Jensen. 1... and Jensen. J . Four Principles for Positive Parenting.
Brigham Young University. Provo. Utah 84601. 1984.
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lA
SESSION

IDENTIFYING
BEHAVIORS

While the previous two sessions dealt with the topic of
consequences for behaviors, this session dwells on the
importance of being specific when it comes to the behaviors
expected of each other in families.

You will have an opportunity to get specific while discussing
"vague" words which seem to come up a lot in family
discussions: TRUST. RESPECT. UNDERSTANDING. AND
RESPONSIBLE.

This session will help you prepare for the next session.
on contracting, where you will learn to connect behaviors
with consequences.

NOTES
Related to Session 14
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Pbrin 33. Defining Behaviors Worksheet

DIRECTIONS

1. Write your definition for each of the following four words.
2. Do not discuss at this time with any other group member. Work alone.

Trust

Respect

Understanding

Responsible

88 Improving Patent Adolescent Relationships Participant Workbook
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SESSION 15
DEVELOPING

A FAMILY BEHMOR
CONTRACT

This session will give you an opportunity to practice how
to negotiate and contract with each other in an effort to
promote positive behaviors toward each other.

You will practice a "seven (7) step" sample family contract
activity to give you a "feel" for using this approach to promote
positive problem solving in the family,

NOTES
Related to Session 15

Session 15 aveloping ct Family Behavior Contract SP



Et= 34. Family Behavior Contracting*

PURPOSE: Increase positive interactions.

I. Be specific.
2. Be realistic.
3. Have empathy. "get into the other person's shoes.-

AcrivnY

I. Pick 3 items on your list from Form
35 or 36.

2. Pick 2 items on other person's list
from Form 35 or 36.

3. Rank other person's list according to
what you value (V) the most. Use 1

to 5 with I being most valued.
4. Rank your list according to what will

be the most difficult, what will cost
(C) the most. Use I to 5 with 1 being
most.

5. Review both lists to see if all items
are realistic and specific.

6. Empathize. Try to "get into the other
person's shoes- 1-1s you review the
values and costs on each item (i.e.,
adolescent tries to relate why he/she
thinks a specific item is difficult for
parent to do).

7. Negotiation. Bargain with each other
(between parents and adolescent).
offering positive behaviors to each
other.

Sews en Steps

( I . Identifying rewards for others)

(2. Ident Wing rewards for self

(3. Setting priorities on rewards)

(4. Setting costs on providing rewards)

(5. Making sure items an. realistic and
sPeciii4

(6. Empathizing)

(7. Trading affrewards)

*Adapted by Darrell J. Bur nett . from Weathers. L. and LINT rmut R . P.. Tlie ramily Coot nwt nu, 1-:±ien.i+e
Journal qf Behavior Therapy and aperimental Therapy. 1975. 6. 206.214.
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FOrm 35. Parent Catalog Cards: Reinforcers for Teens

DIRECTIONS

1. As parents of a given family, work together as a team on this activity.
2. Note that the eleven (11) items listed are ones that other families have in the past

listed as possible behavior areas which could be used as rewards for their teen-
age children.

3. Choose three (3) items, no more and no k.ss. which you believe your adolescent
would most appreciate.

4. Use space 12 to write in any item or items not listed.
5. Work as a team to arrive at a common estimate of reward items which you believe

your adolescent would like the most.
6. Disregard the letters "V" and "C" until instructed later on how to use them.
7. After completing Directions I through 6. follow additional directions given by the

group leader.

REINFORCERS FOR TEENS

1. Stop nagging your adolescent about

2. Let your son/daughter stay out longer, until : on weekdays. and : on
weekends

3. Let your son/daughter go out another night per week.

4. Give your adolescent per week allowance

V

5. 13uy your adolescent a

6. Let your adolescent watch TV more

V

(Continued)
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Farm 35 anitinued

7. Let your adolescent use the family car (to)

8. Stop going through your adolescent's things

9. Stop listening in on your adolescent's phone calls

10. Stop being critical of your adolescent's clothes hair, friends. etc.

11. Let your adolescent get a driver s license.

12.

Adapted by Darrell J. 13urnett. PhD.. from Weathers. L. and Liberman. . The Family Contracting Exerdse.
Journal qf Behavior Therapy and Experimental Therapy. 1975. 6. 208-214.
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Form 36. nen Catalog Cards: Reinforce's for Parents

DIRECTIONS

1. As adolescents, work independently on this activity.
2. Note that the 16 items listed are ones that other teenagers in the past have listed

as possible behaviors that could be used as rewards offerrd to their parents.
3. Choose three (3) items, no more and no less, which you believe your parents would

most appreciate.
4. Use space 17 to write in any item or items not listed.
5. Be specific in writing each of your items.
6. Disregard the letters "V- and "C" until instructed later on how to use them.
7. After completing Directions 1 through 6 follow additional directions given by the

group leader.

REINFORCERS FOR PARENTS

1. Do minutes of homework nightlyfrom : to :

2. Make my bed and hang up my clothes before I go to school

3. Clean my room, which means

4. Not talking back or arguing when

5. Bring my friends to meet my parents. Friends are

6. Improve my grades in the following:

Class To

Class To

Class To

(Continued)
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Form 36 Continued

7. Attend classes at school every day with less than tardies per

8. Not run away from home

9. Not smoking (at)

10. Help with chores around the house such as:

11. Ask parents' permission to go out

12. Be home by : weekday nights and : weekend nights.

13. Get up in the morning without a hassle, which means

14. Babysit my younger brother/sister when

15. Play my stereo/1V/radio more quietly when

16. Not fight with my brother/sister when

17.

V

Adapted by Darrell J. Burnett. PhD.. from Weathers. L. and Liberman. R.P.. The Family Contracting Exercise.
Journal qf Behavior Therapy and Evpt.rintental Therapy. 1975. 6. 2(".214.
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